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ABSTRACT 
This thesis examines, within specific parameters, some of the discursive constructions 
by 'ordinary' Australians, of some of the putative effects of their country's changing 
immigration programme over the thirty-five years since 1966—the year in which the 
Holt Government announced the first of what were to become over the course of time 
a number of sweeping changes to the administration of Australia's immigration and 
settlement programmes. Its focus is on one particular outlet for that discursive 
construction of supposed effect—the Letter to the Editor of the metropolitan press. 
Against the background of a consideration of the nature of that unique medium, as 
well as a consideration of Australia's specific history in respect of the administration 
of immigration, it identifies and examines the recurring notion in a number of such 
letters that there is something like an intractable or inevitable relationship between the 
socio-cultural and demographic composition of a society on the one hand, and its 
stability, prosperity, and even viability on the other. 
The theoretical construct of the Interpretative Repertoire is borrowed from the 
work of Margaret Wetherell and Jonathan Potter, among others, in order to better 
explicate the operation of that apparent relationship in those letters. Assertions about 
the inevitability of internecine strife in multicultural or multiracial societies speak to 
the pre-existing sets of general and specialised knowledge, ideas, opinions and other 
intellectual resources—the "explanatory resources", in other words (Wetherell and 
Potter, "Discourse Analysis" 172)—which the various correspondents both have 
access to, and make use of, in developing their respective arguments. So too do 
speculations about the nature of the material impression, if any, on the conduct and 
manner of life in Australia that any given migrants are likely to have. What emerges 
most strongly from the data, though, is the fact that assertions and speculations of this 
kind have frequently been mobilised in general support of, as well as in direct 
opposition to, the ongoing broadening of legislative definitions of 'suitable' or 
'desirable' immigrants to include those of a markedly different socio-cultural or racial 
background. Taking the view that what is being achieved in each of the letters in turn 
is the discursive construction of particular alternative versions of these ontological 
categories of immigrants, this thesis demonstrates, by means of a close attention to 
VI 
lexical as well as symbolic content, that all of the correspondents are drawing upon 
remarkably similar explanatory resources, regardless of any apparent differences in 
their respective attitudinal stances. 
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INTRODUCTION 
IMMIGRATION TO AUSTRALIA: A HISTORY OF CONTENTION 
Since the quite marked shift in official immigration and settlement policy, fi-om a 
White Australia to a Multicultural Australia, that took place over the 1960s and the 
1970s the recent history of immigration to Australia has been anchored in three loud, 
public debates. In the course of this shift—and most likely as a consequence of the 
growing disreputability of socio-cultural taxonomies of inferiority and superiority 
based on racial or genetic characteristics—support for White Australia had tended 
increasingly to be couched in terms of references to potential social tension, and to the 
possibility of dual or split loyalties in the event of Australia becoming involved in any 
military conflict in the region (Jupp, Immigration 116). This kind of inter-communal 
strife, it was frequently claimed, had characterised similar moves towards population 
diversity in other countries, specifically the United Kingdom and the United States. 
Thus, a substantial degree of seeming inevitability was built up around the possibility 
of its imminent appearance in Australia. The first of those three debates—which 
began when the prominent and (hitherto at least) widely respected historian, Geoffrey 
Blainey, expressed the opinion in a speech to the Warmambool Rotary club on the 
\1^^ of March 1984 that "the pace of Asian immigration is now far ahead of public 
opinion" (qtd. in Blainey 25)—quickly adopted this general line of argument. Over 
the following months Blainey repeatedly painted a grim picture of a firactured society, 
one inevitably riven by inter-racial conflict in the aftermath of an uncontrolled influx 
of Asians (Ricklefs 42-46). Four years later, in August 1988, the then leader of the 
Opposition, John Howard, prompted the second debate, when he publicly expressed 
similar sentiments. "It would", he said of Asian immigration, "be in our immediate 
term interests and supportive of social cohesion if it was slowed down a little so that 
the capacity of the community to absorb were greater" (qtd. in Ricklefs, 47). Howard 
subsequently lost the leadership of the Opposition to Andrew Peacock amidst denials 
that his position was racist, or that he actually advocated a return to White Australia. 
Finally, the third debate got under way when independent member, Pauline Hanson, 
announced in her maiden speech to federal parliament on the 10 of September 1996 
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that "we are in danger of being swamped by Asians ... [who] have their own culture
and religion, form ghettos and do not assimilate" (Parliament of Australia 3862).
Merle Ricklefs argues that each of these three debates in tum was more about
the subjective nature of the contemporary Australian national identity or self-
imaginary, than about any objective consideration of the facts of racism or the history
and effects of Australian immigration and settlement policies (39-40). Certainly what
seems to have been most at stake in each case was the nature and makeup of the most
desirable Australia, both at the time and into the future. The focus throughout was
always on "the need to define the exclusiveness of the category 'Australia'"
(Jayasuriya and Pookong 89). Ricklefs further asserts that in each case the key
players in this ongoing struggle for discursive supremacy were, in tum, the political
and intellectual elites of the day; the various media institutions; a range of fringe
extremists; and "the general populace whose sentiments other players sought to shape
and/or to reflect" (39). It is my aim here to examine this discursive construction of
Australia(s) by engaging with some of the many and various responses that have been
offered by some members of this, so-called, "general populace"-in particular those
responses that take up that idea of there being some kind of a relationship between
social tension or conflict on the one hand, and socio-cultural or racial diversity on the
other.
What is most particularly significant about that recurrIng Image of
unavoidable internecine strife, I would seek to argue, is that it has long existed in
Australian public discourse. It is implicit, for example, in Prime Minister Holt's
assurance to the Australian public, as he announced the relaxation of immigration
controls in March 1966, that every effort would be made to ensure that "the problems
of a multi-racial or plural society which are a feature of some other countries" would
not be allowed to arise in Australia (qtd. in Jordens 218). Furthermore, for at least as
long, it has been used by prominent and 'ordinary' people alike for a range of political
ends. Among those of most concern to me here are: the justification of
discrimination; the amelioration of blame (for being discriminatory); and the
construction of social exclusion as both natural and necessary. The net result of all
this is that it serves to discursively construct-or at least assists in the discursive
construction of-an exclusionary and introvertedly White, British Australia; doing so
in a manner that, over time, is remarkably consistent and coherent, and that has the
(equally constructed, of course) semblance of justifiability. IS
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true of the immediate aftermath of the beginning of the end of the White Australia 
policy in the late 1960s. It is also true of each of the decades since then. 
Before examining any specific examples of any of the various discourses that 
have circulated around Australian immigration since 1966, however, it is first 
necessary to briefly explore its earlier history in order to provide some context, both 
for the discourses and for their examination. The remainder of this introductory 
chapter will be occupied with that task. The next chapter will go on to provide, in 
turn, equally necessary and brief outlines of the particularities of the unique medium 
from which the data is drawn in this instance: Letters to the Editor; the theoretical 
basis of the discourse analysis; and the most salient features of the methodology. 
THE HISTORY OF IMMIGRATION TO AUSTRALIA 
Almost from the very moment the men and women of the First Fleet sailed into Port 
Jackson in January 1788, the question of who should be encouraged or allowed to 
follow them in their settlement of the continent became central to the ongoing 
development of a sense of what the new colony was and could be made to be 
(HoUinsworth 224). From this moment too the favoured version of Australia—a 
culturally and racially pure imprint of mother-England—was ultimately mythical: it 
simply did not bear up against the facts. Apart altogether fi-om the obvious pre-
existence of somewhere in the region of 500,000 Aborigines (population estimates 
vary, and must remain estimates) making the place overwhelmingly un-British in its 
demographic make up, there was, according to James Jupp, even in the First Fleet 
itself at least eight people of Jewish origin and nine black Africans' (Immigration 57). 
Furthermore, Jupp also points out that at least some individuals of Indian, Chinese, 
African, Greek and Italian origin began arriving from the very earliest stages of 
British settlement, though for almost two hundred years the social and cultural 
influence of these and more non-British inhabitants of Australia was repeatedly buried 
under what he terms the prevailing, "chauvinistic definition of Australia as 'ninety-
five per cent British'" (Immigration 57). 
This imaginary elision of the non-British in Australia went hand in hand, of 
course, with real opposition to, and physical restrictions upon, their actual entry to the 
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colony. From the outset, the combination of these imaginary and tangible restrictions
provided one of the ways in which a burgeoning sense of Australian community
identity was expressed (Knight 25). There were more than simply matters of identity
politics at stake, however, in the early days of the settlement. As Stuart Macintyre
points out, economic as well as social considerations were at the forefront of the
movement to set up the colony of New South Wales. The apparent abundance of flax
and timber (both vital raw materials for the Imperial Navy) on Norfolk Island, the
opportunities for a resumption of southern whaling which a naval base in Botany Bay
would provide, and the removal of an undesirable and dangerous social element from
England all meant potentially substantial benefits for the British Imperial economy.
Given that there was no pre-existing socio-economic infrastructure in place to exploit
the convict labour that was being made available, though, the ambitious decision was
made to attempt to build a self-sufficient, proprietorial community from the ground up
(Macintyre 30-31). So, from the outset even the least enfranchised of those who were
brought to Australia had both something to lose and something to gain economically
in their new environment and, as a consequence, had a significant stake in the
argument over who was to be allowed to follow them there.
The gradual slowing down, and eventual ending of convict transportation,
however, raised fears of an imminent labour shortage in the new colony. A New
South Wales Legislative Council committee mooted the possibility, as early as 1837,
that the importation of cheap, non-British, indentured labour might in fact be both a
necessary and desirable initiative: one "conducive to the general benefit of the
colony" (Jupp, Immigration 69). This was thought to be especially so in the case of
the tropical north-an area, in any case, considered unsuitably hot for Europeans to
work effectively. The whole issue took on even greater significance when the gold
discoveries of the 1850s led to a massive influx of people from a variety of source
countries, and a consequent doubling of the colony's population in just ten years
(Castles, et aI., Mistaken Identity 18). When large numbers of Chinese miners began
to arrive, their apparent ability to make a success of combing the tailings while
enduring the harshest of living conditions, as well as their propensity towards saving
and repatriating their profits, made them an apparent threat to both the working
conditions and the income of their white counterparts (Jayasuriya 55). This
combination of actual and apparent differences in habit and appearance, along with
......... ,....., ... _........._~ paranoia and insecurity more
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once in violent terms—led to one of the first, albeit only temporary, legislative 
restrictions on the entry of potential immigrants to the Australian colonies based 
specifically on race and country of origin: the imposition of a per-capita entrance fee 
of ten pounds on all Chinese arrivals by the Victorian Government in 1855 (Knight 
25; Jupp, Immigration 70). South Australia and New South Wales followed suit with 
similar short-term legislative restrictions in 1858 and 1861 respectively^. 
When gold was discovered in Queensland in the 1870s similar restrictive 
legislation was soon enacted there, this time including the rule that no Chinese could 
enter an area for three years after it had been declared a goldfield (Knight 26). By 
then the apparent threat to the livelihood of the white worker had been exacerbated by 
the presence of Kanaka indentured labourers in the local sugarcane industry and, in 
particular, the recent move by the Australian Steam Navigation Company to save on 
payroll costs by employing Chinese seamen at lower rates of pay; a move which had 
prompted both large scale strike action, and widespread public unrest (Knight 26). 
Within a decade all the states had once again imposed heavy restrictions on Chinese 
immigration, and at the 1896 Premiers' conference it was agreed that these policies 
would be extended to cover all non-white immigrants (Knight 27; Jupp, Immigration 
75). 
If one considers, however, that during this period an ideology of racial 
superiority based on a kind of social-Darwinist notion of intrinsic racial characteristics 
was becoming increasingly fashionable throughout the western world, it would appear 
that there were more than simply labour market considerations at play in the decision 
to exclude potential migrants on the basis of their racial background. Nevertheless, 
any immigration policy had to be tempered by the complication of belonging to a 
multi-racial British Empire in which fi-ee movement of subjects between territories 
was an assumed right (Menadue 50). Thus, it could be argued that when the term 
White Australia first appeared in popular magazines in the early 1880s (Jupp, 
Immigration 114) the political sentiments which it described carried connotations of a 
growing nationalistic desire for an independent country, as well as a racist desire for 
an exclusionary society. In either case, the socio-political imperative towards 
exclusion was increasingly an expression of the popular belief that only whites were 
racially inclined towards, and hence would benefit fi-om, the principles of liberal 
democracy; a belief which in turn led to the philosophical position that in order for 
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Australia to become a truly democratic and egalitarian nation all non-whites would
have to be excluded (Jakubowicz 149).
When independence was granted, and the new federal parliament was debating
its first piece of major legislation, the Immigration Restriction Act of 1901, it quickly
became apparent that the exclusionary policy it codified was less about wages than it
was about an assertion of racial superiority. Economic argument was less evident
amongst the speeches than racial prejudice and arrogance (Rivett, Australia 19). Even
J. C. Watson, the first national Labor leader and hence one most likely to be primarily
concerned with wages and working conditions, stated that "the objection I have to the
mixing of these coloured people with the people of Australia, although I admit it may
be tinged with considerations of an industrial nature, lies in the main in the possibility
of racial contamination" (qtd. in Jupp, Immigration 79). The White Australia Policy,
which this legislation effectively brought into being, was essentially a de facto policy.
It existed behind an Act of a new parliament in a new country which was in a position
of having to be sensitive to a number of important factors: the social and economic
desires of its existing inhabitants; its position as an isolated and relatively weak
outpost of a multi-racial empire that had a migration agenda of its own; and, of
course, the geographical fact of its being surrounded by a number of much larger
countries, all of whose citizens were implicitly deemed to be" unwholesome,
undesirable and unwelcome. All this required that the application of the policy be
necessarily surreptitious. Indeed, it did tend to operate on administrative discretion
rather than clear-cut legislative directives (Palfreeman 26); a fact typified by its use of
the dictation test, in which an applicant for admission was required, on pain of
exclusion and in the presence of an immigration official, to transcribe at dictation a
passage of fifty words in any language chosen by the official (Menadue 50)3.
There had, of course, never been any possibility that Australia could be
peopled exclusively with Britons, and so, while Britishness remained at the core of the
idealised Australian identity, and maintaining a white British population remained
central to all public policy for almost fifty years after federation (Jupp, "Immigration"
54), in practice the definition of officially and socially acceptable immigrants was
quickly extended to include those of European descent and appearance. The
imperative was that they should be capable of quickly and completely assimilating to
the 'Australian way of life', and of being easily accepted into the community by their
hosts: the 'real' Australians. Southern-Europeans like Greeks and Italians were
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considered slightly less acceptable than northern-Europeans like Germans and 
Scandinavians (Jupp, Immigration 60). Indeed, in response to expressions of 
resentment from returned servicemen, quotas were introduced in 1920 for the former; 
though in any event these were never filled as the numbers coming to Australia had 
been greatly exaggerated in the public controversy which prompted their imposition 
(Jupp, Immigration 61). The depression of the 1930s largely halted immigration from 
all sources, but as a consequence of the difficult economic situation and the belief that 
they were taking jobs that would otherwise have gone to native-bom Australians, 
those immigrants already here experienced a degree of racial prejudice regardless of 
their origin. Anti-Italian riots, for example, occurred in Kalgoorlie in Western 
Australia. Many immigrants of southern-European and Jewish origin anglicised their 
names during this period in an effort to escape that kind of negative attention and 
better fit in to their adopted homeland (Jupp, Immigration 66). 
It was not until the aftermath of the Second World War, when the demands of 
post-war reconstruction and expansion—that is, that there be a large and mobile 
workforce readily available to both the public and private sectors—^began to make 
themselves felt, that Australia again experienced immigration on a large scale'*. Thus, 
from the late 1940s onwards, Australia came to be faced with what Stephen Castles et 
al, call a "structural contradiction": there was an urgent need for mass immigration to 
support an expanding and labour-intensive industrial economy, but in a country which 
was traditionally opposed to such immigration (Mistaken Identity 51). With half the 
targeted two per cent per year population growth expected to flow fi-om 
immigration—requiring an initial annual intake of 70,000 (Lack and Templeton 4)—it 
was immediately obvious that there could not be enough immigrants sourced fi-om the 
British Isles alone. So, with the tenuous support of the people, the government 
embarked upon an ambitious programme to recruit immigrants from all over the war-
ravaged European continent, while at the same time attempting to maintain the 
essentially British nature of the country. The persistent and paradoxical belief, at this 
time, was that the socio-culturally homogenous nature of the country was capable of 
surviving mass European migration, but would not survive any non-European 
migration. Hence, and as a precaution against any protests at home, the first displaced 
persons admitted in 1947 were deliberately chosen from amongst blonde and blue-
eyed Baits, Poles and Ukrainians (Jupp, Immigration 65). Later the administrative 
guidelines were that immigrants must be of at least seventy-five percent European 
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origin (qua appearance) and be capable of being accepted with little or no difficulty
by the host society (Jupp, Immigration 81). However, despite all the socio-political
rhetoric about assimilation and integration, the actual practice of migrant recruitment
and assignment of labour was actually overwhelmingly counter-assimilatory. The
preference shown for those with fewer skills and the direction of their labour to the
factory floor and large scale construction projects ultimately had the effect of creating
a social and economic under-class (Castles et aI, Mistaken Identity 24, 46). Though
the social mobility which this strategic economic exploitation of post-war immigrants
allowed for the Australian-born population undoubtedly went a long way towards
assuaging public concerns about the issue at the time.
For a variety of reasons, among them a rise in living standards across the
continent, Europe eventually dried up as a source of potential migrants, and Australia
was forced to look elsewhere. The parameters of the acceptably European migrant
were expanded to include the inhabitants of Asia Minor. Restrictions on the
immigration of non-Europeans continued to be strictly enforced, with only a very
few-usually well qualified, or wealthy Asians-being admitted. By the late 1950s,
however, with the beginnings of growth in a number of the neighbouring economies,
and the increasing importance of trade with the region, what Asians thought of
Australia was becoming more and more important. Consequently, the continuation of
the White Australia Policy began to be seen as a potentially costly source of
embarrassment, and the idea spread in the corridors of power that Australia had more
to gain internationally than it had to lose domestically by abolishing the policy
(Jordens 213); or, at the very least, by appearing to do so. Initially, the policy began
to be dismantled gradually and quietly, and with bipartisan political support.
Conditions for the entry of "mixed-race" immigrants were relaxed in 1956 (Jupp,
Immigration 118). The infamous dictation test was abolished in 1958 (Menadue 51).
The phrase "White Australia" was dropped from the platforms of both the Liberal and
Labor Parties at their respective national congresses in 1965 (Jupp, Immigration 119).
On the 2nd of March 1966, just over a month after Robert Menzies had finally retired,
the Holt government decided to permit the entry for settlement, for the first time, of
"non-Europeans with qualifications in demand in Australia, who were likely to
integrate readily into the community" (Jordens 217).
It is clear from the terms in which this last change was couched, however, that
the government was highly concerned to reassure Australians that the character,
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standards and unity of the nation would be preserved. Indeed, the change at this point 
was little more than a form of window dressing; and the thrust of the immigration 
policy remained essentially racially selective. It was not until December 1973—fiilly 
a year after the Whitlam Govemment had taken power and Al Grassby had become 
Minister for Immigration— t^hat an end to discriminatory selection on the grounds of 
race, colour or nationality was finally made both official and public (Jordens 223). 
Indeed, this was also the first real admission that the practice up to then had even been 
discriminatory. It was also in 1973 than the word "multiculturalism" began to be 
widely used in the context of Australian immigration policy. From just a word, 
imported from Canada, it quickly grew to become an increasingly diverse population 
policy. It was elaborated by various govemment departments, was adopted by the 
Fraser Govemment of 1975 and had its social policy consequences clearly mapped 
out in the Galbally Report of 1978. By 1980 it had become "a fiill blown 'ism': a 
comprehensive ideology of what Australia was supposed to be and to become" 
(Castles, et al.. Mistaken Identity 4). 
The eventual end of the White Australia Policy was thereby achieved with a 
relative lack of public fiiss, and with the same kind of bipartisan political support 
which had always characterised the operation of the policy. Indeed, as David 
HoUinsworth points out, an important objective of each of these incremental policy 
changes had always been to "reassure the population that little real change was 
occurring" (226). The social stracture of Ausfralia had also undergone some 
significant changes over the previous twenty years which made an expansion in the 
immigration programme more palatable. The emergence, out of the post-war 
phenomenon of the middle classes, of what Sean Brawley calls a "new educated 
professional generation" (2), brought about a number of attitudinal changes in the 
corridors of bureaucratic and administrative, as well as discursive, power in Australia. 
Many of the newcomers had deep-rooted reservations about a number of national 
policy choices that had hitherto enjoyed the status of sine qua non; and the White 
Australia Policy was but one so affected by this generational change (Brawley 2). 
Some of them were also behind the various reform movements which sprang up 
around the counfry at this time (Brawley 2, 5-6). In addition, the post-war 
immigration programme itself, originally conceived of as a butfress to White 
Australia, had so altered the social, racial and cultural parameters of modem Australia 
that it had in fact laid the way for the eventual abandonment of the exclusionary and 
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racist policy instead (H.C. Coombs, qtd in Brawley 2). Australia was simply no
longer exclusively (or even nearly exclusively) British, either in origin or in nature.
Nevertheless, the issue of immigration policy as expressed in the principles
and criteria of migrant selection and recruitment, particularly when it is conflated with
settlement policy and arguments over the governance of Australia's 'National
Identity', has remained highly salient in public discourse at both the 'official' and
'everyday' levels ever since. It has consistently received a significant deal of both
political and media attention, and has regularly informed the content of such
ostensibly public fora as talk-back radio and Letters to the Editor. The three public
debates mentioned earlier simply represent occasions on which, for one reason or
another, it has been elevated to a greater centrality in the national consciousness; and
on which, as a consequence, the volume of opinions being expressed underwent a
noticeable increase. It is because of this ongoing salience of immigration as a topic of
debate that this thesis will chart instances of its appearance in the Letters Column of
selected newspapers across each of the years from 1966 to 1999, rather than
concentrate solely on those three years of particular discursive prominence. First,
though, the next chapter will outline the nature of Letters to the Editor in general and
argue their suitability (under certain, definable circumstances) as an accessible as well
as analysable record of public sentiment. Having done so, it will similarly outline the
specific theoretical approach adopted for this analysis in particular.
1 The history of the Irish in Australia is, of course, as old as that of the British. Indeed it has been
argued that as well as being the first 'ethnic group' in Australia, the experiences, the demands and the
logistics of their prolonged (and sometimes tempestuous) integration have informed, to a significant
extent, the parameters within which subsequent ethnic relations have been managed by those at the
centre of the Australian experience (Jayasuria 51-52). Nevertheless, for reasons of a commonality of
racial, as well as social, markers between them all, I am not going to make any distinction here between
Irish or English, or Scottish, Welsh or Manx, settlers in Australia. And I shall be using the epithet
"British-" in favour of the more unwieldy (and anyway somewhat oxymoronic) alternatives: "Anglo-
Celtic", or "Anglo-Irish".
2 However, the fact that all three states repealed their legislation without much popular opposition when
the southern gold rushes came to an end and most of the Chinese departed lends further weight to the
notion that, up to this point at least, the central motivation for restricting immigration was economic,
rather than purely racial, in nature (Knight 26; Yarwood 20-21).
3 Failure to do so ·correctly meant a refusal of the application, and the failure of anyone who did not fit
the requirements of the White Australia Policy could be assured by simply choosing an obscure
language for the test
4 Of course this was also prompted, at least in part, by the failure of a British naval presence in the
Pacific to provide an adequate deterrent to would-be invaders, and the persistent, if irrational, fear in
the Australian psyche that its vast unpopulated landmass was a temptation to the 'teeming Asian
hordes' in the north, as a result of which the idea that Australia must "populate or perish" gained
currency.
CHAPTER ONE 
THE DEBATE THAT FEEDS UPON ITSELF' 
THE NATURE OF LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
The Letters to the Editor (LEs) column enjoys a striking ubiquity across a wide range 
of print-media genres and formats—from low-circulation, special-interest periodicals 
to high-circulation, daily metropolitan newspapers^. Despite this pervasiveness, 
however, LEs continue to be largely overlooked in the disciplinary field of media 
discourse analysis (Hall et al 120; Morrison and Love 45; Sotillo and Starace-Nastasi 
413). A small number of studies have been carried out in the United States in the 
more general field of media studies: some with a view to determining the 
demographic and political profile of the 'typical' writer of such letters, and then 
comparing this to the broader communities from which these writers spring (Buell; 
Forsythe; Tarrant; Vacin; Volgy et al.); others with a view to exploring the extent to 
which the range of opinions being expressed in the letters column might correspond 
to, or differ from, polled public opinion on a given topic (Hill; Roberts, Sikorski and 
Paisley; Sigelman and Walkosz). Similar work on the representativeness of letter-
opinion has also been done in Australia (Fowler; Windschuttle); as well as some more 
specific investigations into the attitudes and opinions which might underlie published 
letter texts (McKay; Simkin and Nicholson). 
There should not be any doubt, however, that LEs are worthy of study in their 
own right. Michael Mulkay makes the point that "letters are particularly convenient 
for discourse analysis because they provide a lasting register of naturally occurring 
interpretative exchange among participants" (3). Of course, this is in direct reference 
to his and Nigel Gilbert's diachronic sociological analysis of an epistolary debate 
about experimental technique between two biochemists, but Mulkay's point 
nevertheless has some considerable pertinence here, and for at least two reasons. 
Firstly, the letters column certainly represents a lasting (and, importantly for the 
would-be researcher, fairly readily accessible) register of at least some of the 
attitudes, opinions and general interpretative resources of at least some of the 
community: the published writers. This is broadly what Susana Sotillo and Dana 
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Starace-Nastasi mean when they assert that LEs "provide an insight into the socio-
cultural dimensions of a community as experienced by reader-writers" (413). Sotillo
and Starace-Nastasi's 'socio-cultural dimensions of community' equate to what
Michael Hogg Dominic Abrams call the "defining characteristics of social
groups" (7): a range of socio-cultural features which individuals encounter simply by
virtue of being members of society, and the experience of which confers upon those
individuals the "shared/collective representation of who one is and how one should
behave" (3). In other words, they are the range of interpretative resources which
individuals draw upon to discursively construct both the world in which they live, and
their own place in it. And LE's are one site in which at least some of that discursive
project of construction takes place, and may be seen and examined.
Secondly, while it would be a serious mistake to regard the letters column of
any print-publication as an entirely 'naturally occurring exchange', it is also in the
letters column that, according to Stuart Hall et aI, "readers' opinions appear in the
press in their least mediated public form" (120, my emphasis). Naturally, this in no
way denies the fact that a number of powerful mediating forces-editorial,
ideological, industrial, commercial-are constantly acting upon the selection and
publication of LEs. Hall et aI, for example, also characterise the column as a
"structured dialogue" between papers, which have their own social images and
therefore publish certain kinds of letters, and reader-writers, who know this and
therefore write certain kinds of letters (120). Geraldine Walsh, a former Letters
Editor at the Sydney Morning Herald, makes the point that in at least some instances
selection of one letter over another may even be based on a point as banal as the exact
number of column-inches it will occupy: "if there was a bad tum, or a 'widow' (that's
a line break at the top of a page of a column) we might have to pull a letter and insert
another which would be a better visual fit" (n.p.). And, of course, the twin
imperatives of circulation and profitability demand that the published letters, like all
the rest of any paper's daily content, be interesting, provocative or otherwise likely to
engage and hold the interest of the reader-purchaser over time.
In the Australian context at least, while the selection of letters for publication
and their subsequent copy-editing has been explicitly stated by the Australian Press
Council to be "a matter for editorial discretion" ("Broad Range", 96), various industry
professionals repeatedly emphasise that the primary role of the column is as a reader's
forum, accessible to everyone and anyone with the desire and the wherewithal to write
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(Australian Press Council; Flint; Kellaghan; Kirkman; Walsh). It is clear from this 
that the newspapers are anxious to constmct a significant level of ownership of the 
letters column amongst their respective readerships; as well as thereby constmcting a 
significant degree of representativeness, for its contents, of the broad swathe of 
attitudes and opinions ostensibly held by those same reader-owners. The letters they 
receive and publish are also highly valued by the papers themselves, partly for being 
visible evidence of their own continuing relevance, responsiveness and popularity to 
and amongst their respective target audiences, and partly for helping to constitute 
what Hall et al call "the democratic image of the press" (121). The diversity of 
published LEs demonstrate that the mind of the press as an institution is ostensibly not 
closed, that its pages are open to views it might not necessarily hold or support (Hall 
et al 121). Institutional mediation, in whatever form or for whatever reason, is 
therefore played down as much as possible in favour of an image of balance, 
integrity, openness, and accuracy. 
Lending fiirther support to the value of LEs as an object of serious study is the 
important fact that the letters column also enjoys an ongoing and significant level of 
popularity with newspaper readers. A number of the more recent studies from the 
United States emphasise this popularity with observations like, "the column is 'one of 
the best read items' in the paper" (Kapoor 18); "sixty percent of respondents . . . said 
they 'usually read' letters to the editor" (Nader and Gold 52); and, "letters to the 
editor are among the items in a newspaper in which readers are most likely to say they 
are 'very interested'" (Bogart 390). This popularity is also home out in more concrete 
terms, though, by the continuing increases in the numbers of letters which the papers 
are receiving and, in tum, publishing (Kapoor 18). It would appear, at the very least, 
that a growing number of people out there are acting on the conviction that LEs are 
both worth reading, and worth writing. As a consequence it is only natural that they 
should also be worth studying. 
Any such study, though, must address the question of the representativeness of 
letter-opinion; that is, whether and to what extent what is being said by the minority 
who write LEs resembles what is being said by the majority who do not. One 
approach to this conundmm has been to try to determine who is doing the writing and 
then compare their socio-cultural characteristics with those of the broader, non-
writing public. Early studies carried out in the United States persistently found letter 
writers, by comparison with national averages, to be older and better educated, more 
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likely to be professional, male (about three to one), right wing (about two to one), and
long term residents of their respective communities; and to display, in roughly equal
proportions, broadly ego-driven and altruistic motives for writing (Forsythe; Tarrant;
Vacin). By the early nineteen-seventies, however, the numbers of letters being
written, and the number of letter writers, had begun to grow at an almost exponential
rate (Nagel 47). Perhaps as a consequence of this broadening of the writer-base,
inquiries into the profile of letter writers began to find that they were becoming more
evenly divided in terms of age, race and gender; and were increasingly likely to be no
more polarised in terms of political affiliation than the rest of the population (Buell;
Volgy).
Unfortunately, no comparable studies have been carried out in Australia,
though Walsh does note that the advent of email, and the ease and speed of access
which it affords, has "delivered to Letters that previously elusive object: the young
reader" (n.p.); thereby making the spread of writers more demographically
representative3• Of course, establishing a correspondence between the demographic
characteristics of letter writers and non-writers is of only limited utility in the
investigation of a similar correspondence between letter-opinion and broader public
opinion. For one thing, the fact remains that having the personal confidence, or
feeling the socio-political enfranchisement, necessary to express one's views in a
public forum, thereby leaving them open to attack or rebuttal, is enough in itself to set
letter writers apart from many members of their respective societies, despite certain
appearances to the contrary.
Another approach to the question of the representativeness of letter opinion,
again emanating from the United States, has been to examine the range of letters
circulating around a particular and well-defined topic against the background of
polled public opinion on the same topic4 . Donald Roberts, Linda Sikorski and
William Paisley were the first to do this, arguing that, taken together, LEs and opinion
polls may be regarded as two legs "of a triangle that fixes the locus of public concern"
(744). Subsequent studies of a similar nature found that "letter opinion has closely
approximated public opinion nationwide" though with a "very slight conservative
bias" apparent in the former (Hill 387); and that LEs "can, under certain conditions,
provide an accurate gauge of public thinking on controversial issues" (Sigelman and
Walkosz 945). The "certain conditions" referred to by Lee Sigelman and Barbara
Walkosz are the examination of a high volume of letters, from a wide variety of
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publication outlets, about an issue of high salience to the population in general. None 
of these conditions, they argue, are likely to yield a representative body of opinions in 
the absence of the others (944-45). 
Similar work in Australia has been less confident in the existence of any 
reliable correlation between letter opinion and public opinion, asserting in one 
instance that the contents of LEs "only reflect the thinking of those people who write 
to the newspaper," (Fowler 42). The narrow scope of this particular study, though, 
makes it a less powerful or complete refutation of the representativeness of letter 
opinion than at first it may appear. B. R. Fowler looked at only one publication, and 
in only a narrow time frame; and examined the letters which appeared not on any one 
highly salient issue, but on anything and everything that cropped up. It is perhaps 
unsurprising, then, that letter opinion was found to be meandering and idiosyncratic, 
rather than tuned in or relevant. Keith Simkin and John Nicholson, in a much more 
focussed study of the manifestation of the 1984 immigration debate in LEs of the 
period, express similar reservations about their representativeness. Though, while 
they do admit of LEs offering "a readily accessible chance to gauge the opinions of 
articulate Ausfralians who are concemed enough about racism to want their opinions 
made known to the public" (45), their twin caveats to that admission, "articulate" and 
"concemed", effectively constmct LEs as of only limited usefiilness in any project of 
determining the broad shape of public opinion across an entire society made up of 
disparate individuals. 
Ultimately, Sigelman and Walkowsz are right when they advocate caution in 
any attempt to use LEs as a "public opinion thermometer" (944). Nevertheless, there 
is some considerable support to be found for a reading of LEs as, under specific 
circumstances, a guide to attitudes in the public consciousness. These circumstances 
include the background of a specific, well-defined debate with a high degree of 
salience to the community; a significant number of letters arguing the issue; and the 
examination of a range of letters over time and across a number of publication outlets. 
An examination of LEs which bears all this in mind can indeed facilitate usefiil 
insights into the range of attitudes and opinions circulating around that topic in the 
broader public sphere. This project certainly does that: the immigration debate in 
Australia is well defined, at least in the sense that it is well known to exist, it has gone 
on for some considerable time, and plenty of Australians have an opinion on it. Its 
salience can not be over estimated in the context of its frequently professed centrality 
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to a long and contentious project of national identity construction that has been
demonstrably underway since the convict era and that continues apace today. While
the letters examined in this study should be in no way taken as any kind of a definitive
record of the vagaries of Australian public opinion on the topic of immigrants or
immigration, they nevertheless do enshrine some of the attitudes that have been
circulating around the issue and render those attitudes perceptible to a close lexical
and discursive analysis.
The analytical method being employed in this project is 'one which enables
those letters which are examined in detail here to be read together as a series of
relatively coherent expressions of that recurring trope identified at the outset: the
postulation of social tension and internecine strife as the inevitable outcomes of multi-
racial or multicultural immigration and settlement policies. As an investigative
process it is primarily concerned with elucidating the pre-existing sets of intellectual
resources from which individual correspondents have constructed their respective
(and contingent) versions of the putative effects of immigration. In engaging directly
with the variable content of the discourse embodied in each of these letters (always
against the background of the contexts of their production, of course) it facilitates
insights into the construction and function, in tum, of that discourse. The next section
both briefly situates this method in the broader fields of discourse and sociological
analysis, and offers some necessary detail on its operation as well as its utility in the
explication of the attitudes that inform such public expressions of opinion as Letters to
the Editor.
THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS
The analysis of discourse, as an academic practice, is a discipline which at once
straddles a number of traditionally distinctive areas of intellectual investigation, and
points to some of the theoretical and methodological divisions between them. This is
in no small part owing to the protean nature of the term 'discourse' itself, and the
consequent debates over what exactly is the nature of discourse and how exactly does
it operate in society. At its most uncontroversial, according to John Hartley, the term
is used in the study of linguistics to refer to a verbal utterance or series of utterances
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greater in magnitude than the simple sentence (O'Sullivan et al. 92). Discourse 
analysis then. Hartley continues, is concemed at this level with the explication of the 
linguistic mles which govem the range of verbal material, from a complex utterance 
by a single speaker through to a tum by tum interaction between two or more 
speakers. This model is generally in accordance with what Jonathan Potter and 
Margaret Wetherell identify as one of the four main types of work in the social 
sciences to which the label of 'Discourse Analysis' has historically been applied 
("Analyzing Discourse" 47; Potter et al. 205). That is, the development of systematic 
accounts of turn-based conversational exchanges between two or more individuals, 
undertaken with particular reference to speech act theory, which commonly goes 
under the mbric of conversation analysis, and which was first systematically practiced 
and theorized in the 1970s by, among others, Harvey Sacks and Emmanuel Schegloff. 
At its most basic, the goal of this model of discourse analysis lies in describing 
the procedures by which individuals both produce their own conversational behaviour, 
and understand and respond to the conversational behaviour of those others with 
whom an interaction is being staged. An important, indeed cenfral, point about this 
production and comprehension is that it takes place firmly within the context(s) in 
which the utterances are made and heard. This constmction of meaning by reference 
to the "tum-within-sequence" character of each utterance (Heritage and Atkinson 7) 
amoimts to an important analytical resource for both participant and analyst. It grows 
out of what has been characterised as the documentary method of interpretation 
whereby people make use of a range of background expectancies, familiar models, 
preconceived ideas and pre-existing knowledges in order to understand and make 
sense of (or indeed, (re)constmct) the world in which they have their existence 
(Garfinkel 78). Conversation analysis, in this sense, represents—or perhaps more 
properly, requires—a theoretical and conceptual step forward from the Saussurean 
notion of the absfract signification of bounded language units. It is an assertion that 
language is indexical in more ways than simply referencing an absfract but pre-
existing 'real' world: that language may also index the social situation of its own use. 
It is through this recognition of a multiplicity of indexicality that the analysis 
of discourse which is concemed with the analysis of conversation may be seen to lead 
into an ethnomethodological inquiry into the use of language as discourse. It leaves 
the way open for an apprehension of sense from language utterances based firmly 
upon the social context in which they are uttered. That is, by combining a number of 
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methods of sense-making including shared semantic knowledge, but also including
shared situational knowledge about where the conversation is taking place, between
whom, and what are the participants' in this interaction positions, habits, previously
expressed tastes, likes, dislikes and so forth. In a sense this is also similar to what
Potter and Wetherell point to as the second type of social-scientific inquiry which has
been termed discourse analysis ("Analyzing Discourse" 47); and which, elsewhere,
they characterise as the most psychologically oriented of the four styles of work
commonly described as such (Potter et al. 205). It is a form of discourse analysis in
which discourse is seen to operate as a "strategic process" in which representations of
events or phenomena are constructed in the memory as an integral part of the project
of their interpretation (Van Dijk and Kintsch 6). It is psychologically oriented in the
manner in which it draws from cognitive science to extrapolate states of mind,
motivations and tastes as part of an analytic mechanism designed to uncover these so-
called discourse processes that act in the creating of an understanding of a given
situation in a given individual's mind.
The third approach to discourse analysis which Potter and Wetherell
distinguish may also be conceived of as an outgrowth from semiological, or structural,
notions of language as a referential medium of understanding. Indeed, it is a form of
analysis of discourse, and a usage of the term, which is most often characterised as
post-structural, and which is traditionally centred in the continental social philosophy
and cultural analysis undertaken in the 1970s and 1980s by a group of French
philosophers and historians including Jacques Derrida, Roland Barthes and, arguably
most significantly, Michel Foucault (Parker 190; Potter and Wetherell, "Analyzing
Discourse" 47; Potter et al. 206). This movement revolved around an interpretation of
discourse as a series of social practices. Foucault's work in particular characterises as
discursive the diachronic processes whereby psycho-social institutions such as
sexuality, sanity and morality come about, and is strongly influenced by concerns of
discipline, surveillance and power. The result is a view of the world as not only
discursively describable and understandable, but also discursively constructed. The
various institutions within which we all have our existence-whether they be social,
legal or moral-are constructed by and in discourse, where discourse means more
than simply the language in which we represent our world to ourselves and others, but
also the way in which we represent our world in language: who gets to speak, who
gets listened to. The question of the power balance in social relationships becomes
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central here. Discourse analysis along these lines, then, becomes an investigation of 
social stmctures, of how they came about, of who controls them (or at least of who 
has the opportunity to exercise some control and how they get it), and of how those 
stmctures affect all who live with them. It is a recognition of the constmctedness of 
our social reality, and an examination of its stmcture. Like Althusserian Ideology, 
one can never in this sense escape discourse—certainly the discourse analyst is 
always already working within a discourse: education, for example, or academic 
research—and a substantial degree of reflexivity is, as Ian Parker puts it, "urged 
upon" the analyst (190). 
The fourth style of discourse analysis which Potter and Wetherell nominate 
arises out of a series of investigations into the sociology of scientific knowledge 
undertaken by Michael Mulkay and others in the United Kingdom in the early 1980s 
(Potter et al. 206)^. These investigations were less concemed with the question of 
extemal social factors in the selection and constmction of verbal or nonverbal texts, 
than with the intemal logistics of the process of selection and constmction itself The 
research questions asked how the scientists under observation were going about 
constmcting their unique accounts of a contestable reality so as to have them appear 
rational and warrantable outside of their own laboratories; bearing in mind, of course, 
that each scientist undoubtedly had a tremendous personal and professional 
investment in constmcting as convincing an account as possible thereby promoting 
their own conclusions while simultaneously denigrating their opponent's. This mode 
of analysis draws on the models of argumentative and goal oriented communication 
which date back to the classical Greek rhetoricians, and posits the notion that, in 
constmcting an argumentative account, we make use of pre-existing repertoires of 
practical (as well as social) knowledge from which the particular features of our 
unique account are drawn. This attention to the existence of rhetorical imperatives 
underlying discursive accounts also serves to, as Potter and Wetherell, following 
Michael Billig, put it, "draw our attention away from questions about how a version 
relates to some putative reality (which is anyway a problematic question within 
discourse analysis) and focuses it on how a version relates to competing altematives" 
("Analyzing Discourse" 59). In other words, it reminds us that there are not 
necessarily any essential tmths lying behind discourse, there are just altemative 
discourses jockeying for centrality. 
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Out of these four styles of research Poti:er and Wetherell have melded their 
own particular brand of discourse analysis, borrowing some and confradicting other 
aspects of each in tum. The first two they use least: being concemed by what they 
perceive as a potentially rather mechanistic emphasis on tum sequences in traditional 
conversation analysis and a potentially reductionist requirement for cognitive 
coherence in the more psychologically based explication of discourse processes at the 
level of cognition. Their work is more closely based upon the latter two styles: the 
concem with discourse as stmcture expressed by the Europeans, and the examination 
of the rhetorical practices underlying discourse carried out by the sociologists of 
science. As they express it themselves: "our general aim is to pursue post-stmcturalist 
questions with the analytic fervour of social-psychologists, but in a domain of 
materials which have been most thoroughly explored by ethnomethodologists and 
conversation analysts" (Wetherell and Potter, Mapping 89). In essence, this means 
examining discourse as an historically evolved stmcture with the empirical 
enthusiasm of psychologists pouring over meticulously collected and collated data 
sets in search of mles of behaviour and interaction. But unlike the post-stmcturalists 
with their literary and philosophical texts and the social-psychologists with their 
survey data, questionnaires and absfract test results, concenfrating instead on the 
'everyday' manifestations of discursive social interactions—^much as an 
ethnomethodologist or conversation analyst works with a set of materials as 
unmediated or 'pure' as possible. What Wetherell and Potter see themselves as doing, 
then, is pushing the boundaries of social-psychological analysis and post-stmctural 
theorising outwards in an attempt to coherently account for some of the fimctionality 
that underlies 'everyday' discourse: people's talk, arguments and expressions of 
opinion. 
A complement to this concem with the underlying fimctionality of discourse, 
or perhaps more properly a precondition of it, is an emphasis on discourse as a social 
practice. While Foucauldian notions of discourse recognise that discourse goes 
beyond simple description of the worid to a categorisation of it—to a position where 
phenomena are named and in their naming are brought into being and given shape— 
and while Parker, for example, would exfrapolate from Foucauldian discourse 
analysis that discourses allow us to see the previously unseen, or more sfrongly, the 
previously unreal: "that once an object has been circumscribed by discourse it is 
difficult not to refer to it as if it were real" (191); Wetherell and Potter remain 
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unsatisfied that this is much more than a comprehension of discourse as a force which 
works in the abstract, something in the manner of a statement producing an object that 
had no previous existence (Mapping 90). In contrast, they see themselves as 
privileging the practice of discourse—as concentrating, for the purposes of analysis, 
on the discursive acts whereby individuals and groups discursively constmct their 
various realities—with particular emphasis upon the contextual situation of their acts 
of "discursive instantiation" (Mapping 90). 
The central resource of their analytic theory is constmcted around a linguistic 
trope which originated amongst the sociologists of scientific knowledge, that of the 
Interpretative Repertoire: "the building blocks used for manufacturing versions of 
actions, self and social stmctures" ("Social Representations" 147). Also referred to as 
the "explanatory resources" ("Discourse Analysis" 172) to which individuals or 
groups ordinarily have access within the context of their particular social existence, 
interpretative repertoires are essentially the pre-existing sets of specialised and 
general knowledge, ideas, opinions and other intellectual resources of which we all 
make use in constmcting, either for our own consumption or the consumption of 
others, an account of some pertinent aspect of the world with which we find ourselves 
having to deal. As a consequence they may be thought of as a valuable analytical 
resource by which the discourse analyst may begin to account for the lexical material 
generated by those individuals or groups as they seek to explain or account for their 
actions, opinions or even merely their existence. A given repertoire becomes visible 
in discourse as what Potter et al. call "broadly discemible clusters of terms, 
descriptions, common-places and figures of speech often clustered around metaphors 
or vivid images and often using distinct grammatical constmctions and styles" (212). 
Ultimately the repertoire is found in recurring images, in whatever the individual or 
group seem to keep retuming to in their discursive work of constmction. There is no 
imperative that they all must be constmcting a consistent version of a single 
discursive object, or even the same discursive object at all. There is a built-in scope 
for variation based upon context: at any stage one or other of the relevant, depending 
on the context, "terms, descriptions, common-places [or] figures of speech" (212) 
may be selected to make a point in an argument or constmct an account of a personal 
attitudinal stance—say, questioning the effect of immigration on the availability of 
unskilled work for locals, or assessing the potential for the same immigration to 
stimulate economic growth by expanding the domestic market for goods and services. 
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Indeed, the very presence of variation across a series of accounts that seem to be 
drawing from the same interpretative repertoire may be thought of as offering a 
potentially valuable insight into the attitudinal background of those various accounts. 
It is at the level of this analytic unit, the interpretative repertoire, that a 
discourse may be seen to have regularity. As an analytical resource it can be 
identified as having a recurring pattem, or perhaps more properly, as imposing a 
recurring pattem upon the ordinary discursive constmctions of 'lay' people. It is, in a 
sense, and like the context of the discourse, something which exists at the macro level 
in discourse analysis. At the corresponding micro level of analysis the analyst should, 
according to Wetherell and Potter, more properly be concemed with fiinction in 
discourse. The fimctionality of discourse is important because people, as they put it, 
"do things" with their discourse ("Discourse Analysis" 169; "Social Representations" 
142). They constmct versions of issues which excuse their positions on those issues, 
or render blameworthy the positions of others; they attack or reinforce or distance 
themselves from social situations, and so on. However, because such discourses may 
also perform unforseen or unintended fiinctions of their own—they may backfire on 
their creators, or generate entirely new situations, contexts or discourses—and equally 
because the intended fiinction may as easily be obscured by euphemistic description 
or jargonistic terminology as given obvious prominence by clear and direct argument, 
Wetherell and Potter also assert that discourse analysis cannot be a simple analysis of 
fiinction directly. Rather the analyst should proceed instead with a consideration of 
what they call constmction and variation in discourse ("Discourse Analysis" 170-71). 
Constmction refers to the way discourse is put together in language to serve 
one or other fiinction, is built out of "pre-existing linguistic resources" (Potter et al. 
207) which have a range of referents in a context. Bearing this in mind is also a 
useftil reminder of the artificiality of discourse: its constmction involves a selection of 
certain of these linguistic resources above others, and a co-mingling of their 
meanings; much as a wall is constmcted by a process of selecting bricks and mortar 
from an available stockpile and co-mingling them in a deliberate order resulting in a 
deliberate interrelationship between its constituent parts. By the same token, 
constmction is also a useftil reminder of the action orientation of discourse in the 
sense that it has consequences: something 'exists' as a result of its operation. 
Variation, in tum, refers both to the variability of function in discourse outlined 
earlier, and to the variability in its construction; that is, to the different actions it may 
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achieve and to the different ways in which it may achieve them (Potter et al. 208). 
The same thing or person may be described in varying ways as the ftinction switches 
from valorising or demonising. Altematively, varying linguistic resources may be 
drawn upon to describe (or constmct in discourse) the same thing or person—a 
'refugee' or an 'illegal immigrant', for example, both of which are often simply a 
person who arrives in a country or territory to which they are foreign without all of 
the documentation normally required, and each amounting to a substantially different 
discursive constmction. It is variation which is the key to discourse from the micro-
analytical standpoint of Wetherell and Potter. It can be comparatively easily 
pinpointed within the data under examination and through it the analyst can work 
towards an understanding of the constmction and the function, in tum, of the 
discourse. And through a consideration of the fiinction of discourse hypotheses may 
be developed about the attitudinal stances which lie behind that discourse. 
All this, according to Potter and Wetherell is an infinitely more sophisticated 
and sensitive process for the explication of attitudes than any traditionally employed 
in social-psychological research where the typical approach has been to generate 
absfract scale-based interpretations of participants responses to de-contextualised 
questionnaires. This social-psychological approach is also compromised, for Potter 
and Wetherell, by its cognitive based assumption that attitude is best understood as "a 
relatively enduring and consistent mental state" ("Accomplishing Attitudes" 52). 
Attitudes were credited in the early part of the twentieth century with playing a 
deterministic role in shaping both the actual and potential responses of each and every 
individual in and to the social world in which they lived, doing so by working at the 
level of "individual mental processes" (AUport 23). Without the guiding influence of 
pre-formed cognitive attitudes, it was claimed, one becomes confused and baffled, 
capable of only the most primitive reflex response to extemal stimuli: "attitudes 
determine for each individual what he will see and hear, what he will think and what 
he will do" (AUport 22). This is particularly so, furthermore, when the stimulus in 
question is obscure, unfamiliar or not closely related to some previously tried and 
tmsted set of behavioural responses: the advent of some entirely new cultural 
phenomenon, or the arrival, say, of some entirely new cultural group of immigrants 
into a previously monochromatic and safely coherent socio-cultural environment 
(though insofar as such a society has ever existed it would have been, of course, a 
discursive constmction itself). 
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The concept of attitude in this sense was one that grew out of a desire to move
beyond what was considered "the hollow impersonality of 'custom' and 'social
force"', while at the same time avoiding the opposite pole of instinct or primitive
reflex as the cardinal determinant of social behaviour (Allport 23). In claiming that
among the criteria for attitudes there was a requirement that they have a "definite
orientation in the world of objects" as well as a strong basis in individual experience
above the social (Allport 24), however, there is perhaps too much of a rejection of the
social forces that shape the individual in society in favour of specific mental
dispositions and a concentration on the individual as an autonomous subject. The
consequence of this, for Potter and Wetherell, is an unfortunate tendency to reify an
attitudinal state such as racial prejudice at the level of the individual, leading to a
binary identification of certain individuals as consistently prejudiced and others as
consistently tolerant. Or in terms of the social value ascribed to the ideal of tolerance,
it could potentially lead to the artificial imposition of a binary relationship between
the 'normal' or desirable individual, and the deviant one. For Potter and Wetherell, if
social-psychological research is to effectively engage with such a complex
phenomenon as racial or ethnic prejudice-or any kind of prejudice for that matter-it
must move beyond the theoretical confines of this limiting binary and begin to
recognise the changeable and inconsistent nature of identification and representation
at the level of the social ("Accomplishing Attitudes" 53).
Another way to get at the kernel of this problem is to consider recent research
into the relationship between attitudes held and behaviour accomplished, and to what
extent these two factors can be seen to coincide in the recordable actions of any given
individual. In summary, the problem for traditional attitude theory has always been
that "despite popular opinion to the contrary, early scientific evidence consistently
pointed to the lack of support for the view that people's actions are guided by their
attitudes" (Terry, Hogg and White 67). There simply was not any support to be
derived from the various empirical investigations being carried out for attitude
theory's prediction of a neat attitude-behaviour congruence acting at the level of the
individual. As a consequence it was decided that there lTIUSt be some external variable
at play in the determination of behaviour. More recent attitude theory posits the
notion that attitudes need to be "energised" for them to translate into attitude
consistent behaviour; that is, they need to be attached to some other force like social
imperatives or s self concept if such consistency is to
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apparent (Hogg and Terry 8). Both the 1970s theory of reasoned action and its 1980s 
extension, the theory of planned behaviour, anticipated this, proposing that socially 
prevailing norms have perhaps an equally important influence on behaviour (Terry, 
Hogg and White 67). These theoretical solutions, however, also largely failed to find 
empirical support for their predictions. One reason which Michael Hogg proposes for 
this failure is that they freated these social norms as being essentially different in 
nature from attitudes, drawing a distinction between the two at the level of the public 
self and the private self respectively ("Infragroup Processes" 84). Social norms were 
conceived as being extemal to the self, as being in some way representative of other 
people's expectations about one's behaviour, while the partner-concept of attitude 
remained as an intemalised force, a personal cognitive constmct. Hogg asserts, 
however, that in fact an individual's attitudes, despite their intemalised nature, 
represent the ultimate synthesis of the range of socially leamed, changed and 
expressed cognitive constmcts to which that individual has been subject; thus there is 
no necessary division between the personal and the social in this sense: "group 
influence affects attitudes as intemalised cognitive stmctures" ("Infragroup 
Processes" 83). What this means is that attitudinal states like racial prejudice can be 
both social in origin and variable at the level of the individual. 
Where this is important to this project of discourse analysis is in the status of 
these social norms, or group influences, as an integral part of the socio-political 
context in which attitudes are both formed and expressed; and, by extension, the 
socio-political context in which discourse is constmcted and practised. There is no 
assumption in Potter and Wetherell's version of discourse analysis that any 
individual's discourse will be a continuous and invariable expression of a coherent 
underlying attitudinal stmcture (Discourse 49). Their analytical method holds the 
separation of the attitude from its object (so cmcial to fraditional attitude theory) to be 
untenable, arguing instead that rather than having its own existence, the object is 
actually brought into being in the act of expressing an attitude to it; constituted, in 
other words, in the discourse which evaluates it. The act of describing something, far 
from being a neutral description of a neutral object informed by a pre-formed attitude, 
actually amounts to a constmction anew of a discursive object, and the exact nature of 
this object may vary from individual to individual as they each give their respective 
descriptions; or according to the context as one individual gives a series of 
descriptions in different times and places. 
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Discourse analysis in this sense, then, is all about paying attention to the
various accounts offered at various times by different individuals of their various
opinions, ideas or places in the world. The analytical goal is to give coherence to the
discourse: to "see how the discourse fits together and how discursive structure
produces effects and functions" (Discourse 170). What follows in chapters two and
three is an attempt to bring these observations to bear on an analysis of a selection of
Letters to the Editor, all of which are engaged in the discursive construction of subtly
varying versions of the ontological categories of 'Australia' and 'Australian';
achieving this through their individual construction, in tum, of the twin discursive
objects of immigrants and immigration. Before moving on to that, however, the
particulars of the data collection and its initial analysis require some brief
clarification.
METHODOLOGY
In an attempt to uncover some of the range of contributions over time to that broad
discursive process of constructing the nation through a consideration of its migrants, a
selection of Letters to the Editor published in the almost three and a half decades
between 1966 and 1999, and that engage in some degree with the general question(s)
of immigration to Australia, were collected and examined. The collection of that
data-set was, however, naturally affected by some unavoidable logistical
considerations. Due to the numbers of letters being published on that and other topics
every day, for example, it was simply not feasible to analyse every issue of every
major Australian newspaper over the entire period. Consequently, selected daily
papers from the months of March and September each year were manually searched
for letters that contained any mention of the key terms "immigration" and
"im/migrants"; and those letters which made some substantial or argumentative
reference to either one or the other were extracted for analysis, thereby furnishing a
total sample of 759 letters. March and September were chosen because they are six
months apart, they avoid the news-drought of the Christmas and summer holidays
period, and they are both months in which Federal Parliament tends to be in session
(unless in the event of an upcoming election). These months proved especially
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fmitfiil because of the fact that the Blainey debate ostensibly began in March, the 
Howard debate in late August, and the Hanson debate in September. Furthermore, it 
was in March 1966 that the Holt Govemment announced an expansion of their 
immigration programme to include a small number of 'well-qualified' non-Europeans 
(Jordens 217); a fact which was also the motivation for using that year as a starting 
point for the project as a whole. 
The four, large circulation, metropolitan daily newspapers chosen for this 
study were The Sydney Morning Herald, The Age, The Courier Mail, and The 
Australian^. The first two papers are part of the Fairfax publishing group, the others 
part of Rupert Murdoch's News Limited—the two largest and most powerfiil, as well 
as pervasive, newspaper publishers in Ausfralia. Each paper also has its own careftilly 
constmcted individual identity: three are city based, and sfrongly identify with their 
respective cities (the three largest in Australia), but they also stand as the primary 
State papers in the three most populous States of Ausfralia. The fourth is a national 
daily, is the newest of the four, and views itself as intrinsically "linked with a 
sentiment of nationhood", as well as "extremely politically aware, engrossed with 
national identity and social direction, vain about its own talents and mthless with 
humbug" (Kellaghan 8). This more national outlook that is so carefully cultivated by 
The Australian is reflected in its having published, as Figure 1 indicates, almost one 
hundred more letters on the topic of immigration—something that is certainly more of 
a 'national' than a 'regional' issue—than any of the other three. Parenthetically, The 
Age in particular was found to consistently have the most local focus in its letters 
column, and is also the paper in which the lowest number of letters on immigration 
were found. 
Figure 1: Occurrence of LEs on Immigration across 
all years by paper 
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The entire body of collected letters was then closely examined for thematic
content. A number of prominent themes were found to recur over almost the entire
period of the study. These included: the quality of immigrants-with distinctions
being drawn between acceptable and unacceptable migrants on the basis of skills and
the potential to 'contribute' to Australia; the economics of immigration-with
migrants being constructed variously as stimulators of growth and harbingers of
unemployment; and the integration of immigrants-with the focus on the extent to
which migrants do, or should, retain their previous socio-cultural patterns and
identities. Other interesting features also observed in the data-many of which are in
accordance with what is known of the nature of LEs in general, and their status in the
institutional context of newspapers-included the fact that very often letters make
direct reference to the content of other letters published previously, both in rebuttal
and in support. Indeed, in some cases, the identifiable threads of an argument could
be followed over the course of an extended period. Also, a wide cross-section of
views and voices found their way into print; and items that were prominent in the
news at any given time tended also to be prominent in the letters column. This last
point is particularly evident in the manner in which each of the three public debates,
in 1984, 1988 and 1996 respectively, saw a dramatic upsurge in the numbers of letters
being published. Figure 2 demonstrates the extent of this particular phenomenon:
Figure 2. Occurrence of LEs on Immigration across
all four papers by year
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The other, smaller spike in 1968 is due to a series of letters being published in The
Australian arguing the suitability, or otherwise, as potential migrants to Australia of
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the ethnic Asian businesspeople and professionals who, it had been reported, were in 
the process of being expelled from their homes of many years in the newly 
independent African republic of Kenya. 
It emerged, however, that by far the most prominent theme across the data-set 
as a whole was that of the inevitability of intemecine strife in racially and/or 
culturally mixed societies. More than ten percent of the selected correspondents were 
making either direct, or otherwise overt, reference to the general idea that there is 
some intrinsic link between socio-political stability, or even viability, and socio-
cultural homogeneity. Given that it would not have been possible to adequately 
analyse all of the 759 collected letters in any greater detail in a project of this size, and 
given that this was a theme that had an identifiable prior existence in Australian 
public discourse, the decision was made to concentrate on those letters alone, using 
the theoretical constmct of the interpretative repertoire to account for both the 
discursive coherence and discursive variability that they evinced. Perhaps one of the 
most interesting things to emerge from this is how that repertoire closely informs a 
number of letters that are ostensibly in favour of multi-racial immigration as well as 
many of those against it. 
The next two chapters, then, will deal in tum with those letters which broadly 
oppose the liberalisation of immigration controls, and those which broadly support it; 
both chapters being chronologically ordered by decade and thematically ordered by 
the nuances of the discursive process. Pertinent sections from the letters, along with 
their publication details, are reproduced in the body of the text at points adjacent to 
their analysis, with copies of the entire letters being provided in appendix B at the 
end. Tables and graphs fiirther indicating the distribution of all of the 759 letters over 
both time and newspaper are also provided in appendix A. 
Dinoo Kellaghan, letters editor of The Australian during the 1990s, used this phrase to sum up his 
account of how the letters column operates: "we carry a debate that feeds upon itself (9). Arguably 
the point could equally be made about the nature of a diachronic discursive construction of immigrants 
in what is essentially a migrant society. 
It is exclusively with the latter that I am concemed here, though many of the following points are 
certainly applicable to a range of print-media formats. 
At least in terms of age; interestingly, Walsh also mentions that men still outnumber women two to 
one. 
Though, as Murray Goot points out "opinion polls cannot be seen as simply registering views whose 
existence is entirely independent of the method by which they are observed; opinion polls . . . construct 
opinions even as they record them" {Constructing Public Opinion 30). That is to say that there is no 
guarantee of the representativeness of polled opinion either, given that polls often do little more that 
force poorly though out answers to over-generalised and polarising questions, into predetermined and 
ill-conceived categories of responses, and then report them as unproblematic fact. 
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^ And with which Potter at least was to later have some direct involvement. 
^ Circulation figures for these four papers, as published on the 30"' of June, 2000 by the Australian 
Press Council, are—The Sydney Morning Herald: 259,757 Monday to Saturday; The Age: 221,000 
Monday to Saturday; The Courier Mail: 218,963 Monday to Friday, 341,472 Saturday; The Australian: 
132,595 Monday to Friday, 304,308 Saturday (Annual Report No. 24). 
CHAPTER TWO 
TROUBLE AND STRIFE 
BACKGROUND 
As indicated at the outset, tiie question of socio-political stability, and its relationship 
to socio-cultural homogeneity, was one of the core issues that the prospective ending 
of the White Ausfralia policy in 1966 brought to light. Various correspondents in the 
latter half of the 1960s expressed the notion that stability is inextricably linked to— 
indeed, flows naturally from—^homogeneity. The idea circulated that racial frouble 
was a bmte fact of multi-racial societies where people of different social, cultural and 
racial backgroimds lived side by side in large numbers. This frouble, impossible as it 
was to avoid, was, fiirthermore, frequently constraed as purely and simply the fault of 
the 'coloureds'; and the more of them there were, the worse the trouble would be. 
That Ausfralia was hitherto largely free of such conflict was conceived of as the result 
of a confluence of good luck and good management of the annual migrant intake. 
What the fiiture held in the event of unrestricted coloured immigration was plain to 
see for all those who took the frouble to look at the experience of the United Kingdom 
or the United States. In a sense, then, there appears to have been, at the time, an 
ominous feeling of something like 'there but for the grace of God go we' behind much 
of the correspondence; as well as a degree of inevitability to the correspondents' 
visions of the dissolution of Ausfralian society as they knew it. 
The basic argument in this chapter is that throughout the entire period since 
1966, and across various nuances of the socio-political context, each of the 
correspondents under examination here can be demonstrated to be drawing upon an 
identifiably coherent interpretative repertoire in order to make sense of their 
individual versions of Ausfralia's immigration programme; and, by extension, to 
gamer rhetorical support for their individual positions. These respective positions 
also ultimately feed back into one relatively coherent and identifiable version of 
Ausfralia: an Ausfralia that marginalises, or indeed, basically excludes, all those who 
do not unproblematically fit its socio-culturally and racially restricted parameters. 
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THE 1960s 
My sampling technique has identified ten letters, published in the 1960s, which are 
clearly drawing upon a presupposed immutable relationship between stability and 
homogeneity in order to condemn any relaxation of the established, restrictive 
immigration policy. What follows is a series of exfracts from those letters, presented 
in order of publication, and identified with the published sumames of their respective 
writers: 
Lambert: 
Aus. 
21/3/1966 
. . . Australian people, with the exception of a small minority, enjoy a 
European homogeneity which gives the nation stability, progress and a 
common culture. This is the product of the understanding and standards of the 
people, the very foundations on which society is erected. 
The difficulties in communication, conflicts of irreconcilable cultures with 
the concomitant loss of self-esteem of the peoples in multi-racial states, is [sic] 
an object lesson for Australia. 
Francis: 
Aus. 
20/9/1966 
. . . Owing to the wisdom of our forebears, Australia is hardly afflicted with 
any of the terrible racial problems that occur in many parts of the world. 
Recently we have read of Chinese fleeing or being evicted from Indonesia; 
there are critical racial problems in Africa and the USA, and race and caste 
divisions in India are still acute. 
Sadly, if one looks at the Jewish problem, which has persisted for over 2000 
years and now appears to be serious in Russia, one wonders if even selected 
immigration of very intelligent and able people with different racial 
backgrounds is desirable. 
. . . there is little evidence that general Australian attitudes are very different 
from those in other parts of the world; and perhaps we should devote our 
energies to preserving Australia, as at least one part of the world, free from the 
problems of major racial conflict. 
. . . However much we may regret racial intolerance, this unfortunately does 
not remove the brute fact of its existence,... 
Gear: 
C Mail 
2/9/1967 
. . . Coloured immigrants to Britain have created their own slums and 
ghettos. Instances of this can be seen both in London from Marble Arch to 
Praed Street, on the west side of Edgeware Road, and in Birmingham. 
Many Indians arriving in England as immigrants are illiterate, have no trade 
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and cannot speak or understand English. They too are preyed upon mainly by 
their own kind, who are more affluent. 
Most coloured immigrants have no wish to integrate. 
Australia should take a lesson from Great Britain, open the doors for 
coloured immigrants by all means, but please keep a tight control on numbers. 
Holliday: 
Aus. 
6/3/1968 
. . . There is abundant evidence here in Britain that the attempt to integrate 
Asian and African people into a Western community can bring only 
unhappiness, both to the local population and to the immigrants. 
Racialism is a major factor in every part of the world where people of totally 
different backgrounds have been compelled to live side by side. 
It will be some consolation if at least one country can benefit from the 
mistakes of others, and can remain free from this hideous social disease. 
Perkins: 
Aus. 
19/3/1968 
. . . Perhaps some time in the future the social climate in this country will 
allow for the comfortable integration and assimilation of other racial 
groupings. 
But there is no doubt Australia has only just begun the most complex 
rehabilitation of Aboriginal people into the general community. Australia is 
uneducated as far as race relations are concemed. 
The influx of Asian or African migrants would certainly be the catalyst for a 
situation of race conflict, considering the social environment existing in this 
country. 
. . . Australia should reconstruct its own social situation before it attempts 
benevolence towards other countries. . . . 
Faulkes: 
Aus. 
26/3/1968 
. . . Harm could result if we abandoned all discretionary controls over 
[Asian] immigration, and thereby created the conditions which have brought 
strife to parts of England. 
No one in Australia, to my knowledge, advocates such an "open gates" 
policy. . . . 
Read: 
Aus. 
26/3/1968 
. . . Why do we think that Australia, of all the nations in the world, could 
integrate successfully? 
Personally, I couldn't care less whether a man is white, brown or blue, but in 
bulk, racial mixing inevitably causes trouble. 
We have a country relatively free from the horror of racial war and an 
Aboriginal minority we can educate and elevate to full equality. 
Let's keep it that way. 
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Blunt: 
Aus. 
26/3/1968 
. . . It is difficult to think of a more cogent way of saying that it is time 
whites in Australia stopped to think hard about their flaccid idealism. 
Mr Perkins, who frankly admits that he is an Aboriginal, can visualise the 
racial discord which could so easily arise in Australia—which is "uneducated 
as far as race relations are concemed." 
More people with practical thoughts like those expressed by Mr Perkins will 
enable Australia to achieve a level of sophistication that racially troubled 
nations will envy. 
Wallace: 
Aus. 
23/9/1968 
. . . Our immigration policy was adopted partly to protect the living 
standards of the Australian people. 
Surely there can be no doubt that if massive migration of Asians into this 
country took place, the Australian way of life would be completely changed. 
With our small population we could well be overwhelmed. 
. . . As for racial tension, we would be wise to leam from those countries 
where racial antagonism is acute, where race riots and violence are all too 
common. We should do everything possible to keep Australia free from 
insoluble sociological problems. 
Menadue: 
Aus. 
23/9/1968 
. . . Australia has reason to be proud of its restricted immigration policy 
which has served the community so well, freeing it from the turmoil and racial 
strife which even the tolerance of the people of the United Kingdom is finding 
it so hard to take [sic]. 
The first of these letters represents an attempt to draw a simple, but exfremely 
rhetorically effective if it is accepted, causal chain between a legendary Ausfralian 
past, a putative Australian present and at least two altemative Australian futures. The 
historical myth of Australia's ninety-five percent Britishness—suitably adjusted to 
take the expansive result of all those years of post-war non-British immigration into 
account—is evident in the opening declaration of Ausfralia's "European 
homogeneity". The historical and political processes which brought this socio-
cultural situation about are subsequently reified in a thumbnail taxonomy of present-
day Australia, one which owes more than a little to the Enlightenment philosophy of a 
'just society of just men'. It is these Europeans, persons rendered suitable for the job 
by their very nature, which are placed at the core of Australia's development, 
progress, and ongoing peace and prosperity: they and their type constitute Australia's 
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"foundations". A future in which entry is limited to more of this type of person will 
presumably be marked by more stability, more progress and more common culture, 
each of which are unproblematically assumed to be a good thing. Those who do not 
fit in with the ideals of this coherent and united ingroup are simply dismissed, in the 
manner of an aside, as a "small minority". In this case, the ambiguous grammatical 
stmcture of the sentence—they way it is hinged around the verb, enjoy—implicitly 
links those racially marked others with any potential nay-sayers amongst the 
European racial ingroup who, though they might ostensibly fit in racially, for one 
reason or another do not "enjoy" Ausfralia's homogenous present. In any case, small 
minorities are, by their very nature, relatively insignificant in political and social 
terms; and so can, with impunity, simply be left out of any formulations of the 
'national character'. 
The second half of the exfract, however, paints a very different possible fiiture 
for Australia; one which, it is implied, would inevitably emerge were those small 
minorities given scope to grow. This would be a fiiture marked by socio-cultural 
miscommimication and intemecine conflict. Its inevitability is implied in the 
grammatical stmcture of the sentence: a pronouncement in the simple present tense 
which automatically presupposes the tmth of its subordinate clauses and reifies its 
content as simple, extemally tmthfiil, fact. It is also implied in the lexical content, 
with the use of an absolute like "irreconcilable" undermining any possible 
altematives, and the pseudo-psychological nature of the assertion about social self-
esteem lending it a veneer of scientific factuality. This possible fiiture, then, projected 
from the 'actual' presents of other societies, stands, it is claimed, as "an object lesson 
for Australia"; one which in essence reads: preserve Australia's European 
homogeneity, or risk certain socio-cultural self-destmction. 
Lambert's letter, then, has achieved a number of things. Or as Wetherell and 
Potter might put it, her discourse has performed a number of fiinctions. It has, of 
course, constmcted a version of what it means to be Australian; and, by extension, 
what it means to be unAustralian: defining the ingroup by means of their common 
culture and standards, and denigrating the value, contributions and significance of the 
outgroup. This Australian versus unAustralian dichotomy is not the only value laden 
binary stmcture which is in place here. There is also a general one set up between 
homogeneous and heterogeneous societies, which favours the former, and implicitly 
holds it up as a worthy ideal to be striven for. As a consequence, discrimination in the 
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admission of migrants, in favour of those who will most easily fit into and contribute 
to Ausfralia's European homogeneity, while never mentioned directly\ is implied as 
the apotheosis of that object lesson of which Ausfralia must take heed. The lesson s 
impact is strengthened by the sense of inevitability which is inscribed in the 
overwhelmingly negative account of multi-racial societies. The end result is that a 
racially discriminatory immigration policy—on the face of it a necessarily bad thing, 
even, to a certain extent, in 1966—can be reformulated in a more positive light as 
potentially carrying enough socio-culttiral benefits to outweigh any lingering 
questions about its moral rectittide. In other words, discrimination can be made to 
appear justifiable; indeed, even necessary. By extension, any potential 
blameworthiness which might accompany the expression of discriminatory ideals is 
effectively headed off Where is the blame in expressing known facts, particularly 
when one does so in such a seemingly sympathetic manner as Lambert does here? 
This is a discursive process which is neatly replicated in the rest of the letters 
in my sample from the 1960s too. A close reading of each of them reveals an ahnost 
identical fimctionality in the discourse. This is largely achieved by means of very 
similar argumentative stmctures and the repeated use of a relatively narrow range of 
tropes and images. Or, to describe the phenomenon another way, it draws upon the 
kind of "broadly discemible clusters of terms, descriptions, common-places and 
figures of speech" which Potter et al. characterise as the manifestations of an 
interpretative repertoire ("Discourse" 212). It is worthwhile, from here, to touch upon 
some of the most striking features of each letter and thereby build up a more 
comprehensive picture of the repertoire in action. 
Francis, for his part, brings the illusfrative experience of history to bear upon 
his account of what he terms, "the terrible racial problems that occur in many parts of 
the world." He then provides us with a list of instances, in which his "terrible racial 
problems" include wholesale eviction of nationalities, various "critical" situations 
around the world, and persistently "acute" divisions of race and caste. Furthermore, 
his reference to the example of the Jews implies that these problems apparently have 
the potential to be as ancient and persistent as they are "serious". The net result is to 
emphasise that such problems do occur, that history does demonstrate this. Thus, 
their existence is undeniable: like racial intolerance, it is a "bmte fact". They are, in 
other words, inevitable. Or are they? Because, though there is no reason to suggest 
Australians are any better, more humane, or more tolerant than the inhabitants of 
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those 'froubled' countries, he is arguing at the outset that Australia is fortunate 
enough to be reasonably free from these problems he has been describing. This is 
also evident in the fact that he advocates the preservation of Australia's demographic 
makeup. So, their inevitability is qualified: problems are inevitable if the country is 
allowed to become multi-racial, a situation hitherto averted in Australia by "the 
wisdom of our forebears," (the architects of White Australia). The lesson here is: 
Australians should lend their energies to preserving the homogenous society they have 
inherited. Once again, discrimination is advocated while blame is averted. The 
problems of a multi-racial society are inevitable, so where is the blame in advocating 
homogeneity? 
Gear and Holliday both make the same points by using the recent experiences 
of the United Kingdom as a waming to Ausfralia. For Gear, the blame for any trouble 
rests squarely on the shoulders of the coloured immigrants themselves. They "have 
created their own slums and ghettos", and "have no wish to integrate." There is an 
animalistic, or even cannibalistic, touch in Gear's image of migrants being "preyed 
upon" by their own kind, a frope which also serves to conjure up a sense of 
inevitability about the frouble: what else could you expect of such people but that they 
would feed off themselves and bring down the tenor of society from within. Finally 
the lesson is overtly stated: "by all means" let them in, but not too many. How many 
is too many is not specified, but certainly not as many as the UK. For Holliday, who 
is actually writing from England to wam Australia about the consequences of 
reconsidering its White Australia policy, the facts are clear: "abundant evidence" 
demonsfrates that inter-racial mixing can "only" cause trouble; in "every part of the 
world" where it has been tried racism has become a "major factor", a "hideous social 
disease". It does not appear to be anybody's fault particularly, and indeed both the 
natives and the immigrants suffer. Once again, the presupposition is that trouble is 
inevitable in multi-racial societies, though no attempt is made by either correspondent 
to critically engage with why this might be so. Its inevitability, however, effectively 
ameliorates any blameworthiness that might attach to the equally inevitable 
conclusion. Indeed, Holliday goes so far as to posit the notion that the resurrection of 
White Australia would be such a good thing that it would make the troubles in 
England easier to bear in some sense. Just as one's mistakes are easier to bear, in 
popular myth, if any benefit is drawn from them; so too would it be a "consolation" if 
Australia were, with the benefit of intemational hindsight, to choose to avoid the path 
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to certain destmction of non-discriminatory immigration. Everyone would benefit, 
including incidentally, the immigrants for whom living in such a society would also 
cause unhappiness. 
The letter from Perkins^ introduces a new element to the repertoire of 
inevitable conflict: the position of the Aboriginal peoples in any recipes for an 
Australian racial mix. Perkins' basic argument is that Australia should address the 
inter-racial problems it already has before it considers the importation of any more. 
Having been a largely homogenous nation, and having almost completely ignored and 
disenfranchised the most distinct of its racial minorities—the Aborigines—for so 
long, Australia, he claims is "uneducated" in the requirements and practice of racial 
tolerance. Perhaps some time in the fiiture Ausfralians may be ready to welcome 
distinct 'others' into their society, but not yet. The inevitability of inter-racial conflict 
in mixed societies is still here, however, in the language Perkins uses to describe the 
outcome of an influx of coloured migrants. To say that they would "certainly be the 
catalyst" for conflict is to assert that their presence alone would provide both the 
environment and sufficient reason for social sfrife. They, in other words, would be to 
blame for the trouble that would precipitate, not the Ausfralians afready here. 
Advocating the socio-political steps necessary to avoid such an outcome is a 
blameless activity. This must be particularly so when it comes couched in, on the one 
hand, a personal claim to authentic minority status on one's own behalf^, and on the 
other, an argument in favour of improving the lot of that minority group within 
society. 
The next three letters were all published on the same day: one week after the 
publication of Perkins' letter, and in direct response to it. Faulkes offers somewhat 
qualified support to Perkins, opening with an assertion that he merits "every sympathy 
and support" in his campaign on behalf of the status of Aborigines, but going on to 
disagree that their cause would necessarily be harmed by the entry of Asian migrants. 
On the contrary, Faulkes argues that some contact with Asian migrants might help to 
open up the hearts and minds of Australians and cause them to begin to reject racial 
prejudice per se; and that ultimately this could only help the Aboriginal peoples in 
their quest for acceptance and recognition. Such an apparently open-minded and 
embracing acceptance of the potential benefits of a multi-racial society, however, 
carries a highly significant caveat which is revealed in the extract quoted here. 
According to Faulkes, "Harm could result if we abandoned all discretionary controls" 
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on the entry of non-Europeans to Australia (my emphasis). Perhaps lexically, "could" 
does not quite add up to inevitability; but I would argue that this is nevertheless an 
example of basically the same "explanatory resources" (Wetherell and Potter, 
"Discourse Analysis" 72) being called into play in the constmction of an account of 
the likely effects of coloured immigration as we have seen in each of the other letters. 
It is making the same kind of reference to the experience of other countries who have 
relaxed their immigration restrictions, and it does imply a lesson to be leamt from 
those experiences. Thus, it is coming out of the same interpretative repertoire, and for 
broadly the same purposes. This letter is not arguing for no relaxation of controlled 
entry, but significantly and clearly, nor is it arguing for the abandonment of all 
controls. It is for that reason that it is included here amongst those arguing against 
any relaxation of discriminatory immigration controls. 
The other two responses to Perkins contain no such troubling ambiguities, the 
first even opening with an emphatic "Hoorah! At last someone has said something on 
behalf of the White Australia Policy." Read then goes on to deliver a classic 
rejoinder-in-advance to any accusation of racist attitudes with a neatly worded 
personal disclaimer, but then nevertheless baldly expresses an equally classic piece of 
racist rhetoric. The core implication is that integration has failed everywhere else so 
why should Ausfralia fare any better? The "horror of racial war" is inevitable 
wherever races are mixed together in an uncontrolled fashion. The exhortation is to 
leam from the experiences of others. Australia is relatively untroubled now. "Let's 
keep it that way." Blunt's language is somewhat less overtly racial than Read's but it 
is nevertheless rhetorically powerful, and once again the sentiments are so similar as 
to be effectively identical. Racial discord is so potentially real for Blunt, so inevitable 
in certain circumstances, that "practical" people—as opposed to "flaccid 
idealis[ts]"—can "visualise" it. And the lesson that is to be leamed in this instance is 
that White Australia needs more people like Perkins, more people who are capable of 
seeing the writing on the wall. With them Australia will become a haven of 
homogeneity, awash in sophistication, peace and prosperity: the envy of the world. 
Without them, it will just become another of the racially troubled nations. If anyone 
is to blame, it seems, it is the perpetrators of the flaccid idealism of unrestricted 
immigration, not these correspondents . 
The final two letters from the 1960s, again both published on the same day, 
echo Francis in their appreciative invocation of Australia's past immigration policy 
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and the society it has enabled all Australians to inherit. For Wallace, restrictive 
controls on the admission of migrants are all that stand between that Australia and 
oblivion. There "can be no doubt", Wallace maintains, that Ausfralia would not 
survive "massive" migration from Asia, but would in fact be swallowed up in an 
overwhelming tidal wave of alien humanity. Here the inevitability of destmction is 
implicitly linked to another inevitability: that Asians would seek to migrate in 
"massive" numbers. As they are so often elsewhere, and by the same means, 
individual human beings of Asian origin are depersonalised by the language employed 
to describe them in this letter, and are conceptually melded into a single threatening 
force, identifiable by stereotypical racial characteristics only. The arrival of such an 
element into Australian society, then, is implicitly linked by proximity if nothing else, 
to concems about the troubles of other countries where "racial antagonism is acute". 
The obvious lesson is that everything that can be done should be done to keep 
Australia free from these inevitable, "insoluble sociological problems". For Menadue, 
Australia's past restrictions on immigration are, fiirthermore, a proper source of pride. 
They have helped to build the "community" which Menadue argues they serve, and 
have freed it from "turmoil and racial strife". The implication is that if they are 
abandoned, that same turmoil and strife will flood in, just as in the United Kingdom. 
So, throughout each of these letters, then, there has been consistent reference 
to the idea of racial strife being inevitable in multi-racial societies, and of it being an 
absolute imperative that Australia make every effort to leam from the experiences of 
other countries and avoid this situation. This shared presupposition of an inevitable 
relationship between trouble and diversity represents a key resource for the 
constmction of each of these individual accounts of the putative effects of certain 
kinds of immigrants. The ultimate effect of all these discursive manoeuvrings has 
been to ameliorate blame for past discrimination (in some cases shifting the 
blameworthiness to those who would oppose its continuation) and to justify both the 
expression of discriminatory ideals and the enshrinement of discrimination at the core 
of Australia's immigration policy for the future. It will be seen that the rhetorical 
trends outlined here have continued through subsequent decades of changing 
immigration and settlement policies, even persisting up to the present day, at socially 
and politically significant levels. 
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THE 1970s 
The same sampling technique has identified nineteen letters published during the 
1970s which make use of the same interpretative repertoire. Even a cursory glance at 
each one in tum demonstrates that, again, a strong sense of the inevitability of inter-
racial conflict, and of there being a lesson to be leamt by Australia from the 
experiences of other countries, pervades; together with a concem with the 
amelioration of any blameworthiness which may attach to the expression of such 
ideas. In a broad sense the same fropes feature prominently, and the same explanatory 
resources are drawn upon in continuing the discursive constmction of a desirable 
immigration policy for Ausfralia. In the decade which saw the 'official' introduction 
of multiculturalism as the new settlement policy, though, and the first arrivals of 
Asian immigrants in significant numbers since the gold mshes of the nineteenth 
century— t^hat is, the arrival of refiigees from the war in Vietnam—it is perhaps to be 
expected that there might be either a discemible increase in the level of urgency with 
which the issue was debated, or some visible shift in the parameters of that debate (or, 
indeed, both). Certainly, it can be seen that, to the notion of importing instability as 
part of the importation of coloured immigrants there increasingly began to be added a 
consideration of the side-issue of responsibility: that is, the responsibility of those in 
positions of power who were seen as facilitating or initiating that importation. Out of 
this, there arose an associated question of loyalty: both the loyalty of those 
responsible for determining the parameters of the immigration policy, and the 
potential for loyalty, or more correctly disloyalty, of those who were doing the 
immigrating. There is a palpable sense mnning through many of these letters that 
Australia's fiiture was being betrayed; and, by extension, that any immigration policy 
should have as its central principle the nationalistic exhortation to 'put Australia first'. 
What follows, then, is an overview of some of the most striking of the 
recurring ideas and images, designed to demonstrate the continuing coherence of the 
repertoire which each of these correspondents are drawing upon in their work of 
manufacturing a particular version of Australian immigration. This will also serve to 
highlight the manner in which the repertoire has developed and expanded in order to 
reflect subtle changes in the socio-political climate of the times. The first group of 
letters are interesting for the manner in which they almost directly continue the terms 
of the debate through from the 1960s in simple and overt terms: 
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White: 
C. Mail 
30/3/1972 
How refreshing to read of one politician having the courage to denounce the 
surreptitious 'blackanting' of the White Australia policy... . 
Congratulations to Mr. Calwell. When a man like this speaks openly about 
the serious problem Australia will be facing in the future surely people who 
can see what has happened in America and England will support him. 
Campbell: 
C. Mail 
28/9/1972 
. . . It is quite incredible that these Christian Churches should use their 
declining power and influence to introduce to Australia racial problems that 
must inevitably cause trouble here for today's children and for the still unborn 
Australian citizens of tomorrow. 
This forecast of racial strife is based upon today's experiences in so many 
countries. . . . 
MacDonald: 
Aus. 
19/3/1974 
. . . The 65 years under the white policy was the best period in Australia's 
history... . 
The standard of living of the Filipinos is very much lower than in 
Australia.... 
Their way of life is different too: when elections are held large numbers are 
killed and injured, with thousands of political prisoners put in jail without trial 
for years, a continuing religious war that has been going on for years and with 
a dictator at the top. 
This is not our way of living in Australia so why import it when it is not 
necessary? . . . 
We only have to look at England to see what a mess the English are in . . . . It 
will be goodbye Australia as we know it if colored immigration is not stopped. 
Gross: 
C. Mail 
6/9/1979 
. . . Why not change our immigration policy in a way that gives preference 
to the unwanted children of other countries, preferably those under 10 years? 
Such migrants would be unlikey to transfer the hates and prejudices of other 
countries to this nation as in some cases do other migrants. . . . 
White is even harking back to before tiie 1960s witii her praise of the first 
Minister for Immigration, Arthur Calwell. Apart from the overtly racial nature of her 
phrase "'blackanting' the White Ausfralia policy", however, what is interesting here 
is, I think, the way in which the inevitably froublesome nature of non-discriminatory 
immigration is inscribed. It is done simply enough by the rhetorical expedient of a 
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expedient of a declarative syntax: Australia "will be facing" a "serious" problem in 
the fiiture; as well as by direct reference to the apparent experience of other countries 
who have gone down this road before. Campbell makes it even plainer, implicitly 
constmcting "racial problems" as already out there, reifying them as pre-existing and 
immutable. The inevitability of their deleterious effect on Australia if allowed to 
enter this country, is once again home out by overseas experience in a manner that 
could hardly be more direct. 
Macdonald overtly valorises the White Australia policy as the force behind 
"the best period in Ausfralia's history", before constmcting a binary between two 
distinct ways of living. The argument is carried in the rhetorical question: "why 
import [that other way of living] when it is not necessary?" Once again, the proof is 
in the example of overseas experiences. Finally, Cross, in a unique answer to the 
confradiction inherent in needing immigrants, but only wanting certain kinds, 
proposes the favouring of those who are least likely to have been irreversibly tainted 
by their experience of being foreign: "unwanted children". What ties this letter into 
the others is the simple presupposition which emerges in the justification for this 
particular course of action: that the "hates and prejudices" which the children would 
be unlikely to bear are inevitably there in their adult counterparts. 
Moving on from these letters, though, it can be seen that a number of 
refinements are made to the constmction of inevitability around non-British 
immigration during the course of the decade. The first thing I want to highlight is a 
concem with deflecting any accusations that the writer, or the position which he or 
she espouses with respect to discriminatory immigration, is racist either in nature or 
effect. This form of rhetorical stmcture—the disclaimer—is closely related in 
intention, as well as effect, to the imperative to ameliorate blame which has earlier 
been identified as pervading each of the letters from the 1960s in one way or another. 
At its most simple it exists in the phrase, "I'm not a racist, but . . ."; and its core 
rhetorical value lies in its effective deflection of any possible negative ramifications 
of one's assertions in advance of those assertions actually being made. An equally 
important secondary effect inherent in this stmcture is the effect of setting the content 
of one's subsequent discourse up as objective fact. The end result, if the audience 
accepts it of course, is that one is rendered relatively blameless for saying or thinking 
something that, on the face of it, is indeed blameworthy (Hewitt and Stokes 2). 
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Keppich-
Amold: 
Age 
12/9/1970 
. . . The majority of the so-called "racists" in Australia do not regard 
themselves as being superior to their fellow-men of whatever color, nor do 
they wish to exploit them and, most certainly, they do not advocate a "final 
solution". Many of them are aware—and afraid—of the racial strife in the 
worid. Others remember the fate of descendents of migrants who arrived in 
Germany 500 years before Hitler put his foot on German soil. 
The writing has been on the wall since the Nazis smeared it there. But there 
are none so blind as those who won't see. 
Fletcher: 
C. Mail 
29/3/1978 
. . . Look what has happened in England. That country is in a shocking state 
with some 2,250,000 people from Pakistan and West Indies. They will 
become a burden on the country. 
The Anglo-Saxon people are different. They go on the land, work hard and 
become good citizens.... 
I am not a racist but we must have a White Australia policy irrespective. 
One of the seven pillars of wisdom is: "East is East and West is West and 
N'er the Twain Shall Meet." 
In Keppich-Amold's letter this stmcture takes on a more sophisticated form 
than the simple personal disclaimer, manifesting itself instead as a hypothetical 
application of the terms of a common (indeed, a classical) definition of racism to 
those people, presumably like himself, who are as he puts it, "aware—and afraid—of 
the racial strife in the world". He heavily labours the application of the term "racisf 
to Australians, setting it up with both a "so-called" and scare quotation marks, before 
simply and categorically denying its suitability according to its own, commonly 
agreed, if a little extreme, parameters. The rhetorical power of this move stems from 
the fact that it is one thing to conceive, in the abstract, of there being people in the 
world who might in fact feel superior, engage in exploitative behaviour or advocate 
final solutions; it is entirely another, however, to consider that people just like oneself, 
or who have something like a nationality in common with oneself, might do so. It is a 
normal and understandable tendency, for the sake of the self enhancement which it 
facilitates, to always see members of one's ingroup in a positive light and to accept, 
relatively unquestioned, any assertions which place them in such a light (Hogg and 
Abrams 23). A corollary of this is that it is equally normal and understandable to tend 
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to disbelieve any assertions which might cast one's ingroup—and through this, 
oneself—in a more negative light. People who self-identify as Ausfralians will most 
probably accept and agree with Keppich-Amold's rebuttal, on behalf of the 
"majority" of Ausfralians, of the applicability of the term racist to that majority. After 
all, they stand to directly benefit from such a rebuttal being warranted: it means they 
are not racist. 
This denial is then rounded off with an altemative characterisation of that 
majority of Ausfralians. They are realists, aware of the nature of society, and rightly 
fearfiil of one of its most disturbing aspects: implicitly, the almost essential nature of 
the differences between peoples and the way in which it leads to strife everywhere it 
is put to the test. They are effectively recast as knowledgeable, sensitive and 
insightfiil. However much they might not like what happened in Nazi Germany they 
are not so blind as to not see that, though definitely fragic, it was nevertheless 
unfortunately inevitable. Essentially, then, the message of Keppich-Amold's letter is 
that Ausfralians are not racist to want to exclude migrants of other races, it is not 
because they "regard themselves as being superior", it is because anyone who is not 
blind can see that allowing or inviting such people into Ausfralia could only lead to 
the same kind of racial strife that countries like Germany have had to endure under 
similar cfrcumstances in the past. 
An example of a much less sophisticated application of the rhetorical stmcture 
of denial occurs in the letter from Fletcher, though it is none the less interesting or 
effective for all that. Here, and in much the same way as many of the letters from the 
1960s, the factuality, or to put it in the terms used up to now, the inevitability of 
multi-racial immigration leading to the destmction of Ausfralia as we know it is 
asserted. This is largely done by means of an extemal reference to the experience of 
another country: England after the advent of large-scale immigration from the Asian 
subcontinent. There is also a social-Darwinistic comparison of the relative merits of 
two different peoples—"[t]he Anglo-Saxon people are different"—and a folkloric 
application of one of the so-called "seven pillars of wisdom" brought into play. All 
three of these declarations serve to lend rhetorical power and credence to the first 
clause of Fletcher's penultimate sentence: "I am not a racist", doing so by means of 
their simple-present-tense stmcture, and the reification this grammatical form 
invariably effects of the opinions it presents. They also lend objectivity (and 
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blamelessness) to the rest of it: "but we must have a White Ausfralia policy 
irrespective". 
This kind of overt denial stmcture, while it is a powerfiil and interesting 
rhetorical tool, is not an essential part of the interpretative repertoire which unites the 
data set. It is merely one example, among a number, of the kind of variability in 
discourse which Wetherell and Potter identify as cenfral to their conception of its 
operation in situations, such as this, of a diachronic public constmction of a particular 
range of understandings around any given issue ("Discourse Analysis" 170). Another 
example of variability in discourse, one that is altogether like a refinement over time 
of the original interpretative repertoire, is the subtly shifting sense of responsibility 
which is becoming evident in the letters from the 1970s. The notion of someone 
being responsible for the choice of who is to be admitted into Ausfralia becomes 
increasingly prominent amongst those "clusters of terms, descriptions, common-
places and figures of speech" (Potter et al., "Discourse" 212) which surround and 
inform (and, indeed, imite into one reasonably coherent flow) the various discourses 
of the individual correspondents on this topic. It was there in the 1960s too, of 
course: existing in an overt form behind Francis' crediting of responsibility for 
Ausfralia's fraditional stability to the "wisdom of our forebears", for example; and 
less obviously, but nevertheless significantiy, in Menadue's assertion about the policy 
of restricted immigration having "served the community so well". The former case 
needs little explication, responsibility being clearly assigned in the opening words, 
"Owing to . . .". In the latter the assignment is more subtie; but, I would argue, none 
the less specific. Here, an anthropomorphised policy acts as a metonym for the 
bureaucratic human agency which developed it and put it in place. Logically, 
somebody had to be responsible for the design and implementation of this policy, it 
did not simply appear by itself, and it is they that, deservedly according to Menadue, 
should bask in the reflected glory of its success. 
As multi-racial immigration began to increase in the 1970s, however, those 
same kind of people who had previously been cast as responsible for the maintenance 
of Ausfralia, began now to be recast as the architects of its inevitable destmction: 
Francis: . . . There is just no social problem that cannot be either directly contributed 
C '^"i' to or further aggravated by colored immigration to a white country. 
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5/3/1971 . . . I have suffered the horrors of a forced multi-racial society and know 
from all too bitter experience that it is the biggest mistake any political party 
can ever make. 
The Race Relations Bill was just a panic measure by a frightened set of 
political fools who saw that their stupid immigration policy would lead to the 
same kind of trouble as in America. 
Brotherly love by fear and coercion. They muzzled the mass media on this 
subject and made England into a miserable race-tensioned island, where an 
Englishman is now a second-class citizen in what used to be his own 
country. . . . 
Butler: 
C. Mail 
12/3/1971 
Since my arrival in Brisbane three years ago I have tried to explain to my 
Australian friends the disastrous effect of the stupid U.K. immigration policy. 
It is, I am afraid, irreversible,.. . 
The thin end of the wedge was the influx of the first Jamaicans;. . . 
The avalanche that followed was indescribable—^unwashed, illiterate and 
with nothing but the clothes they stood in. . . . 
This opened the floodgates for the Indians, Pakistanis, Punjabis, etc. They 
arrived by the million, bringing disease and poverty with them. . . . 
If the powers-that-be in Australia do not take waming from the disasttously 
stupid U.K. immigration policy, they will be bigger fools than I take 
them fo r . . . . 
Saunders: 
S.M.H. 
24/3/1972 
. . . Can your correspondents name a multi-racial country which is not 
weakened by the hostility and suspicions which inevitably exist between the 
component groups? 
Can they name a multi-racial country where multi-racial immigration of 
earlier years is not now bitterly regretted by the people who either permitted it 
or had it imposed on them? 
Is there an Asian or an island nation which itself permits multi-racial 
immigration and can reasonably reproach us on this score? . . . 
Malan: 
C. Mail 
18/9/1972 
. . . Surely our ideal population increase is Australian bom babies. We 
already have racial problems without deliberately creating more. 
If all Ausfralians were as naive as our Minister for Immigration appears to 
be, terrorism would soon become part of our "Ausfralian" way of life. 
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This recasting first appears in Francis—a D. H. Francis, not the Prof John Francis 
who was writing in 1966—^who employs a familiar enthymematic form of reasoning, 
rhetorically moving from the general to the particular with the smoothness of 
sophistry in motion. Much in the vein of many earlier letters, the argument here is 
stmctured around an emphatic declaration of the general inevitability of aggravated 
social problems in multi-racial societies, a subsequent invocation of the authority of 
personal experience in such matters, and a consequent assertion of the particular 
direction in which Australia is inexorably heading: that is, towards "the same kind of 
trouble as in America" or the "miserable race-tensioned island" of England. Apart 
from any logical inconsistencies this process may demonstrate, however, (it is never 
made clear, just implicitly assumed, exactly why the conclusion should follow from 
either premise) there is an underlying current of agency which pervades the language 
used and which makes this letter something new. At first it is the simple phenomenon 
of "colored immigration to a white country" which is characterised in such active 
terms: credited as being a 'confributing' and 'aggravating' force. And again, this 
allocation of agency for negative effects to the coloured immigrants themselves is a 
feature of the repertoire which we have encountered before now. But the existence of 
an apparently more sinister political force behind the phenomenon of social 
breakdown emerges in the reference to Francis' own experience of having "suffered 
the horrors of a forced multi-racial society" (my emphasis). 
The central implication of anything being forced to be something, of course, is 
that there must be somebody or something doing the forcing. In the rest of the 
sentence we are given a clue as to who Francis thinks that might be in this instance, 
when such a society is defined as "the biggest mistake any political party can ever 
make." Mistakes, by their very nature, are the unintended or erroneous consequences 
of thoughts or actions, but of thoughts or actions conceived or carried out nonetheless. 
So, in characterising its paradigmatic multi-racial society as both forced and a 
mistake, Francis' letter is clearly claiming that the advent on the socio-political 
horizon of such a society is someone's responsibility; or, to be more specific, that it is 
the responsibility of the politicians who act to bring it about. Genuine mistakes can, 
of course, be recognised, rectified and, ultimately, forgiven. But in this instance, 
recognition of their mistake in precipitating a multi-racial society has, on the contrary, 
led those bureaucrats responsible for the "stupid" policy to a clandestine pursuit of the 
quick fix; or in Francis' terms, to "a panic measure by a frightened set of political 
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fools", the same kind of fools apparently who had earlier "muzzled" the press and 
desfroyed England. To compound one's mistakes in this fashion is, it seems, as stupid 
as it is unforgivable. 
Much the same kind of concem with responsibility emerges in Butler's letter. 
Here, the inevitability of social breakdown in Australia should it embrace the same 
"disastrous", "stupid" and "irreversible" multi-racial immigration policy as the UK is 
clearly expressed in the hyperbolic descriptions of an "avalanche" of "unwashed", 
"illiterate" and "disease[d]" coloured immigrants pouring through open "floodgates". 
Such vehement language arguably leaves room for no other interpretation of the 
possible result of softening the restrictions that had for so long govemed the nation's 
immigration policy. Butler's final exhortation to take a lesson from the experience of 
the UK is directed not simply at Australians in general, however, nor even at his 
coterie of "Ausfralian friends" who have hitherto comprised the audience for his 
views, but rather it is specifically addressed to "the powers-that-be in Australia". 
They are the ones who would be fools not to take waming from the UK because, 
implicitly, they are the ones who are ultimately responsible for deciding the fate of 
Australia as Australians know it. 
Saunders' letter, in the second of the three rhetorical questions which comprise 
the body of its argument, briefly raises the issue of responsibility for the wider 
population as a whole, as well as for their legislators. There is a sense here in which 
the inhabitants of a democracy might be in some way complicit in the bad decisions 
which their political representatives may make, permitting the embrasure of 
regrettable policy directions by not opposing them vigorously enough at the time. But 
such a sin of omission is arguably less serious than the sin of commission which is 
implied in the altemative scenario of them having such policies "imposed on them". 
In either case the notion of responsibility has a significant presence in Saunders' 
rhetoric. Malan also uses this line of argument in her letter. Her use of the inclusive, 
"our ideal population increase" and "[w]e already have", implies a significant degree 
of agency for all Australians in the determination of their migrant intake. However, 
the population as a whole are characterised as bearing the burden of their collective 
responsibility well, much better in fact than their representative in Parliament. They 
are pursuing a reasonable and intelligent line, seeking both an ideal solution, and to 
avoid the creation of any unnecessary problems. Their representative—who, after all, 
has the real responsibility along with the real power in matters such as this—is cast. 
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on the other hand, as irresponsibly "naive"; and this official naivety would, in tum, 
bear the burden of responsibility should the Australian way of life be changed for the 
worst by immigration. 
Watkins: 
S.M.H. 
21/9/1972 
I would like to protest through your columns at the fostering of foreign 
inter-racial tension and blood feuds . . . immigrants to this country . . . are 
encouraged to bring with them like treasured heirlooms all their age old 
animosities and blood feuds to grow and flourish in the fresh and hitherto more 
or less unsullied atmosphere of their adopted country. . . . 
[M]ost of them have been endeavouring to slaughter each other for some 
reason or other since the birth of civilisation,. . . 
And it is to be assumed that they will continue to do so, with the slightest 
encouragement, for centuries to come. . . . 
Elfert: 
S.M.H. 
2\ 191X912 
. . . I have been sufficiently shaken by recent events in Sydney to register 
my alarm in writing. 
I suggest that political factions responsible for bomb explosions and bodily 
harm on city streets, . . . should be identified immediately, and that all those 
involved be instantly deported. 
Hopefully at least those of my fellow citizens who argue in favour of a less 
selective immigration policy will review their noble attitudes in the light of 
stark reality.. . . 
Responsibility for allowing troublesome elements into Ausfralia is implicitiy 
linked to responsibility for being troublesome in Watkins' letter. The activity which 
is inherent in his claims that immigrants are "'encouraged'^ to bring their inter-racial 
tensions, thereby 'fostering"' their alien problems in the "hitherto more or less 
unsullied atmosphere of their adopted country", certainly implies a large degree of 
responsibility (my emphasis). And even if the syntax used declines to explicitly 
assign this responsibility to anyone in particular, the general content of the letter 
clearly implies that it should properly rest with those who are allowing such people to 
come here in the first place: the official arbiters of immigration policy. Responsibility 
for actually perpetrating the resulting trouble, however, is laid squarely and 
categorically at the feet of those migrants who, by the force of their foreignness, cling 
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to the "age old animosities and blood feuds" that have blighted their existence "since 
the birth of civilisation", and which show no signs of abating "for centuries to come". 
The power of ancient habit brought into play here emphasises both the inevitability of 
their destmctive effect on Ausfralian society, and their responsibility—or in other 
words, blameworthiness—for having such an effect; for not taking Australian values 
on board. 
The same kind of linkage can be seen to be operating in Elfert's letter. For 
her, the responsibility for actual violence on the streets of Sydney is presupposed to 
belong to certain, undesirable immigrants, and the responsibility for their being here 
to commit those offences is implicitly assigned to "those of my fellow citizens who 
argue in favour of a less selective immigration policy". From Elfert's point of view 
the inevitable tension contingent on a policy of mixed-race immigration has become a 
"stark reality", in the light of which the new, more liberal approach to the issue must 
surely change. 
As time passed, however, and the decommissioning of the White Australia 
policy gathered pace, a number of correspondents began to become even more 
specific in their assignment of responsibility, directly naming those they saw as 
pushing through the apparent changes to the socio-cultural makeup of Australia: 
Clapperton: The fiiture for Ausfralia is black, or multi-colored. That is, if the people of 
^8^ this country don't soon realise the immediate gravity of the situation and stop 
15/9/1973 
Immigration Minister Grassby's incredible efforts to darken our nation by his 
enthusiasm for colored immigrants. Parliament should heed our concem and 
consider what has happened in Britain. . . . 
Stand up and speak up, and be counted! Who is for a "White Australia" and 
who is for a multi-colored, multi-racial melting pot of the Pacific! 
Will our descendants thank us if our cities become antipodean 
Wolverhamptons and Harlems? I don't think so. . . . 
Williams: . . . With the horrible evidence of the multi-racial chaos in England, South 
^''s. Africa, Rhodesia, and intermittently in the United States, why is Mr MacKellar 
8/3/1978 
planning to manufacture the same situation in this country? Does Mr 
MacKellar believe for one moment that Australians will sink their 
anthropologically built-in prejudices any more than the black Africans can 
overcome theirs either in Africa or abroad? . . . 
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Creasey: 
Aus. 
13/3/1978 
. . . Mr MacKellar could not, and would not, of his own free will, rob me 
and fellow Australians, of living for, and dying for if necessary, our country, 
by introducing "large numbers" of a totally foreign element whose way of life 
from the beginning of time has been wholly divorced from our own.. . . 
I could imagine nothing more fiendish than landing us with the same 
irreversible problem as Britain—a slow and disguised form of invasion. It 
would be the death of our nationhood by the tum of the century. We do not 
breed so prolifically. . . . 
Ellis: 
C. Mail 
27/3/1978 
. . . Messrs. Fraser, Anthony and MacKellar seem to have the desire to bring 
to Ausfralia the very same frouble that Britain is experiencing. 
It is only their immigration policy of recent years that is causing so much 
frouble for the British. 
Can't we at least leam from someone else's mistakes? 
Falconer: 
S.M.H. 
15/9/1978 
. . . Dr Totaro [Chair of Ethnic Affairs Commision] asks: "Do you want. . . 
a multi-cultural society or not?" If he means a patchwork of tight national 
groups, the answer is, "no!" By all means let us respect, and borrow from, the 
good aspects of other cultures, and teach their languages—but we want here 
one nation with, eventually, one people of one loyalty.. . . 
. . . It is the responsibility of ethnic community leaders not only to defend 
them but to encourage them to embrace this lucky country wholeheartedly and 
to bend themselves toward assimilation. Migrants have duties as well as 
rights. 
Clapperton is the first to do so, and in probably the strongest terms, vehementiy 
denouncing "Minister Grassby's incredible efforts to darken our nation by his 
enthusiasm for colored immigrants". The bipartisan nattire of the immigration 
reforms—and, as a consequence, the bipartisan nature of the resulting condemnation 
from certain members of the public—is reflected by Williams, Creasey and Ellis all 
crediting a subsequent Minister in the Fraser govemment, Michael MacKellar, with 
the active pursuit of much the same kind of socio-political objective as his 
predecessors in the Whitlam government. Williams has him planning to 
manufacture" multi-racial chaos; Creasey sees him ''introducing 'large numbers' of a 
totally foreign element"; and Ellis claims that, along with his superiors, he wants to 
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"bring to Ausfralia the very same trouble that Britain is experiencing" (my emphasis 
throughout). In all cases the language used clearly marks these politicians as the 
willing agents of change, as ultimately the ones who are responsible for the changes 
Ausfralia is beginning to undergo. 
There is also a question of loyalty implicitly underlying this question of 
official responsibility for the selection of admissible immigrants. Particularly in those 
instances of direct attribution of responsibility to specific groups like Francis' 
"political fools", or to specific individuals like the various Ministers for Immigration, 
there is a sense of a deliberate betrayal of Australia's fiiture prospects which implies 
an identifiable disloyalty, both to the efforts of past authorities, and the desires of the 
present population. Of course, a question of loyalty to Australia has arguably 
informed much of the concems which have been demonstrably voiced in one way or 
another by all of the other correspondents examined here so far too. Part of the 
general problem with having different peoples together in one society, part of the 
reason why such a society would inevitably fail, has implicitly been that different 
peoples would necessarily have different loyalties; whether to themselves as 
individuals or as separate ethnic groups, or to their respective countries of origin 
rather than exclusively to Ausfralia: their new homeland. This is never explicitly 
claimed in any of the letters from the 1960s but I would argue, nevertheless, that the 
aspiration to a European homogeneity voiced by Lambert, Gear's denial that coloured 
immigrants have any wish to integrate, Wallace's concem about the overwhelming of 
Australia's small population, or indeed any of the others' dire predictions of inevitable 
racial antagonism, are all implicitly rooted in a concem with the potential conflict 
between too clearly defined different groups in one society which bespeaks a question 
of fractured loyalties at the national level. 
In the 1970s, however, as well as being an implicit force behind many of the 
correspondents' arguments, the issue is also more explicitly invoked on a number of 
occasions. The preference which McCawley expresses for immigrants who would 
"readily accept citizenship and show no undue reluctance to help defend Australia", 
for example, is a clear reference to the notion of the kind of absolute national loyalty 
that characterises a militaristic commitment to the preservation of Australia as it has 
always been. There is no room for divided loyalties when it comes to the defence of 
the nation; and, for McCawley at least, one of those problems which "most 
Australians" wish to exclude by means of their immigration laws is the potentially 
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disastrous infroduction of a kind of fifth column of migrants from races which do not 
"integrate well". Creasey continues the nationalistic and mUitary metaphors with her 
characterisation of the infroduction of a "totally foreign element" as "a slow and 
disguised form of invasion . . . the death of our nationhood". Clapperton wants 
Ausfralians to mobilise and declare their loyalty, to "[sjtand up and speak up, and be 
counted", by refiiting the implicitly freacherous actions of their parliamentarians. But 
it is Falconer who perhaps expresses the idea most overtly. Rather than the 
"patchwork of tight national groups" which is one, obviously impalatable, 
characterisation of a multicultural society, she emphatically states that, on the 
confrary, "we want here one nation with, eventually, one people of one loyalty". 
Once again, then, there are a number of discemible threads running through 
these various letters which serve to tie them together into one relatively coherent 
discursive constmction of a desirable Ausfralian immigration programme; past, 
present and fiiture. Continuous reference—in some cases admittedly more explicit 
than others but all nevertheless effective—^has been made to the inevitability of inter-
communal discontent in multi-racial societies; and to the way in which this has been 
clearly demonsfrated in the experiences of a number of countries. These experiences 
have been repeatedly referred to as posing a lesson for Ausfralia and Ausfralians. 
Responsibility for the maintenance of society has been allocated, and loyalty to that 
society has been sfressed as both a necessary and desirable condition. The essential 
fiinction of all this has been to discuss the potential for social change which the shift 
towards multiculturalism represents in an as apparently objective and authoritative a 
manner as possible, thereby reifying the situations discussed, and more importantly 
the solutions proposed; while all the while undermining the possibility that either the 
discussion or the solutions are in any way blameworthy. On the confrary, advocation 
of a policy of discrimination in the selection and admission of immigrants has been 
recast as both a natural expression of an understandable concem for the future of 
one's family and society, and an admirable expression of one's loyalty to the ideals 
that bind one to one's fellows. 
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THE 1980s 
The range of both specific and general explanatory resources which have been 
demonsfrably in operation over the two previous decades can once again be seen to 
somehow pervade the discursive machinations of the various letters which the 
sampling technique has identified in the 1980s. Examples of racial intolerance and 
intemecine strife in a range of overseas countries are drawn upon as a waming to 
Ausfralia; and in such a manner as to rhetorically stress the essential inevitability of 
such froubles arising in any multi-racial society. The authority of personal experience 
is periodically invoked as evidence for this argument, as is the authority of so-called 
historical fact. The allocation of responsibility also continues throughout this period, 
as does its side issue of questionable or divided loyalties. Multiculturalism, by now 
an increasingly real part of the experience of living in Australia, is repeatedly 
characterised as a divisive programme of social engineering that has been deliberately 
foisted upon a largely unwilling Ausfralian population by a small minority of 
unrepresentative, cosmopolitan 'elites'. Blame for the inevitable breakdown of 
society in the aftermath of unrestricted immigration is variously distributed between 
the 'unassimilable' immigrants themselves, and these architects of socio-cultural 
heterogeneity who have apparently 'infiltrated' the corridors of power in Australia. 
At the same time all vestiges of blameworthiness are repeatedly deflected away from 
the letter-writer in question—both implicitly by means of its direct allocation 
elsewhere, and explicitly by means of an equally direct denial of its applicability to 
the writing subject. By extension, it is thereby deflected away too from those 
Australians who might find themselves being evoked by, or agreeing with, the 
sentiments expressed by those particular correspondents. 
The first set of letters consists of three which offer perhaps the least 
embellishment of this ongoing presupposition of the essential inevitability of 
intemecine sfrife in multi-racial societies; delivering instead a clear and unambiguous 
assertion of the direct relevancy of the situation in overseas countries to the project of 
charting the fiiture of Australian society. The first notable thing about them, of 
course, is that they were all published at a time when the so-called Howard 
immigration debate was in fiiU swing and, as such, they derive at least some of their 
effectiveness from that contextual situation: 
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Gibney: 
Aus. 
1/9/1988 
Bullen: 
S.M.H. 
3/9/1988 
Campbell: 
Aus. 
3-4/9/1988 
John Howard's multicultural critics should take a close look at Bumndi this 
week. 
Hundreds of years ago a large group of immigrants, the Tutsi, moved into 
Burundi. They have maintained their own culture among the majority Hutu 
despite comprising a mere 15 per cent of the population. 
This week the rivers of Bumndi are choked with the mutilated bodies of 
Tutsi and Hutu. 24,000 are reported dead! Such are the rewards of 
multiculturalism. 
I am an Australian who has lived in America for the past 20 years. This has 
been a period when that country has stmggled to resolve its racial problem. 
Laws against racial discrimination are in effect throughout the land. The 
media consistently portray racial harmony. Despite this, racial tension is high. 
America is a country divided along sfrong racial lines. How can it be in 
Ausfralia's best interests to import a problem of this nature? 
A very cautious approach seems wisest to me. 
Visiting the British Isles . . . one is reminded quite meu-kedly that 
multiculturalism really doesn't work, not merely because of the racial mix in 
present-day Britain. 
It appeared the Scots disliked the English, the Welsh vehemently disliked 
the English and Irish; the Irish and the English have been blowing each other 
up for a century or two. 
So much for multiculturalism, in close proximity of race and culture. 
Ranging from landscapes as diverse as the jungles of cenfral Afiica through 
the plains of North America to the shores of the British Isles, these three letters 
between them constmct a taxonomy of human society in which—for reasons which 
are not, of course, explored in any detail at all—the intermixing of diverse racial and 
culttiral groups inevitably leads to trouble. For both Gibney and Campbell the forces 
of history conspire to reveal the fact that, when it all boils down to it, 
"multiculttiralism really doesn't work" (Campbell). Neither time nor socio-racial 
compatibility can make it otherwise. In Burundi "[hjundreds of years" of cohabitation 
in the same national space have obviously done nothing to curb the appetite of either 
the Tutsi immigrants or the Hutu locals for mutual slaughter on a grand scale 
(Gibney). In (apparently) exactly the same way, pattems of mutually antagonistic 
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behaviour that have been established "for a century or two", still persist between the 
English and the Irish in spite of their apparent "close proximity of race and culture" 
(Campbell). 
It is probably reasonable to assume that Gibney has never been to Bumndi, 
and Campbell's avowed personal experience of mixed societies stretches in this 
instance to no more than that of a temporary visitor to the British Isles. Yet they are 
both inexorably led to the same kinds of conclusions about the prospects, or lack 
thereof, for the peacefiil coexistence of socio-culturally diverse peoples as Bullen, 
who claims the personal authority of having lived in such a society for twenty years. 
Neither direct legislative intervention, nor the hegemonic collusion of the media in 
claiming otherwise, can conceal or reverse what the syntax of Bullen's letter (with its 
succession of short declarative sentences in the simple present tense) implicitly 
constmcts as an immutable fact: "America is a country divided along sfrong racial 
lines". The stmggle to "resolve its racial problem" has, according to this, our would-
be 'foreign corespondent', ultimately failed in America. The implication, of course, 
given voice here in a rhetorical question, is that it would also inevitably fail in 
Australia were Australians to refiise the advice on offer from one in the know, and 
adopt an mcautious approach to the importation of potential racial problems. Clearly 
a lesson is there to be leamed, then, in the wimessed experience of these places: it is 
explicitly stated in Bullen's advocacy of caution, but almost as equally sfrongly 
implied in Gibney's and Campbell's conclusive, "Such are the rewards of 
multiculturalism", and "So much for multiculturalism", respectively. All three are 
clearly drawing upon what Leigh Dale has called a "rhetoric of trauma and division" 
in order to, as she puts it, "locat[e] cultural difference as the source of myriad . . . 
social problems" (311). The effect is to constmct two possible futures, one desirable, 
the other highly undesirable, and then let the 'facts' speak for themselves. 
However, and all potentially divisive rhetoric aside, it has to be recognised 
that by the 1980s a history of relatively successful integration of different cultures had 
arguably begun to be established in Australia and the much touted, 'inevitable' civil 
war had clearly not eventuated. Nevertheless, the idea that trouble was only around 
the comer persisted, and continued to find expression in the notion that for one reason 
or another (never clearly spelt out though) immigrants were almost essentially 
predisposed to the destmction of traditional Australian society; that they were, in 
other words, blameworthy in the utmost. A number of letters throughout the decade 
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can be seen to be engaging with this notion of migrant responsibility in subtly 
varying, but nonetheless fimdamentally similar ways, and a selection of extracts from 
them follows here: 
Kaluski: 
Aus. 
4/3/1982 
Lucas: 
Aus. 
27-28/3/1982 
Proud: 
Aus. 
5/3/1984 
Phillips: 
Aus. 
14/3/1984 
Wood: 
C. Mail 
13/3/1989 
. . . Most of the Poles came to Ausfralia after World War II and more than 
75 per cent of them have assimilated more or less with Australians and adopted 
the Ausfralian way of life. The remainder started a Polish communal life 
which is characterised by its arch-conservatism, morbid anti-communism . . . 
and by its intercommunal strife. . . . 
That is why when one is talking about the failure of the policy of 
multiculturalism in some areas, one must take into account the fact that very 
often migrants are responsible for it. 
. . . The 'multiculturalism' that has, observably, since the mid-1960s usurped 
the standing immigration objective of 'assimilation,' consists notably in a 
calculated dissent from any Australian value or consciousness. We now have a 
country not of immigrants but of expatriats [sic].. . . 
[T]here is the possibility that the situation present in Britain will emerge; 
that is, the descendants of immigrants will both cause and be victimised by 
increasing social unrest,. . . 
. . . Apart from one unfortunate exception in 1975 Australians have shown 
they believe it is more important to uphold the rules of the democratic game 
than it is to win one's own way. The rule in Asia appears to be that the end 
justifies any means. Is it safe for Australian democracy to allow people in who 
have no democratic tradition? . . . 
[A lot of Australians] would like Asian immigration halted . . . so that 
succeeding generations do not curse my generation for not passing on to them 
the happy, healthy and free Ausfralia our prodecessors [sic] left for us . . . 
. . . If Asian immigration continues at a significant rate it is only a question 
of time before Australia experiences the problems which occur regularly in 
multiracial societies overseas. . . . 
The desire to keep Ausfralia as a relatively homogenous European society is 
not based on any notion of racial superiority, but is due to the proven inability 
of different racial groups to co-exist in harmony. . . . 
. . . I do not mind migrants coming to my country and practising their 
religion, but when they start bringing mindless threats and violence here, I say 
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stop. Mr Hawke should leam the lessons from the United States and the 
United Kingdom. Multiculturalism does not work. Lets stop it now, before it 
is uncontrollable. 
With the 'insider' authority of her own Polish-sounding name"*, Kaluski 
constmcts two distinct, and diametrically opposed, paradigms of migrant settiement 
that have, she claims, stmctured post-war Polish immigration to Australia. The first, 
involving a general assimilation to and reasonably unproblematic adoption of "the 
Australian way of life", has been embraced, it is claimed, by more than three quarters 
of the Polish-Ausfralian community. The rest of them, however, have taken a more 
isolationist stance, and are depicted as deliberately rejecting the socio-cultural 
stmctures proffered by their Australian hosts in favour of a continuation of "a Polish 
communal life". That very word, communal, is redolent in the Australian imagination 
of a highly suspicious introspectiveness and aloofness on the part of a specific group 
within the national whole; as well as being implicative of a rejection of the kind of 
free-spirited and independent-thinking fierce individuality that has suffused mythical 
Ausfralia since long before Russell Ward codified it in 1958 in The Australian 
Legend, and that, in certain circles and circumstances, arguably still does today. 
The particular trinity of misdemeanours of which Kaluski finds this minority 
of expatriate Poles guilty, though—their "arch-conservatism, morbid anti-communism 
. . .and . . . intercommunal strife"—can also be seen to represent a hearkening back to 
the conditions of life in Poland. Together, they stereotypically describe both the old 
Poland these people have physically, but apparently not emotionally, left behind, and 
the new Poland that, whilst they have been in exile, has grown up out of the 
experience of being placed firmly in the Russian sphere of influence. In effect, then, 
what Kaluski is describing here is precisely the kind of destmctive socio-cultural 
baggage—the ways, mores and attitudes of the 'old country'—which non-British 
immigrants to Australia have long been suspected of clinging onto; and which has 
long been at the centre of concems about the effect of their mass arrival on a hitherto 
stable, peacefiil and homogenous society. That Australia has not actually fallen into 
visible civil disfiinctionality is simply because such recalcitrant immigrants are in the 
minority; but that they exist at all is considered enough to demonstrate a continuing 
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threat. What Kaluski's rhetorically powerfiil potted-history of Polish immigration 
allows her to do, then, is to posit a "failure of the policy of multiculturalism in some 
areas" without there being any real social evidence that she can cite for such a failure. 
At the same time she authoritatively constmcts an explanation which locates that 
failure, and any attendant blame for it, well away from Australians themselves, either 
those of long standing authenticity, or those newly assimilated. Instead, the "facf is 
that the responsibility, and blame, rightly rests with the immigrants themselves, or at 
least those among them who do not make a sufficient effort to adopt the ways of their 
new home. 
Lucas constmcts a similar version of modem Ausfralian society by means of 
drawing a binary distinction between what he calls the older "standing immigration 
objective of assimilation" and the newer policy of multiculturalism that has, since the 
mid 1960s, "usurped" it. The effect of drawing attention to this binary is to, like 
Kaluski before him, offer two distinct paradigms for the settlement of immigrants into 
Australia; the one implicitiy naturalised as a standing objective (i.e.: proven worthy 
by long-held practice), the other implicitly denatiiralised as a usurper (i.e.: a ring-in, 
an illegitimate pretender). The difference between these two paradigms is 
subsequently clarified by another dichotomous pairing, that of immigrants and 
expatriates, which occurs in the next sentence. The former are tied into a, by now, 
established tradition of containable population growth in Australia; the latter, 
however, represent the possibility of an uncontainable expansion in the definition of 
what is acceptably Australian as new arrivals cling on to the cultural features that 
made them characteristic of wherever it is they came from. The cmcial difference is 
that expatriates are, by definition, from somewhere, whereas immigrants are those 
who have gone somewhere (thereby symbolically, in the context of this particular 
binary opposition, demonstrating a willingness to shed their backgrounds). 
To self-identify as an expatriate rather than as an immigrant represents, for 
Lucas at least, a "calculated dissent from any Australian value or consciousness". His 
problem, 1 would argue, is that it seems more and more arrivals are doing just that, or 
are being encouraged to do so by the new Govemment policy. If things are allowed to 
continue unchecked then the possibility arises of the emergence of a situation similar 
to that in Britain, that is, of growing, race-based social unrest: an argument which is 
by now all too familiar. And while his notion that they will also be the victims of any 
unrest does cast Lucas in a somewhat humanitarian light momentarily, this is quickly 
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undermined by his straightforwardly discriminatory attribution of all of the blame for 
this likely trouble to the new arrivals and their descendants. There can be little 
ambiguity about where Lucas' sentiments lie in respect of non-British immigration to 
Austtalia. 
A fiirther indication of the persistence of this notion of the almost essential 
predisposition of such immigrants towards the destmction of Australian stability 
comes with the publication of letters like those from Proud and Phillips two years 
later in 1984. Parenthetically, while that year is noteworthy because of the 
intervention by Geoffrey Blainey in the so-called debate about the level of Asian 
immigration, both of these letters actually predate his initial speech of March 17* at 
Warmambool Rotary Club. What each of these letters does, in tum, is engage with 
the question of why Asian immigration, in particular, might be destmctive. They 
offer different reasons, but nevertheless both directly lay the blame for any potential 
trouble squarely at the feet of the Asians themselves. Proud, for his part, draws a 
distinction between the almost essential regard for democracy, both as an institution 
and as a guiding principal, that pervades 'Westem' societies like Australia, and the 
blatant disregard for "the mles of the democratic game" which, he would have us 
believe, characterises Asian societies. Apart altogether from his apparent ignorance 
of the fact that the world's largest democracy is actually an Asian country. Proud 
doesn't offer any support for his assertions other than the somewhat vague: "the mle 
in Asia appears to be . . .". What he has got going for his position, however, is the 
fact that it links into a long-standing tradition in Westem socio-political thought that 
we in the West have somehow got a monopoly on the practice of govemment 
according to universal enfranchisement, equality of opportunity, and a close regard for 
the maintenance of certain basic human rights^. As a consequence, Proud's simple 
declarations of difference carry a great deal of persuasive power, and make his 
rhetorical question about the political effects of allowing Asians into Australia as 
defensible as it is easily answerable with a resounding "No!" And why not? Because 
owing to their nature and their background, their presence would be simply 
incompatible with the maintenance of "the happy, healthy and free Australia our 
prodecessors [sic] left for us". 
Phillips' explanation for the destmctive effects of Asian immigration, on the 
other hand, while steeped like Proud's in the inevitability of only one possible 
outcome, is based in a more biological than political definition of what it is to be 
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Asian. The problems which Australia would face in the event of Asian immigration 
continuing at a "significant rate" are those which, she claims, "occur regularly in 
multiracial societies overseas" (my emphasis). When she goes on to offer the 
mitigation that her (and others') exclusionary desires are "due to the proven inability 
of different racial groups to co-exist in harmony" rather than "any notion of racial 
superiority" she is clearly attempting to postulate the existence of a degree of essential 
biological difference that transcends the social or cultural. In other words the 
impossibility of harmonious inter-racial cohabitation in the same national space is 
postulated as stemming from an incompatibility that is a natural, observable (and 
hence, provable) phenomenon, rather than a leamed (and hence, reversible) social 
constmct. This amounts to a denial of racism since neither party can be held 
accountable for such a natural, pre-destined mutual opprobrium. There is still room 
left for the blaming of the Asian immigrants, however, in the 'we were here first' 
sentiment which her reference to a desire to "keep Ausfralia as a relatively 
homogenous European society" (my emphasis) calls into being. 
The last of these letters from the 1980s in which the primary discursive effect 
is the allocation of blame for the destmction, or potential destmction, of Australian 
society towards the immigrants themselves was published right at the end of the 
decade and, as will be seen later on in the analysis of letters from the 1990s, it 
prefigures an issue that will increasingly become of concem to the opponents of non-
British immigration: loud and highly visible acts of dissension by such immigrants or 
their descendants. It is also significant in that—like Kaluski's letter which broached 
the 'problem' of non-British immigrants having clearly integrated fairly well by 
drawing attention to a distinction between acceptable and unacceptable levels of 
socio-cultural separation—it also prefigures a concem with how much of their past 
immigrants should be allowed to hold on to in the context of the increasingly 
pervasive philosophy of multiculturalism. Wood, in this instance, chooses to draw the 
line between the practice of Islam, and the practice of fundamentalist Islam in a letter 
which was written in response to the intemational fatwa which was imposed on the 
author, Salman Rushdie, as a consequence of the perceived blasphemous content of 
his novel, The Satanic Verses; and which subsequently extended to the Australian 
context in the form of threats which were made against local bookshops which offered 
the titie for sale. 
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The particular point of interest here, though, is not necessarily where Wood 
felt the line should be drawn, nor even why, but that any Australian should feel 
entitled or empowered to draw such a line at all. Wood, though writing generally in 
the first person singular, is very clearly writing as an Australian, and in direct, 
patriotic opposition to a perceived extemal threat. Those migrants, so kindly allowed 
to practice a suitably sanitised version of their former culture, are conceived of as 
coming to "my country"; when by their excesses they chance to threaten its stability, 
then "1 say stop". Speaking from an obvious feeling of centrality Wood goes so far as 
to exhort the Prime Minister, the representative of all real Australians, to face the 
facts of incompatible immigration and stop the division which multiculturalism 
symbolises—or probably more accurately, prefigures—and to do so now, "before it is 
uncontrollable". The nett result is that a clear distinction is drawn between Wood— 
and by extension all those who see Ausfralia as "my country" in those narrow, 
traditional terms—and those newly arrived others. In what amounts to a "rhetoric of 
entitlement" (Dale 315), all the power to tolerate or not to tolerate is vested in the 
former group, as is all the responsibility for the govemance of Australia and its 
maintenance as a stable society. By the same token, all threats to that stability are 
consequently vested in the latter group; should anything go wrong, should "mindless 
threats and violence proliferate" then they would be to blame. 
Something which hovers behind each of these attempts to allocate blame away 
from Australians, and towards immigrants, is the notion that (certain kinds of) 
immigrants will inevitably be bad for Australia. To oppose their arrival, or the 
fostering of their cultural difference if they are already here, is the right and noble 
thing to do. No blame could possibly attach to it. Phillips came closest to actually 
articulating this notion with her effective denial of any intrinsically racist motivation 
behind her espousal of an exclusionary, or at any rate heavily regulated policy in 
respect of Asian immigrants in particular. This next set of letters each offer examples 
of more or less direct denials, the kind of thing we have come across before, and a 
standard tactic for the deflection of blame outwards from the correspondents and their 
social ingroups: 
Greaves: . . . To argue against 'multi-culturalism', the current term, is to leave oneself 
C. Mail open to the charge of being 'racist', which has become a smear word, a loaded 
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27/3/1984 
Lawson: 
S.M.H. 
28/3/1984 
Luks: 
Aus. 
20-21/9/1986 
Lodewycks: 
Age 
12/9/1988 
word, flung around to discredit those who foresee real trouble ahead if 
Australia becomes the kind of polyglot society Mr Hayden foresees. 
Where or when can one find, in any place or in any time such a harmonious 
society as the Minister envisages? I can think of many where disharmony 
prevails, but not where the policy of deliberately, though mistakenly, 
cultivating 'multi-culturalism' exists. 
It is no reflection on the worth and skills of non-European newcomers to 
oppose the disproportionate favouring of Asian or Polynesian peoples as 
against Europeans. Nor is it racist... . 
I'd like, firstly, to congratulate Professor Blainey on seeing the necessity of 
expressing the opinion, shared by many Australians, on the rather extreme 
immigration policy currently in existence in this country. 
His comments obviously display concem, being both sensible and 
constructive. The professor is obviously thinking of the welfare of the nation, 
unlike certain politicians in prominent positions who seem to go on unaware of 
public opinion and the ultimate consequences of the decisions. . . . 
To form the opinion that a multi-cultural Australia would be nice is to 
totally ignore reality. Examples of what may result can be seen throughout the 
world. When the economy is struggling and unemployment becomes rife, 
strong racial tension presides. These are the facts of life. . . . 
'[C]ulture' . . . is the product of living creatures and is determined by such 
things as race, character, language, religion, law and environment. . . . 
We are created social human beings of great diversity . . . [t]he widely 
differing cultures produced by this diversity are just wonderfiil and the desire 
of the groups to continue and develop their own culture is only natural, but it 
cannot be done in one nation. 
Leaving aside the question of race, no satisfactory political system is 
workable unless those concemed with it hold broadly the same views— 
religious or philosophical views. . . . 
The debate on Australian immigration policy seems to have overiooked the 
fact that practically every established nation in the world, including Australia, 
can and does control the composition of its population.... 
The principal aim of population control nationally is to forestall the 
intrusion of preventable divisive elements. Divisions inevitably exist in every 
human society, however large or small, and are due to such distinctions as 
relate to property, privilege, religion, language and national or racial origin. 
In the life of nations divisive elements have in the extreme led to civil 
war. . . . 
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Smyth: . . . [I]f multiculturalism has any meaning at all (which is doubtfiil), it means 
'^"s. that anything goes—loonies, cannibals, vegetarians, drug addicts and Bible-
thumping fiindamentalists all together in one big mess. . . . 
The truth is that 'multiculturalism' is rubbish: it is a cop out, a failure to 
make the hard choices about what we want our society to be. 
It is the foolish, imprecise, wishy-washy liberal view of the world: that 
somehow all cultures and ideologies can be accommodated without society 
ever having to choose, elect, (nasty word) discriminate. 
This is nonsense, as English and Irish, Greek and Turk, Muslim and 
Christian, Tamil and Sinhalese, Arab and Jew have discovered. . . . 
Is it reasonable for a nation to create more problems for itself by admitting 
large numbers of people whose ideology and culture is widely at variance with 
the prevailing norms of society? . . . 
[T]he failure to discriminate sows the seeds of future strife and discord, and 
irrevocably changes the nature of society, perhaps not for the better.... 
Greaves could hardly have made the claim any clearer than in the final 
paragraph of the first of these extracts: it is simply not racist to prefer Europeans to 
Asians or Polynesians as potential immigrants, nor indeed does it necessarily 
represent a discriminatory value judgement on the relative merits of two different 
'peoples'. The letter, however, goes on after this point to cite "pride of race", "the 
homogeneity of a people", and "the sentimental, historical and cultural links with 
Britain" as the correct priorities in the determination of Australia's migrant intake. 
Greaves is clearly engaging in a discourse of race here in which, despite the 
unambiguous claim to the contrary, value judgements are in fact being made, and 
clear, even essential, differences between so-called peoples that are based on racial 
origins and characteristics are in fact being postulated as legitimate concems. The 
denial nevertheless persists: Greaves, and by extension anyone who might identify 
with the position being espoused, is not a racist. 
This idea is rendered defensible in the light of clear evidence to the contrary 
by means of two powerfiil rhetorical currents which mn through the letter. The first 
involves a move to appropriate the terms of the argument by re-defining the term 
racist. It is a "a smear word, a loaded word, flung around to discredif those who are 
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simply arguing against a particular govemment policy: in this instance, 
multiculturalism. It is recast as part of a politically motivated and potentially anti-
Ausfralian attack on those with legitimate concems about the direction in which the 
country is heading. Hence, anyone with similar concems is brought on-side and the 
potential repugnance of the argument effectively diffused. As a consequence it is the 
so-called racists that are the victims, that are deserving of support. The second 
emerges in the way in which the nature of the kind of "polyglot society" which 
Greaves opposes for Australia has been discursively constmcted as essentially, or 
indeed inevitably, troublesome. This is achieved by describing the trouble ahead as 
"real"—as opposed, presumably, to some kind of less serious, imaginary trouble. It is 
also achieved through the tactic of posing, and then answering, the rhetorical 
question: where else has multiculturalism worked? At no time and in no place, is the 
presupposition here, has harmony prevailed in a racially mixed society. The upshot is 
that clearly it is not racist to want to exclude certain kinds of immigrants; rather the 
desire stems from a legitimate and understandable concem for the fiiture, one which is 
based on a pragmatic and realistic knowledge of both the past and the present. 
Lawson achieves largely the same rhetorical ends, but does so, I think, in a 
much more straightforward fashion. She too constmcts a simple dichotomous binary 
between those that display an obvious concem for "the welfare of the nation" and 
those that, judging by their policies, clearly don't. But she does so by the 
straightforward rhetorical expedient of simply identifying them: Professor Blainey 
(and the Australians who share his opinion) on the one hand, "certain politicians in 
prominent positions" (undoubtedly, those behind the "rather extreme immigration 
policy") on the other. The two groups are categorised in distinctly opposing terms. 
Blainey and his supporters "display concem", and are "both sensible and 
constmctive". The politicians, by contrast, are seemingly ignorant, both of their 
constituents' desires and requirements, and of the inevitably consequences of their 
actions; all of which adds up, of course, to something like a state of being 
unconcemed, stupid and destmctive. 
This value-laden distinction is subsequently reinforced by an appeal to "the 
facts of life" as they have been repeatedly demonstrated "throughout the worid"; an 
appeal which is both founded in, and once again re-establishes, the presupposition that 
"strong racial tension presides" in multicultural societies—or at least it will as soon as 
life becomes in any way difficult, as it inevitably must in a modem worid. To ignore 
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this (carefiiUy constmcted) version of reality is, according to Lawson, to ignore the 
legitimate concems of sensible people. Hence, Lawson is able to establish what is a 
potentially highly blameworthy political position—one which basically amounts to an 
attack on the proponents of non-discriminatory policies—but to render it defensible 
by deliberately aligning the generally positive descriptors, 'concemed', 'sensible' and 
'constmctive', with its adherents, and their opposites with its detractors. This 
amounts to an implicit denial of the blameworthiness of the position which she is both 
espousing and advocating. Lawson's position lends itself to being reformulated as 
something like: 'it is not racist to, like Professor Blainey, want to keep Australia 
mono-racial and mono-cultural; it is merely to sensibly recognise the repeatedly 
demonsfrated realities of human society'. 
Luks, for her part, goes some way towards attempting an explication of that 
cenfral presupposition about the nature of human society which her argument holds in 
common with those of Greaves and Lawson: that one nation cannot successfiiUy 
contain too much socio-cultural diversity (or, arguably, any racial diversity). She 
does this by proposing a definition for culture, one that carries the rhetorical authority 
of being based on a putatively exhaustive list of determinants: "race, character, 
language, religion, law and environment". If this is what culture is, then, the "widely 
differing cultures" which "created" human diversity naturally produces simply cannot 
separately coexist in the same national space—despite their avowedly "wonderfiil" 
nature. The reason for this is simply that—as well as having a common environment 
which is, after all, one determinant of culture—any "workable" national space must 
inevitably be characterised by a commonality of religious or philosophical outlook: 
another determinant of culture. The upshot is that national culture is, by definition, in 
a reciprocal and monolithic relationship with national space: the boundaries of one 
determine the boundaries of the other. What this loaded ontology of 'Culture' allows 
for is a shift in the advocacy of exclusionary and discriminatory immigration and 
settiement policies away from any, potentially troublesome, "question of race" and 
towards the much more emotionally and socially benign loci of language, law and 
environment. These are equally compelling, but much less blameworthy, grounds for 
the justification of any objection to the continuance and development of their own 
individual cultures by different groups within one country. The rhetorical effect is, 
once again, one of a clear denial of the existence of any racist sentiment behind either 
the correspondent's, or their supporters', political positions in this respect. 
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The final two letters in this group make similar moves towards a redefinition 
of discriminatory immigration policies as necessarily not racist, both of them 
attempting to achieve this end through a somewhat partisan engagement with the 
reasoning behind such population control which seems designed to validate it as a 
requisite part of responsible and rational, socio-cultural govemance. Lodewycks 
begins this task of redefinition by seeking to introduce an apparently forgotten "facf 
into the ongoing public debate around the issue: that not only can established nations 
control the makeup of their populations, but they almost always do so. The move here 
is essentially the relatively common one of reinforcing the legitimacy of a given habit 
by reference to the ubiquity of its practice. Calling it a fact like this, of course, 
constmcts it as real and effectively heads off any potential challenge to its existence; 
calling it an "overlooked" fact also has the effect of implicitly valorising the 
perceptive individual who is clever enough not to have neglected its significance in 
the first place. 
Once he has established it as both real and normal, and himself as insightful 
for having drawn attention to it, then, Lodewycks is in a position to begin to 
authoritatively describe some of the benefits which population (though he really 
means immigration) control holds for nations like Ausfralia. Against the background 
of a potted analysis of human society that posits a taxonomy of socio-cultural 
divisions which groups them into two basic sorts—the inevitable and the 
preventable—he characterises immigration control as a desirable prophylactic 
measure designed to forestall the potentially hugely destiiictive (even up to tiie point 
of leading to civil war) intmsion of the latter. Thus it is cast as an essentially good 
thing, support of which is the duty of responsible citizenship: not in the least 
blameworthy, and necessarily not racist. 
Smyth, in a style reminiscent of the hyperbolic content and staccato delivery 
of a soapbox demagogue, makes a comparable move to constmct a version of 
responsible citizenship, and its corollary: responsible govemment, which cmcially 
attempts to redeem some of the sentiments incorporated in the "(nasty word) 
discriminate"; and which, equally imperatively, is designed to exist in opposition to 
the "cop out", or "failure to make the hard choices", which permeates the concept of 
multiculttiralism. The Concise Oxford Dictionary offers the phrase, "have good 
judgement", as well as the phrase, "select for unfavourable treatment", in explanation 
of the word "discriminate". It is clear that what Smyth is attempting to do here is to 
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bring the first of these two meanings into a more prominent position within the 
discursive process that forms the wider public's intuitive appraisal of the desirability, 
or otherwise, of discriminatory immigration policies. 
Leaving aside the exfreme and exaggerated nature of much of Smyth's 
content, however, what is most significant here is the particular way in which the 
argument hinges around a dismissal of mixed societies as inevitably unfeasible; a 
dismissal that is vastly expansive in scope, both geographically and historically—the 
list of those who have discovered this inevitability to their cost ranges from Northem 
Europe, through the Middle East, to Southem Asia. The reason for this inevitable 
incompatibility is not ever stated to be race; rather it emerges out of cultural and 
ideological difference. Similarly, the discrimination that is being advocated is not 
ostensibly racially based or motivated; rather it is to be properly directed at "people 
whose ideology and culture is widely at variance with the prevailing norms of 
society". This occlusion of race as an issue in the selection of migrants, and its 
replacement in the foreground of the argument by the arguably less controversial 
concepts of culture and ideology, has the effect of an implicit denial. It offers an 
opportunity to implicitly claim that it is not racist for a nation to want to be 
discriminating in the choice of who to admit, on the contrary it is both sensible and 
necessary to seek to maintain peace and stability through the fostering of a culturally 
and ideologically compatible population. Failure to do so will, after all, inevitably 
mean a fiiture marred by strife and discord. 
Each correspondent in tum, in these last two groups, then, are in one way or 
another engaged in the project of blaming; whether it be blaming immigrants directly 
for their failure or inability to embrace the Australian way of life, or blaming them 
implicitly by denying any altemative allocation of blameworthiness. Just as seen 
earlier in the letters from the 1970s, though, there is also a thread of what I would like 
to call 'the responsibility of elites' mnning through the letters in the 1980s. 
Something very like this has already been encountered in Lawson's allusion to 
"certain politicians in prominent positions" and the undesirable consequences of their 
decisions. The 'responsibility of elites', then, refers to a series of tropes informing a 
subset of all the letters that draw upon the repertoire of inevitable conflict. Each of 
them still persists in asserting—both implicitly and, in some cases, explicitly—the 
essential inevitability of intemecine strife in mixed societies; but they also, and this is 
the significant point, strive to enact a polarised version of the Australian political 
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landscape in which the majority of Australians are cast as unwilling pawns in a 
conspiracy by elite and detached political power-brokers to deliberately change the 
nature of society for what, it is assumed, is inevitably going to prove to be the worst: 
Brooks: 
Aus. 
30/9/1981 
Dique: 
Aus. 
4/3/1982 
Dique: 
Aus. 
27-28/3/1982 
Hodgman: 
Aus. 
5/3/1984 
What the RSL has done is to draw attention to the fact that the present 
policy of the Federal Govemment must inevitably destroy the structure and 
culture of Australian society as we know it today. 
Whether or not a major change in the social composition of Australian 
society is desirable or not is a matter of opinion and the RSL has rightly 
pointed out that Mr Grassby, in his capacity as Commissioner for Community 
Relations, has used his office to suppress the free public debate of this 
issue.... 
. . . [Australia] was certainly not an ethnically complex country till [sic] 
Parliament decided without electoral mandate to make it so in 1966. Since 
then the much-quoted 140 ethnic inputs, speaking 90 languages and practising 
60 religions have been a source of embarrassment to previous inhabitants and 
themselves. 
Australia is the only country in the world in which an elected govemment 
has tried to alter the ethnicity of the population.. . . 
If there is any 'approved act of genocide' it is against the white, English-
speaking Australians against whom it is directed. . . . 
. . . It has already been shown in Australian history that indentured labour 
from China and Melanesia, so as to provide less expensive manpower, resulted 
in racial friction. 
In 1980, James Roosevelt Franklin, a Negro American, pointed out that two 
types of genocide existed. Simple genocide in which one racial group 
destroyed another and compound genocide in which all races through 
integration are destroyed leaving mongrel people. Compound genocide is in 
evidence in the immigration program while at the same time, through 
overtaxation which has resulted in a rise in the cost of living, the marriage and 
birth rates of the Australian population have been reduced. . . . 
. . . The misguided immigration policies of the Hawke socialist Govemment 
will not merely affect Australia today—they will leave a legacy which will 
impact upon this nation for generations. . . . 
Kellow: Australia is predominantly Anglo-Saxon and Celtic, and the efforts of 
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'^ "^ - politicians and professional do-gooders to saturate the population with aliens 
28/3/1984 
of diverse cultures and loyalties in a so-called racial mix is absurd and, to say 
the least, presumptuous. 
Brooks' letter demonstrates that the objection which he and his 
contemporaries had to the actions of those in power who were seeking to foster a 
change in the fraditional immigration policy was not necessarily party-political in 
nature or scope. After all, he lines up Eraser's Coalition Govemment for criticism 
alongside Al Grassby: a former minister in Whitlam's Labor Govemment. Indeed, 
the much vaunted bipartisan nature of the political support for multiculturalism^ has 
almost certainly nourished the fervid imaginations of so-called lunar-fringe 
conspiracy theorists for some years now. But such conjecture aside, this professed 
unity of purpose across the mainstream political spectmm does certainly enable the 
rhetorical constmction of something like a 'them and us' scenario. That is to say, one 
which operates a binary relationship between the wishes of some imaginary 
Australian public, one rooted in a pre-War mythology of near total British 
homogeneity, and the actions of urban sophisticates and political elites: a socio-
political nexus which Ghassan Hage terms, "Cosmo-multiculturalism" ("Anglo-
Celtics Today" 44). 
Aside from the question of exactly who these elites might be, however, what is 
significant here is the way in which their agency in the destmction of "the stmcture 
and culture of Australian society as we know it today"—a destmction which Brooks 
discursively constmcts as an inevitable "fact"—is confirmed. Govemment policy is 
never an accident, it is pre-conceived and deliberate almost by definition. And though 
occasionally some of the various outcomes it precipitates might be partly inadvertent. 
Brooks, by drawing attention to a so-called fact, is implicitly denying that in this 
instance there will be anything unintentional about the deleterious effect on Australia 
of the present immigration policy. Logically, if the outcome of a policy direction is 
known in advance, then continued adherence to that policy implies an intention to 
achieve that outcome, which, in tum, allows for a confirmation of agency in its 
achievement. Therefore, the Federal Govemment is effectively cast as the intentional 
agent of Australian society's destmction . 
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The two letters from Dique represent complementary instalments of what is 
actually the one argument— t^he second letter was in fact written in response to an 
attack by Al Grassby himself on the content of the first^—and so they may reasonably 
be considered together here. The most striking feature of their content is the pseudo-
academic manner with which Dique constmcts in them a grand narrative of the 
Australian Experience; one which calls, in tum, on specific facts, historical precedent 
and a named expert, to authoritatively inscribe a deliberate and pre-meditated, as well 
as illegitimate, destmction of White-British-Australia. Once again, the agency behind 
this apparent destmction is clearly assigned in a syntax which leaves little room for 
ambiguity: Australia "was certainly not" ethnically complex until, "without electoral 
mandate", the govemment "tried to alter" its ethnic mix in what amounted to an 
"approved act of genocide". 
Aside from the defensibility, or otherwise, of Dique's argument though—and 
it does not stand up very well to close scmtiny—what I want to highlight in particular 
is the way in which it keeps coming back to an attempt to firmly establish the 
culpability of those in positions of political power for an effective, and almost 
certainly deliberate, betrayal of their responsibility to the Ausfralian nation and its 
people. As mentioned above, their agency is repeatedly inscribed in the syntax. This 
is built upon, though, by a series of less direct attributions of blame, particularly the 
one that circulates around the somewhat spurious taxonomy of genocide that 
dominates the second letter. While the concept of "compound genocide", as it is 
presented here, does more or less create an image of various peoples diluting one 
another's racial and cultural 'purity' in an almost natural, evolutionary (if a little 
animalistic) fashion; "genocide" itself nevertheless remains a very strong word 
indeed, and one that does not readily lend itself to a concealment of agency, but 
rather, tends to symbolically demand the identification of a committing Subject. In 
claiming that this 'compound genocide' is "in evidence in the immigration program" 
(my emphasis), then, Dique is effectively placing the architects of that immigration 
programme in the position of that committing Subject. This atfribution of 
responsibility, and the attendant blame, is none the less powerfiil for being indirect 
and couched in innuendo. The overall effect is one of constmcting a (superficially) 
compelling account of Australian history with "white, English-speaking Australians" 
at the centre, but under siege by a remote and self-interested elite seeking to reduce 
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them to a "mongrel people" by means of a kind of imposed socio-cultural 
miscegenation. 
The final two letters in this group do not contain anything like the strong 
language of Dique's contributions. Yet they nonetheless do the same kind of 
discursive work in constmcting a dichotomy between the needs of the Australian 
people and the actions of their political masters. Hodgman offers the least 
embellishment of the conflicting trajectories, though he does pack quite an amount of 
disapproval into the single sentence I have extracted here. While his overtly 
politicised attack on the Govemment of the day has to be read in the context of his 
position as Shadow Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs^ his letter is 
nevertheless significant for the presuppositions which it both draws upon and 
inscribes. Firstly, that the current immigration policy is "misguided"; secondly, that it 
will have an identifiable "legacy"; thirdly, that that legacy will be as negative as it 
will be long-lived; and fourthly, than someone is responsible for it and whoever it is 
can be unambiguously identified as implicated with the political elite of the country. 
Kellow expands upon the project of responsibility allocation, adding a group 
that he identifies as "professional do-gooders" to the politicians identified by many of 
the other correspondents. The deliberate nature of these peoples' intervention in 
Australian society is carried in the phrase "efforts . . . to saturate". The inevitability 
of those efforts leading to some manner of social breakdown is inscribed in their 
proclaimed absurdity and presumptuousness; as well as in the juxtaposing of an 
"Anglo-Saxon and Celtic" Australia with "aliens of diverse cultures and loyalties" 
(my emphasis). 
There is also a reference in Kellow's letter to another idea that threads through 
these letters, one which has yet to receive due attention in the analysis. It emerges in 
that word "loyalties", and it exists, at least partly, as a natural corollary to the notion 
of Australians being responsible for precipitating the destmction of 'Australia as we 
know it'. It is there in the idea of those people, and their actions, being representative 
of a treacherous betrayal from the inside of Australian society, and it is also there in 
the idea of the potential for disloyalty or betrayal of those whose allegiances might 
conceivably lie outside of Australia and its interests: that is, the 'alien' immigrants. It 
is a trope which clearly informs the argument of these last two letters from the 1980s: 
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Creasey: 
C. Mail 
3/9/1982 
Psalti: 
Age 
16/9/1982 
. . . Interesting as many of these cultures are, how could they possibly react 
as one in time of danger and stress unless thoroughly integrated over a period 
of centuries? 
But that is not govemment policy. . . . 
Those of us descended from pioneers and of British stock feel betrayed. By 
the year 2000, the face of Australia will be changed totally. What a way to 
lose one's country—by govemment subterfiige. 
. . . [The Governor General's] allusion to recent attacks by the Victorian 
RSL on Australia's new immigration policy, which in the name of 
multiculturalism allows all and sundry to come to Australia and thus fragment 
this country and destroy its cohesiveness, could be looked upon either as an 
inexcusable mistake or a statement calculated to discourage patriotism and 
endorse the follies and treachery of many of our politicians. . . . 
[Djefence does not entail only weapons and strategy. In order to defend a 
country well, one must have above all a homogenous society with people 
sharing a common loyalty to a common culture with a common heritage rather 
then one fragmented by split loyalties of radically different people forced 
together into one single community by evil intemational forces. 
How can we defend our country properly if we have a Trojan Horse with 
potential fifth columnists sitting within the very country we wish to 
defend? . .. 
Creasey's'° rhetorical question states the point quite succinctly: it takes 
centuries of socio-cultural adjacency to form a people into a coherent national unit 
capable of withstanding any extemal threat to its existence. Without coherence all 
that is left is a diversity, that might be "interesting", but that is certainly untenable in 
times of "danger and stress". Australians of British stock already have that unity of 
character and purpose of course, they brought it with them; but the society it enables 
is now under serious threat, and the source of that threat is intemal even if its 
manifestation might come from the outside—from the non-British immigrants—after 
all, they have to be let in by somebody. It is put plainly enough: thorough integration 
"is not govemment policy" (my emphasis). Creasey allocates the responsibility for 
Australia's changing face in a specific direction, then, and in a language that, with its 
militaristic images of "betrayal" and "subterfuge", implicitly constmcts the actions of 
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those deemed responsible—the govemment—as treachery home of a dangerous 
disloyalty. 
Psalti's letter is the clearest example of this kind of argument, however, with 
its sfrong and direct language, and its effective reduction of the issues of immigration 
and socio-cultural adminisfration to a militaristic question of defensive capabilities. 
There is a powerfiil presumption of the inevitability of non-discriminatory 
immigration leading to a fractured society behind Psalti's description of it as an 
opportunity for "all and sundry to come to Australia and thus fragment this country 
and destroy its cohesiveness". There is, apparently, no other way to describe the 
policy; allowing such people in is simply what it does. To think otherwise, as the 
Govemor General's questioning of the Victorian Retumed and Services League's 
position on immigration indicates he obviously did", is dismissed as being a 
manifestation of one of two possible things, (both categorically negative in nature and 
effect): either "an inexcusable mistake", or a "calculated'' endorsement of "the follies 
and freachery of many of our politicians" (my emphasis). The ultimate position is that 
the "new" immigration policy is simply a deliberate betrayal of Australia; supporting 
it may be a less deliberate befrayal, but it is a betrayal nonetheless, and unforgivable. 
From the treachery of the political architects of multicultural immigration, 
Psalti then moves on to consider the potential for freachery of those it lets in. This is 
based on the same point which Creasey made: that survival in times of threat requires 
an integrated, "homogenous society". Again, though, that argument is founded on the 
presupposition that there is really no other way to accurately reflect the effects of 
multiculturalism but as an inevitable fragmentation. The "common loyalty to a 
common culture" that the similar inhabitants of a homogenous society share, is 
juxtaposed with the "split loyalties of radically different people forced together" in a 
multicultural society, in a manner that implicitly reifies both altematives and 
effectively precludes any consideration of any other possibilities for either kind of 
society. Two powerfiiUy resonant metaphors are then drawn from a long history of 
failed resistance to military invasion that mns from the siege of Troy to the siege of 
Madrid, to finally inscribe, with a rhetorical question, the danger which these 
immigrants inevitably pose, and to do so in terms that just about everyone can 
understand. By means of little more than active language and historical resonance the 
threat is thus constmcted as serious, immanent and real. 
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Throughout the 1980s as well, then, there repeatedly appear simple, overt and 
direct references to the experiences of intemecine sfrife in other countries; these occur 
alongside quite a few more subtle, underlying references to such experiences; and all 
of them serve to siniilarly emphasise the essential inevitability of Ausfralian society 
being tom apart if immigration is not carefiiUy controlled. There is also an ongoing 
engagement with the task of blaming which frequently marks the project of 
discursively constmcting a desirable immigration policy as it is undertaken in many of 
these letters. Immigrants are blamed for problems they apparently both bring with 
them, and cause when they get here. Politicians and social elites are blamed for 
allowing the sitiiation to arise, or for directiy precipitating it. Hand in hand with this 
is a recurring, and by now familiar denial—sometimes explicitly stated, often simply 
implied-—that the reactions of ordinary, 'tme' Australians to the social changes which 
have been foisted upon them are blameworthy at all. 
THE 1990s 
There are eleven letters from the 1990s to be discussed in some detail here, all of them 
clearly drawing upon cenfral elements of the same set of explanatory resources which 
have pervaded the letters from each of the earlier decades. The sense runs through 
them of the fiiture peace and stability of Australian society being under direct threat 
from specific immigrant groups: those deemed to be either simply unassimilable, or 
unwilling to try to assimilate, to a particular Australian way of life that is presupposed 
to be pre-existing and immutable. An almost essential fragility is repeatedly projected 
onto the idea of the 'multicultural society'. The threat to stability which this fragility 
represents is variously constmcted as an inevitable consequence of Ausfralia being 
allowed or encouraged to develop into a disunited confederation of partisan ethnic 
minorities; or of those ethnic minorities being allowed or, in a sense, emboldened, by 
the advent of multicultiaralism, to attempt to hijack Australia's foreign and domestic 
policies for their own partisan ends. The antidote is seen to be the re-imposition of a 
necessary and firm commitment to 'Australian values' upon the process of the 
selection and admission of all immigrants; and, of course, the exclusion of those who 
will not, or can not, leave their so-called cultural baggage behind them. 
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What is remarkable is the clear continuity with the terms of the letters from the 
earlier decades; a continuity which has had to negotiate substantial changes in the 
Australian social, political and cultural spheres over the course of those years. One 
instance of this continuity is the way in which the hypothetical concems in the 1960s 
about the dismptive effect of certain immigrants should they be allowed entry to 
Australia (for example, Faulkes' concems about the deleterious effects of a so-called 
"open gates policy", examined above [38]) have translated, as will be seen, into direct 
condemnations of perceived ethnic violence on the streets. The presuppositions are 
the same: that immigrants not only can, but will inevitably, cause trouble. And, 
despite the fact that multicultural Australia has not descended into chaos, the 
imperative is also the same: keep them out or frouble will inevitably result. 
The first letter represents something of a digression into the rather more banal 
context of sport. Yet the terms of the argument are essentially the same: 
8/3/1994 
Robertson: . . . at the Olympic Games in Sydney . . . Australian athletes could be 
^ge competing in front of 'Australian' spectators who may be supporting teams 
from their countries of origin. The Italian community showed its support for 
the Milan soccer team on its recent visit. 
Perhaps the athletes themselves may change their allegiance and compete 
for a visiting team? Will the Australian team consist of those who some call 
the only Australians—our indigenous people? 
The many issues raised by the policy of multiculturalism must be addressed 
urgently and decisions taken about its directions and limits. 
What is at stake here is the loyalty (or disloyalty as the case may be) of immigrants. 
An implicit binary is constmcted between 'tme' Australians and those who are merely 
something like 'Australians of convenience'. The context may be banal, but the fears 
are the same as those we have seen manifested numerous times before. Invoked in the 
reference to changed "allegiance", the concem is that some kind of fifth column has 
been fostered in Australia by multiculturalism; one which will emerge, as the Italian 
community recently did, and offer its support to outsiders when the 'real' Australia 
needs it most: during instances of intemational competition. 
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This is just one of what Robertson sees as the "many issues raised by the 
policy of multiculturalism", but it is one which is rhetorically powerfiil enough to 
resonate with many Australians and thereby lend weight to her more significant 
assertion that the policy "must be addressed urgently and decisions taken about its 
directions and limits". This kind of assumption of responsibility for the govemance 
of Ausfralian society is very similar to the "rhetoric of entitiemenf (Dale 315) 
encountered earlier—in Wood's letter specifically (63), but in many more of the 
letters generally. It is also very similar to the notion which pervades all of the letters 
that immigration is something to be controlled, that immigrants are people to be 
monitored and supervised, and that it is the responsibility of all 'tme' Ausfralians (like 
these correspondents and their supporters) to point this out. The constmction of the 
advocacy of immigration confrol as a responsibility, and as a desirable and necessary 
civic action, forms an important part of the rhetorical stmcture of denial: if it is 
responsible, desirable and necessary, then logically it cannot be any kind of negative 
or blameworthy behaviour. 
It could also be argued that one hallmark of a tme Australian is to want to 
point out these 'facts' about immigration and immigrants. In this sense there may be 
a possibility for something like inter-group upward mobility to be usefiilly thought of 
as coming into play here; the kind of mobility that Social Identity theorists such as 
Michael Hogg and Dominic Abrams characterise as an important part of group 
boundary management, though, of course, they do assert that actual change of one's 
ingroup is rarely achievable. That is to say, overt advocacy of the assimilation of 
migrants, and of immigration control, as the two most likely mechanisms to 'protect' 
Australian society, may be thought of as one way for Ausfralians of non-British origin 
to prove, as it were, their worth. If such were the case, then one of the central points 
about a letter like Kaluski's from the 1980s, for example, might be that in it she is 
seeking above all to constmct herself as worthy of being considered a tme Australian. 
The same might be said of this letter from Subramaniam: 
Subram- . . . Racial intolerance is not unique to Austt-alia. It exists in any genuinely 
aniam: multiracial and multicultural society, including my home country Malaysia. It 
is my experience that the majority of Australians recognise prejudice on the 
basis of race and colour and rightly abhor it. However, the right mixture of 
Aus. 
31/3/1993 
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unemployment, economic stagnation and a relatively liberal and heterogeneous 
migrant intake exists in Australia for racial animosity to fester.... 
Aside from any speculation about Subramaniam's desire to self-identify as an 
Australian, or otherwise, however, (something which in any case can never be 
definitively known) what can be said is that his letter does have the effect of aligning 
his position with that espoused by a number of correspondents, many of whom leave 
little doubt about what nationality they would choose to self-identify as. The 
argument is based on the simple proposition that racial-intolerance is endemic to 
mixed societies, even to the extent of being a kind of sine qua non. This is conveyed 
is simple present tense declarations that give the impression of expressing a seemingly 
plain tmth; and is backed up by the authority of extensive personal experience, both of 
"my home country Malaysia", and "my experience" of Australians. This combination 
of tmth and experience is then mustered in support of his assertion that the conditions 
exist in Ausfralia now "for racial animosity to fester". 
Thus, what Subramaniam's letter does is to constmct a version of human 
society in which racial intolerance is a fiinction of the demographic (and economic) 
stmcture of society, rather than of any deficiency in human nature per se. Or in other 
words, to build a world view that sees conflict as inevitable in multiracial and 
multicultural environments and therefore not the fault of those who, like "the majority 
of Australians recognise prejudice on the basis of race and colour and rightly abhor 
it". If anything is to blame, it is a "liberal and heterogeneous migrant intake", 
particularly when pursued against an economic background of increasing stagnation 
as is apparently the case in contemporary Australia. What remains unexplored, 
however, though not entirely hidden either, is the question of who might be 
responsible for those conditions arising in the first place. 
The putative effects of multiculturalism which Subramaniam inscribes here 
can also be seen to be similarly constmcted as inevitable by a number of other 
correspondents: 
Hutcheon: . . . Those who promote multiculturalism should tread carefiiUy lest we 
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S.M.H. become a nation of warring tribes. . . . 
18/3/1994 
Swenson: . . . Multiculturalism should go into the mischief basket before it wrecks the 
C.Mail good and unique features of our basically peaceful land. 
2/9/1994 
Ruxton:'^ . . . Multiculturalism is the scourge of this country. It deprives true 
Aus. Australians of their birthright and has injected a note of division and confusion 
19/9/1997 
into the community. 
Australia is not an Asian, European or mixture-of-the-both country. It has 
roots embedded deep in British culture and traditions. Our legal, educational, 
defence and political systems come from a heritage durable for more than 1000 
years and has [sic] served us magnificently.. . . 
The first two of these extracts both represent a simple, though apparently 
timely, imperative, in each case directed at an audience with which the respective 
correspondents clearly (and closely) identify themselves. Hutcheon is moved to write 
"lest we become a nation of warring tribes"; and Swenson warns of the dangers posed 
to "our basically peacefiil land" (my emphasis). One rhetorical effect of this is the 
contemporaneous inscription of multiculturalism as a force that is somehow extemal 
to this esoteric vision of the experience of being Australian; and, by extension, of 
those mischief-makers who "promote" it as also somehow extemal, as not quite being 
tmly Australian. Similarly, the basically identical consequence of multiculturalism 
that each of them offers in tum—militant tribalism and wrecked peace—is 
rhetorically shifted from the ontological status of the hypothetical to that of the 
inevitable simply by the omission of any other possibilities. The end result in both 
cases is a deliberate construction of the effects of multiculturalism, on an equally 
deliberately constmcted version of Australia, in a profoundly negative light. 
The third letter is less than subtle in its constmction of that particular binary. 
In quite direct terms Ruxton paints multiculturalism as a indefatigable evil, and in 
absolute opposition to the needs, desires and entitlements—what he calls, "the 
birthright"—of those he posits as the "tme Australians": a group which, later on, he 
basically defines as British. In a rhetorical style which refers back to pre-War images 
of Australia as an isolated but defiant outpost of a global Empire, tom by the socio-
cultural insecurities borne of distance, insignificance and novelty that came to be 
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known as the "Cultural Cringe" (Phillips 112-17), Ruxton valorises these tme 
Australians are the beneficiaries of "legal, educational, defence and political systems" 
that have been forged in a heritage which, it seems, is as ancient and magnificent, as it 
is proud and durable. What they are not, by any means, are the inhabitants of a 
"mixture-of-the-both country": the product of the kind of socio-political 
miscegenation that characterises Ruxton's exceptionally negative version of 
multiculturalism. Like so many others, the thmst of Ruxton's argument is ultimately 
based on a presupposed notion that, in its constant reiteration, is effectively 
constmcted as a fact: that the eventual outcome of non-discriminatory immigration, 
and its attendant settlement policy of multiculturalism, will inevitably be the 
destmction of' Australia-as-we-know-it-and-as-it-rightly-is'. 
Another feature of the discourse which has been encountered numerous times 
up to now is the constmction of a binary between what could be called good and bad 
immigrants: those that are for one reason or another acceptable, that do not appear to 
have precipitated the collapse of society into unremitting conflict; and those that are 
not acceptable, whose presence can still be argued to pose some kind of a not-too-
distant threat to the fabric of the Australian community. The following two letters are 
examples of that trope persisting into the 1990s: 
Isherwood: 
Aus. 
1-2/9/1990 
I believe our immigration policy is seriously flawed, and that the fiiture for 
my grandchildren and their expectation of a peacefiil existence is in jeopardy. 
There are two distinct types of immigrants. There are those who are 
assimilated and those who are not. 
'When in Rome do as the Romans do'. . . . 
All immigrants come to this country because it seems to offer more for their 
fiiture. Yet if those immigrants do not change their ways to the Australian 
way, they are perpetuating the very life style they came here to escape. 
History shows that ethnic groups who cling strongly to the old ways in a 
new country become the catalyst for bias, prejudice and discrimination. 
This transfers to racial intolerance, fear and finally hatred which expresses 
itself as riots. 
Price: 
Age 
17/3/1993 
. . . small anti-democratic minorities from various countries—Arab and 
other—would pose increasing problems if allowed to increase by misguided 
policies of high immigration. . . . 
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We have many Arab and Muslim settlers who understand and appreciate 
Australia's democratic system and I have no wish to discriminate against them. 
But I do think Australia should . . . ensure that all intending immigrants are 
made aware of Australia's basic democratic principals—including equality of 
the sexes and peacefiil resolution of differences. If they will not commit 
themselves to uphold these principals they should be denied permanent entry 
and, if agreeing to them just to get in and later acting against them, should be 
denied citizenship and deported. 
Isherwood—who implicitly constmcts himself not only as a real Ausfralian 
with his use of the pronoun "our" to describe the immigration policy, but also as a 
progenitor of fiiture Australians with his reference to his grandchildren—makes it 
quite clear what he thinks are the most proper taxonomic groups into which 
immigrants can be divided: "those who are assimilated and those who are not". A 
hint about how this classification is to be administered comes with the aphoristic 
quotation of "When in Rome do as the Romans do": successfiiUy assimilated 
immigrants, it seems, will be indistinguishable in their culture and habits from the 
kind of genuine Australians personified by Isherwood and his descendants, they will 
have embraced "the Australian way", doing as Australians do. Having constmcted 
this binary, Isherwood then goes on to expound upon the motivation which drives 
people to become immigrants in the first place; something which might also be usefiil 
as one of the criteria for the determination of the suitability, or otherwise, of any 
particular individual to be admitted into Australia with the minimum risk to the socio-
cultural status-quo. Immigrants, according to Isherwood, are driven to seek a better 
life: those that assimilate will find it; those that do not, will not. Indeed, "[h]istory 
shows" that the presence alone of the latter kind can be "the catalyst"—that is, can 
provide both the environment and sufficient reason—for social strife, and so every 
measure should be taken to keep them out. 
One thing that is particularly interesting about Isherwood's argument, though, 
is the way in which, having classified immigrants into good and bad like this, he then 
uses strongly active language to inscribe the agency of the immigrants at every tum. 
They "come to this country"; they "do not change"; they "are perpetuating"; they 
"cling strongly"; and they "become the catalyst". Having had this effect on their host 
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society, however, the language shifts dramatically in the final sentence to a passive 
constmction of that society's response to their presence. The "bias prejudice and 
discrimination" which those recalcitrant immigrants generate "transfers", seemingly 
of itself, "to racial intolerance" and "expresses itself as riots". The agency of those 
being racially intolerant and ultimately engaging in riotous behaviour is denied in an 
almost absolute fashion simply by the way in which the language is stmctured. The 
effect is one of, once again, constmcting the immigrants themselves as ultimately to 
blame for what happens in the societies they enter and, by extension, denying any 
blameworthiness on the part of their hosts. 
Price, for his part, concentrates the terms of the taxonomy he is constmcting 
on a trinity of social, political and religious principals. In a sense it may be a 
defensible position that an infusion of "anti-democratic minorities" might 
theoretically threaten the continuing stability of a democratic society; but what is 
indefensible is the value-laden notion that adherents of altemative cultures or religions 
might be necessarily anti-democratic in the first place. But such political judgements 
on my own part aside, what is of significance here is the particular way in which the 
binary between the categories of good and bad is once again enacted in the stmcture 
and language of this argument. The notion that there are "many" (though the 
proportion is not specified any further than that) immigrants who "understand and 
appreciate Australia's democratic system" involves an implicit constmction of even 
'good' immigrants as somehow extemalised: as capable of knowing, liking, even 
participating in, but not of ever really becoming part of, Australian society. But they 
are nevertheless acceptable and Price, rather patronisingly, has "no wish to 
discriminate against them". 
There is another kind of immigrants against whom he presumably does have a 
wish to discriminate, however: those who "will not commit themselves to uphold" 
what he has earlier described as "Australia's basic democratic principals". Again, the 
agency in their own selection for justifiable discrimination is entirely the immigrants' 
own since, in Price's summation of the situation, only those who "will not commit" 
will be forced to bear the bmnt of Australian opprobrium. In applying controls of this 
nature to the selection of immigrants there is the sense that they have to be above 
average humans. To be worthy of entry into our society, they have to be even better 
than us, unmarked by any of the vices which we would seek to eradicate in a perfect 
society. 
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Certainly one thing that they can not be allowed to have is the right to become 
political and to openly agitate, as citizens in a democracy may, for a recognition of 
their particular needs and desires in the public determination of the directions society 
should take. A response to various attempts by immigrant groups to do just this is 
what unifies this last group of letters in which the perceived threats posed by the 
admission of immigrants of a certain type are explored in a variety of ways: 
Phillips: 
Age 
18/3/1992 
Francis: 
S.M.H. 
18/3/1994 
. . . we might wonder how far the policy of multiculturalism contributes to 
ethnic conflict in our community.... 
I am an Australian of British descent. . . But I know I am really Australian 
and Australia comes first for me, well ahead of Britain. This, I think, is how it 
should be for all of us in this country who wish to be considered 
Australians.. . . 
Ethnic groups who march in the streets threatening dire consequences to the 
Australian Govemment if it does not pursue their partisan lines in foreign 
policy do not put Australia first. They act like ethnic minorities instead of 
members of this Commonwealth; and if they continue to act in this way they 
will continue to be treated as ethnic minorities, rather than as Australian 
citizens. 
. . . a 'civic society' in which citizenship overrides all ethnic or national and 
religious and political differences . . . is under threat today fi-om the divisive 
forces of ethnicity, nationalism and religion. We see it in the former Soviet 
Union and Yugoslavia, and in the strains in Czechoslovakia. We must not let 
the backwash of it all disturb the peace of our own society.. . . 
The fiarore over the recognition of Macedonia . . . [is about] centuries-old 
nationalism, hatreds and territorial disputes. . . . 
There are widely-held community concems that multiculturalism is divisive. 
Fire-bombing community churches provides prima facie evidence. Yet 
anything other than uncritical acceptance of, and slavish adherence to, 
multiculturalism as it is currently promoted by Nick Bolkus et al is met with 
charges of racism. 
If multiculturalism is to be a positive force, then individual members of 
these community groups should examine why they came to Australia in the 
first place. If it was to build a life as part of a wider community, they are 
welcome with whatever cultural background they have. If that means leaving 
behind their national baggage, then so be it; there is no room for it in Australia. 
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Burton: 
S.M.H. 
6/3/1995 
Cornelius: 
S.M.H. 
30/3/1999 
. . . Of course, Islam is not the only religion with a pedigree of mental 
terrorism. But Australia's Muslims—and those the world over—really do 
have a presentation problem. It's more than time the Koran was given a good, 
hard look. In it, Allah is said to be Merciful. I hope that He (or should it be 
She?), together with our immigration authorities, sees to it that none of the 
mullahs' nonsense infects this beautifiil country. 
First it was the Kurds and now the Serbs. It only goes to show how fragile 
our multicultural society really is. . . . Recent migrants need to decide whether 
they are Serbs or Australians—there should be no such thing as Serb-
Australians or Kurdish-Australians or even English-Australians. We are all 
Australians. 
I do not know whether tightening immigration rules would help. However, 
making a test on our democratic and civic traditions compulsory before people 
can become naturalised may help newcomers understand the core nature of our 
democracy, which allows people to protest but not threaten others' rights and 
freedoms. They have accepted our fi-eedoms. Now let them respect our 
values.... 
We also need to understand it is not Milosevic who is doing the killing [in 
Serbia], but ordinary Serb soldiers, who, but for the grace of chance, might 
also have been a recent migrant. 
In reconfiguring, at the outset, the question of what effect it might have on 
"our community", as the altemative question of, "how far the policy of 
multiculturalism contributes to ethnic conflict", Phillips directly constmcts it as the 
agent of that social conflict. There is a clear presupposition inscribed in the language 
here that it does in fact contribute to conflict. Constmcting the answer to this 
particular question, then, and through that process constmcting a paradigm for 
desirable immigration, is what forms the main substance of the rest of the letter. First, 
readers are given a working definition of what it means to be "really Australian": one 
for whom "Australia comes first". This, of course, is a definition which does allow 
for immigrants to become fiiUy Australian, but only if they make the decision, and 
carry it through, to act "like members of this Commonwealth" rather than like "ethnic 
minorities". It is also a definition which places the concept of multiculturalism, with 
its notions of preserving diversity and recognising the importance of cultural 
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background, firmly in opposition to genuine Ausfralianness. Then there follows a 
broader definition of the concept of the "civic society" in general: one "in which 
citizenship overrides all ethnic or national and religious or political differences". 
Once again, this is in direct opposition to the socio-cultural utility of multiculturalism. 
How far does multiculturalism contribute to ethnic conflict, then? To the 
extent that it provides the socio-political conditions for ethnic groups to repudiate 
Ausfralia; to "march in the sfreets" and "threaten dire consequences" in order to 
secure Ausfralia's pursuit of their "partisan lines"; and also to the extent that it is in 
direct confradistinction to so-called civic society. The end result is that it is cast as an 
inevitably divisive and destmctive force. The imperative is that immigration and 
settlement must not be guided by this policy of dubious socio-cultural effect lest the 
"backwash of [ethnicity, nationalism and religion] disturb the peace of our own 
society". Yet all this deliberate "ontological gerrymandering" (Woolgar and Pawluch 
214) arises in response to the loud and visible dissent that was exercised by a 
particular group of immigrant Ausfralians, exercising their rights as Ausfralian 
citizens and shouting to be heard. 
The specific issue which gave rise to Phillips' concems for the unity of 
Ausfralia was still contentious two years later when Francis wrote his letter. It was a 
so-called "fiirore" over the Federal Government's recognition of the Former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia, one which brought Greek and Macedonian Ausfralians onto 
the sfreets in protest. Certainly, there has been a long history of territorial dispute and 
sometimes violent border negotiation in that particular part of Europe; just like, 
arguably, there has been in every other part of Europe. But in this instance, it 
provided a degree of proof, for those who sought it, that multiculturalism was having 
a deleterious effect on Ausfralia's socio-political stability. Or, more accurately, it 
provided the raw material for such proof to be constmcted by those, including the 
correspondent in this instance, who sought to constmct it. 
The emption of this "centuries-old" conflict—^reified by the effect of history 
on modem imaginations—into contemporary Ausfralia is taken as "prima facie 
evidence" of the clear and present danger of multiculturalism. The only way in which 
the policy can be redeemed is if it is efifectively diluted to such an extent that it is 
tumed into its opposite: assimilation. That is, if immigrants are divested of their 
"national baggage", for which there is no room in Ausfralia, and allowed to keep only 
the 'safe', unthreatening aspects of their cultural background. This is arguably an 
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advocacy of that vision of multiculturalism which sees value only in the most bland of 
diversity: in the ethnic cuisine and quaint national costumes of contained and sanitised 
festival days. The point is that the cultural habits of certain immigrants are 
represented as an inevitable and unacceptable threat unless carefiiUy monitored and 
confroUed at the level of official govemment policy. 
Burton concentrates on the "pedigree of mental terrorism" with which Islam is 
indelibly marked in the eyes of many non-Muslims. While she admits that it is "not 
the only religion" so marked, the simple rhetorical act of claiming that it is has such a 
'pedigree', is enough to constmct it as a valid premise for her argument here. The 
cmx of that argument, then, is that Islamic mental terrorism in particular is not 
welcome in Ausfralia. It would inevitably have a detrimental effect on the experience 
of Ausfralian life were it to allowed to become an ingredient in that particular mix. 
And it is the responsibility of the immigration authorities—^who, of course, will have 
to be fiimished with a suitable immigration policy in order to carry out this filtering 
process— t^o ensure "that none of the mullah's nonsense infects this beautifiil 
country". All of this is based on a simple presupposition that Islam really has more 
than just a "presentation problem", but rather that it is in direct contradiction of a 
whole range of Australian social and cultural, as well as religious, values; values that 
are never stated here but that firmly exist in the interpretative background to the 
argument nonetheless. 
Comelius, like Phillips and Francis before him, is writing in direct response to 
specific instances of migrant dissent on Australian sfreets; in this case the protests by 
Serbian Ausfralians at the recent NATO bombing of Belgrade. Also, like many others 
before, Comelius attempts to define Australian as a single, monolithic identity; one 
that stands in opposition to the concept of a dual or divided identity that compound 
labels like "Serb-Australians or Kurdish Australians or even English-Ausfralians" 
imply. The onus, of course, is on the migrants to act: "to decide whether they are 
Serbs or Australians" in this instance. If they want to live in this country then they 
must decide in favour of the latter. There is nothing here so far that has not been 
encountered before. The correspondent overtly identifies with a valorised version of 
Australian citizenship: "there is no such thing as [compound Australians]. We are all 
Australians". Multicultural societies are constmcted as essentially fragile: dissension 
"only goes to show how fragile our multicultiiral society really is" (my emphasis). 
And some kind of a filtering mechanism is proposed for the immigrant selection 
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process in order to minimise the risk of incompatible people slipping through: in this 
case "a test on our democratic and civic traditions". 
Perhaps the most sfriking assertion of the inevitability of inteniecine strife in 
the entire data-set, however, occurs in the final paragraph of Comelius' letter when he 
makes what is certainly an extraordinary claim in respect of an almost essential 
disposition of people with certain racial and cultural backgrounds towards the most 
absolute manifestation of civil disturbance imaginable: the horrific crime of so-called 
ethnic cleansing. An assertion that the Serb migrants who have come to Ausfralia, 
had they stayed at home would almost certainly have been killing ethnic Albanians in 
Kosovo by now, is clearly implied in the description of the guilty parties as "ordinary 
Serb soldiers, who, but for the grace of chance, might also have been a recent 
immigrant" (my emphasis). Effectively, Ausfralia's immigration programme is being 
characterised here as a kind of lottery in which we have been lucky so far to avoid 
trouble, but in which it is dangerous in the extreme to push our luck much fiirther by 
continuing to allow too open and inclusive a policy of selection and admission to 
prevail. 
IN SUMMARY 
Clearly, then, there are a number of identifiable argumentative threads that run 
through the complete range of letters gathered and discussed here. What is 
remarkable is the extraordinary continuity which has been demonstrated over time in 
the terms of those argumentative threads. The persistence of an essentiality in the 
ascription of negative social impacts to the influx of clearly different, non-British 
immigrants into Australia—and to the settlement policy of multiculturalism put in 
place to manage their arrival and subsequent integration into society—is clear. So too 
is the recurring ascription of the blame for these postulated socio-cultural ills to the 
non-British immigrants themselves, as well as to those individuals and institutions 
who encourage and facilitate their arrival. The basic discursive fiinction of all this is 
to discuss the potential for social change which the shift towards multiculturalism 
represents in an as apparently objective and authoritative a manner as possible, 
thereby reifying the situations discussed, and more importantly the solutions 
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proposed; while all the while undermining the possibility that either the discussion or 
the solutions are in any way blameworthy. On the contrary, advocacy of a policy of 
discrimination in the selection and admission of immigrants is recast as both a natural 
expression of an understandable concem for the fiiture of one's family and society, 
and an admirable expression of one's loyalty to the ideals that bind one to one's 
fellows. All of this is enacted in the descriptions of, and implicit as well as explicit 
references to, both the acceptable and unacceptable inhabitants of Australia which 
form the discursive substance of all of these letters. The remarkable coherence of the 
argument over time is due to the specific set of rhetorical features which all of these 
letters demonstrably have in common. These are the presuppositions, the prior 
assumptions and commonplaces, and the clusters of terms, vocabulary and general 
imagery—in other words, what Wetherell and Potter call the "explanatory resources" 
("Discourse Analysis" 172)—which remain essentially consistent over both time and 
context. 
Ultimately each correspondent is drawing upon the same interpretative 
repertoire in order to both constmct, and make sense of, their own individual takes on 
what is fiindamentally a coherent and identifiable version of the putative effects of 
Ausfralian immigration on all of our fiitures. The next chapter, however, presents an 
analysis of a number of letters in which, although the explanatory resources being 
employed appear to be the same or similar, something like an opposite version of 
those effects is being discursively constmcted and defended. 
' In this case the letter appears here in full except for the first sentence which reads: "Mr Opperman, 
Minister for Immigration, says every country has a right to its own immigration policy." There is an 
implication of discrimination here, in the sense that if countries have the right to decide who to admit 
then this decision is presumably based on self-interest and will almost certainly involve some degree of 
discrimination (though admittedly, not necessarily in a pejorative sense). 
^ Letters from prominent public figures, such as this one from Aboriginal Activist and senior Public 
Servant Charles Perkins, and Letters from representatives of groups or institutions, raise some 
potentially difficult issues of authorship and voice which I shall ignore for the present, but which I shall 
attempt to reconcile in my conclusion. 
^ This may not be completely clear from the content of the extract given, but Perkins' letter opens with 
the unambiguous self-identifier: "Sir—As an individual, and as an Aboriginal person, . . .". 
"* An authority that is reinforced by her published signature as chair of an (unspecified) Polish-
Australian historical society. 
' This is a notion that probably has at least some of its origins in the nineteenth-century imaginary 
division of human society along social-Darwinist lines. 
* Bipartisan, that is, at least up until the election of the Howard Govemment in 1996. 
' The iniquitous nature of this governmental betrayal of Australia is subsequently reinforced in Brooks' 
allegations about the suppression of "free public debate" around the issue; allegations which once again 
clearly identify the offending agent by means of a combination of grammatical structure and lexical 
content. Examples include the declarative nature of the sentence: Grassby "has used his office to 
suppress" free debate (my emphasis); as well as the iterative nature of the transitive verb, "has", which 
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implies a practice of suppression that is likely to have been repeated over time; and the earlier "rightly 
pointed out" which implicitly valorises, while ostensibly merely describing, the action of the Retumed 
and Services League in exposing Grassby's misdemeanour. 
* Dique, in the opening paragraph of his second letter, sets it up as a direct rebuttal of Grassby's 
criticisms of his first (Grassby's letter was published in The Australian on 20-21/3/1982). 
' He is identified as such by his published 'signature'. 
'" This almost certainly the same Creasey who wrote to the Australian and was published on 13/3/1978: 
that letter is signed Mrs P. Creasey, Clontarf, Qld., this one is signed P. Creasey, Gerald Avenue, 
Clontarf 
" The Govemor General had, according to Psalti, chastised the RSL for speaking out on issues 
unrelated to defence. 
'^  This is Bruce Ruxton of the Victorian RSL, a famous man in the debate over who and what 
constitutes 'Australia'. The balance of his letter in this case is devoted to a fairly personal attack on Al 
Grassby. 
CHAPTER THREE 
BENEFIT AND GAIN 
BACKGROUND 
Up to this point this study has been explicating the manner in which many 
correspondents have constmcted a version of Australia in which the ongoing socio-
political and cultural stability of the national space is, in some inextricable way, 
causally linked to the vigilant maintenance of its 'traditional' (and, of course, equally 
constmcted) socio-political and cultural homogeneity. There were also, however, a 
number of letters published over the period of my study which endeavour to constmct 
an altemative version of the nation; one which, in causal terms, is in almost 
diametrical opposition to that particular symbiosis between homogeneity and stability. 
These letters could be argued to congregate around the altemative notion that the kind 
of socio-political and cultural divisions which the heterogeneity of a multiracial, 
multicultural society was so often assumed to inevitably foster, might actually 
emerge, instead, as a direct consequence of an aspiration to homogeneity. This notion 
appears as a recurring, alter-characterisation of 'mixed' society as a force for good, a 
catalyst for tolerance and understanding, and a counterpoint to the potentially 
destmctive effects of too fervent an advocacy, or espousal, of exclusionary 
immigration and settlement policies. 
It is as a consequence of the way in which these letters are so directly opposed 
to those examined in the previous chapter, that a discussion of them is included here. 
Indeed, a number of them were written in actual response to, and explicitly cite, 
various 'anti-heterogeneity' letters; and the rest can be seen to be directly engaging 
with the debate in only slightly more general terms. Their direct and timely 
ontological dissent effectively constitutes a kind of dialogic response to the recurring 
discursive conflation of immigration control and national preservation that has been 
encountered up to now. The overall effect of this 'dialogue' of letters is the setting up 
of a dichotomy between two strikingly different constmctions of the most desirable, 
and most 'real', Australian socio-political experience. Those which actively oppose 
the relaxation of immigration restrictions strive to constmct as ideal an introverted 
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Australia which is homogeneous, unified, stable and British. Their counterparts 
valorise a more extroverted version of Australia; one which is diverse, mature, 
culturally rich and a shining example to an unfortunately divided world. There is a 
sense that, rather than lead to inevitable conflict, the social proximity of different 
races and cultures will (equally inevitably) lead to a fostering of the human virtues of 
understanding and tolerance, and the socio-political virtues of equality and harmony. 
There is also a thread, mnning through the entire body of letters, of an identifiable 
shift in the nature of Australia. In the 1960s the opening up of Ausfralia to the 
cultural experience and influence of non-British immigrants is spoken of in almost 
hypothetical terms. By the 1990s Australia has been opened up and there is a sense of 
the non-Anglo immigrants themselves (or their descendants) starting to express the 
kind of attachment to the idea of being Australian which had hitherto been the almost 
exclusive domain of Anglo-Celtic Australians. 
T H E 1960s 
The five letters to be discussed here from the 1960s between them posit a range of 
potential benefits which non-discriminatory immigration arguably holds for 
Australian society. Some of them tacitly admit potential drawbacks as well, but 
nevertheless explicitly constmct the benefits as outweighing these. There is also a 
sense in which multi-racial immigration might, of itself, provide the necessary socio-
political climate for something like a cathartic overcoming of racist tendencies on a 
national level: that tolerance and harmony will somehow almost inevitably spring 
from the simple proximity of different peoples. At a time when by far the most 
common Australian socio-political experience was of almost complete (even if, 
imaginary) homogeneity, however, it is probably not surprising that there is a 
noticeable degree of equivocation on display in some of these eariy letters; what the 
actual effects of non-white immigration would tum out to be had yet to be 
determined: 
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Sanders: 
Aus. 
29/9/1966 
I must have been one of those 'thmst into the fighting front line of the 
racial struggle' in the United States, mentioned in a letter by Professor 
Francis . . . and I can't agree with his views. . . . 
An influx of newcomers certainly would change some aspects of 
Australian living, but I think that the benefits would far outweigh the 
disadvantages. The United States has gained a great deal through the 
immigration of diverse races and cultures. . . . 
I survived that front-line struggle with very little difficulty, but I didn't 
emerge unscathed. 
I was left with a broader outlook and better appreciation and 
understanding of other people. 
I think that Australia could benefit in the same way. 
Polya: 
Aus. 
29/9/1966 
Professor Francis argues for the exclusion of Asians and Jews from 
Australia so as to save suburban mothers from the ordeal of coping with 
'confiised' children. 
Living with people different from oneself calls for charity, thought and 
courage, which are confusing virtues if one's aim in life is to keep up with 
the Joneses next door.. . . 
The exclusion of rivals or exponents of new ideas from an underpopulated 
continent may lead to disaster worse than confusion, of course. . . . 
The racialism of insular people is a bmte fact. 
The real question is whether one should attempt to overcome racial 
barriers in a shrinking world or to preserve, by force if need be, comfortable 
breeding cages for human sub-species unable to withstand fair competition in 
a crowded world. 
Patrick: 
Aus. 
22/3/1968 
. . . Wider migration agreements would have the advantage of introducing 
new culture and skills into the Australian population, and of gently bringing 
people into contact through working and living with colored people, so 
greatly aiding integration of the Aboriginals and widespread understanding 
of their problems. 
Australia has a unique and perfect opportunity coupled with the resources 
to create an example of the sort of multi-racial community which is a 
prerequisite for racial harmony and intemational co-operation. . . . 
Francis, to whom both Sanders and Polya are directly replying here (and 
whose letter was discussed in greater detail in the last chapter [36-37]) had strongly 
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advocated the 'preservation' of Australia's relative harmony in the face of an 
inevitable tendency towards racial intolerance and social unrest in multi-racial 
societies— t^he inevitability of which tendency he himself had reified by selective 
reference to various intemational, socio-historical precedents. Sanders, for his part, 
brings the authority of personal experience as a survivor of one specific instance of 
that "front-line stmggle" to bear in his general reftitation of Francis' position. 
Nevertheless, in what represents a significant acceptance of the terms of his 
opponent's argument, he does admit a strong possibility of some (unspecified) manner 
of socio-cultural damage accming to the nation as a consequence of a so-called, 
"influx of newcomers". The difference for Sanders is that, were something like a 
cost-benefit analysis of racial and cultural diversity to be undertaken, a multi-racial 
Australia would come out on top: "the benefits would far outweigh the 
disadvantages". 
This utilitarian approach to the conceptual management of human modality, 
though its endpoint may be more palatable to many than the altemative of overt 
discrimination and exclusion, nevertheless does little to alter the parameters of the 
discourse with which Australians were constmcting their 'ideal' society at this point 
in time. There remains, in this rhetoric of socio-cultural gain, a sense of there being a 
privileged ingroup for whom the determination of Ausfralia's fiiture is both a right 
and a responsibility. While the "broader outlook and better appreciation and 
understanding of other people", to which Sanders would apparently have all 
Australians aspire, might represent a significant tum for the better in social policy 
terms, it really does nothing to challenge the essentialising tendency towards a value-
laden differentiation between certain social groups. Instead, it represents something 
of an idealising and depersonalising reduction of diverse human expression to the 
status of an exploitable commodity—something from which Australia, like the United 
States, "could benefit". Although it does clearly represent a challenge to Francis' 
letter in one sense, Sanders' letter also represents a clear acceptance of its terms of 
social, racial and cultural reference. The explanatory resources, as evidenced in the 
various tropes, clusters of terms, and definitions they employ, as well as in the 
presuppositions they imply, are largely the same across the two letters. 
A very similar thing is happening in Polya's letter. On the face of it, the 
argument is very much in favour of an expeditious end to the exclusion of certain 
immigrants on the basis of their racial or ethnic heritage. The "bmte fact" of racial 
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intolerance to which Francis had alluded in his letter, is implicitly refined by Polya to 
apply only to societies of "insular people". The altemative paradigm, that of "[IJiving 
with people different from oneself, is explicitly constmcted as fostering the 
unproblematically (it seems) desirable "virtues" of "charity, thought and courage". 
This letter also contains the first appearance of the notion that it may actually be the 
aspiration to homogeneity which is more potentially troublesome in the long mn than 
the introduction to Australia of certain harbingers of heterogeneity. The 'catalysts for 
racial discord' of exclusionary discourse are reconfigured here, in somewhat more 
benign terms, as "exponents of new ideas"; thus enabling the push for their exclusion 
to be recast as potentially the real blameworthy element in modem Australian 
society—as something like an irrational intervention to preserve a terminally inviable 
"human sub-species", one that is "unable to withstand fair competition". 
Once again, though, the utilitarian notion of gain mns through this argument. 
Apart from the more intangible kinds of social payoffs to be had from fostering 
virtues like charity and courage in any given society, there is also a hint of something 
more concrete in the throwaway reference to "an underpopulated continent". This 
calls into play the old Australian imperative to 'populate or perish', but without its 
connotation of a racist exclusion of Asians. Rather it works here in more general 
social and economic terms. Effectively Polya is using it to make the point that 
Ausfralia is not in a position to tum away anyone for a reason as banal as their not 
being a perfect social or political fit. A worse "disaster" than the "confiision" of a 
little difference would be the social, cultural and economic inviability of too meagre a 
domestic population. Australia needs immigrants, and it stands to gain a great deal, 
both culturally and economically, from their presence in the population. So 
ultimately, while it appears to be an unproblematic endorsement of multi-racial 
immigration for its own sake, Polya's letter can also be read as simply another facet of 
essentially the same argument about the makeup of Australia. It represents a 
discursive constmction of an ideal society; one which, by advocating immigration 
under certain circumstances and for specific gain, both engages with and draws upon 
a very similar set of explanatory resources as the range of letters to which it would 
appear, at first glance, to be diametrically opposed. 
Patrick's letter was also written in direct response to an earlier letter: that from 
Perkins, published three days earlier and discussed above (38). Perkins' concem had 
been that the "social environment" of Australia could not sustain an influx of Asians 
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or Africans, and that the social tensions they would inevitably produce would almost 
certainly impede the integration of Australia's indigenous population into what he 
called the "general community". Patrick, apparently, takes the opposite view. Instead 
of exacerbating the problems of Aboriginal integration, he proposes that "new culture 
and skills" which a less discriminatory immigration policy would infroduce to 
Australia, as well as the "contact" with "colored people" which it would precipitate, 
would offer untold benefits all round. The idea seems to be that by being given the 
opportunity to live and work in close proximity to visibly 'different' people, 
Australians would eventually come to the natural realisation that they are people first 
and foremost—that they have something valuable to offer, that their 'difference' is 
secondary and merely perceived, and that they deserve the famous Ausfralian 'fair go' 
just as much as anyone else. More than this, according to Patrick, the relaxation of its 
immigration restrictions presents Ausfralian society with a "unique and perfect 
opportunity" to become something like a shining example of what it takes to achieve 
"racial harmony and intemational co-operation" in the modem world. 
Once again, however, a closer look at Patrick's language reveals some of the 
presuppositions and other explanatory resources which his argument shares with those 
he appears to be opposing. His advocacy of "[wjider migration agreements", for 
example, is not necessarily the same thing as calling for completely unrestricted or 
non-discriminatory immigration; rather, it implies that the proposed expansion of the 
programme is to be by carefiiUy monitored degrees only. Most telling, though, is his 
characterisation of the effect of such an expansion as "gently bringing people into 
contact" (my emphasis). This clearly implies that the change in Australia's socio-
cultural mix which he is advocating will necessarily (and rightly) be subject to the 
kind of official scmtiny and control which socio-political "agreements" inevitably 
involve in order to ensure that it does not go too far, too quickly. The general 
presuppositions here are that Australian society is something that is worth some 
trouble to maintain, and that people like Patrick have the right to have a say in how 
that should best be achieved. Once again, there is a confluence of a rhetoric of 
entitlement and a rhetoric of gain here, which together constmct an idealised Ausfralia 
that is founded almost as much on exclusion and control as it is on inclusion and 
freedom of cultural expression. 
In was not only in direct response to specific examples of the conflation of 
heterogeneity and instability that expressions of the potential socio-political benefits 
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to be gained from a broader conceptualisation of the national immigration policy 
appeared, however. These last two letters from the 1960s, for example, both 
implicitly constmct, without explicit reference to any altemative, a general taxonomy 
of the multi-racial society which gives a degree of centrality to tolerance and 
acceptance as the inevitable offshoots of inter-racial proximity over time: 
Bongiomo: 
Age 
20/9/1967 
Wilson: 
Aus. 
6/9/1968 
. . . On the individual level, more could be done to improve understanding 
and harmony between the migrant and the Australian, as one still hears both 
migrant and Australian expressing their inability to accept each other. 
The reasons given for non-acceptance by the Australian are lack of 
assimilation by the migrant,... 
The migrant, in tum, finds it difficult to appreciate the different attitude 
towards recreation, civic involvement and fireer social customs. 
I suggest that non-acceptance is based on ignorance rather than on 
differences in culture. Ignorance gives vent to ill-feeling and non-
acceptance. But when ignorance is replaced by respect for each other's 
cultures, with the knowledge that perfect assimilation will follow with the 
children of migrants, then the sooner will the last undercurrent of racial 
tension disappear. . . . 
. . . [A]re we not already beaten as world leaders in tolerance and 
acceptance—by a state of the USA? 
I mean Hawaii, where there is said to be such a mixture of races that 
nobody would know who to discriminate against. 
And what about New Zealand, with hundreds of Maori graduates in all 
walks of life? . . . 
Bongiomo's letter is remarkable for the way in which it enshrines an unusual 
(for its time) degree of self determining agency on the part of the migrants themselves 
in the negotiation of their integration into Australian culture and society; albeit, a 
negative form of agency that is only expressed in an "inability to accept" (my 
emphasis). Nevertheless, this works to implicitly undermine a common contemporary 
conception of immigration as the importation of depersonalised, and disempowered, 
human raw-material to feed the ongoing regeneration of traditional British-
Australia—a conception which has its natural apotheosis in the push for the 
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immediate and complete assimilation of all new arrivals. Difficulties of integration 
are characterised by Bongiomo as two-way in nature. They stem from a "lack of 
assimilation by the migrant"; but equally so from "the different attitude towards 
recreation, civic involvement and freer social customs" to which that migrant is 
expected to assimilate. For Bongiomo, however, the key problem is ignorance; and 
what will combat this ignorance is mutual respect. The sooner that respect is in place, 
then "the sooner will the last undercurrent of racial tension disappear". 
Despite this apparent reconfiguration of its social dynamics, Bongiomo 
nevertheless does effectively inscribe a fairly traditional—^and in contemporary terms, 
uncontroversial—version of the 'proper' Australian immigration policy; and, by 
extension, of the 'ideal' Australia. There is a clear causal link drawn not only 
between an end to racial tension and the fostering of inter-cultural respect, but also 
between that end to racial tension and the "perfect assimilation [which] will follow 
with the children of migrants". While some might claim that multi-racial immigration 
will cause irresolvable conflict and threatens the fiiture happiness of as yet unbom 
generations of Ausfralians, Bongiomo appears to be arguing that, with a little 
tolerance and respect now, and the inescapable fact of assimilation in the end, the 
problems, if any, will only be temporary and the gain will be worth it in the end. The 
ontological category "Australian" is never under any threat here, its centrality remains 
assured. 
Wilson, for her part, constmcts diversity as both a necessary and a sufficient 
condition in and of itself, for the emergence of racial and cultural harmony in any 
national space. Her "world leaders in tolerance and acceptance"—the Hawaiians— 
are free of the taint of discrimination simply because they are so diverse; multi-racial 
enough, in fact, not to know who to discriminate against. New Zealand, it seems, is 
not far behind in this progress towards greater equality. The obvious implication is 
that Australia could easily be in this enviable social position too, were multi-racial 
immigration to be given free rein here. However, not knowing who to discriminate 
against is not quite the same thing as not wanting to discriminate in the first place. In 
practical terms, Wilson's vision for the fiiture of Australia is not all that different from 
those who perceive a threat from coloured immigrants; it is just that her letter 
constmcts the changes in a more positive light. The presupposed effect of multi-racial 
immigration is the same though: an inevitable end to Ausfralia's (equally 
presupposed) Anglo-Celtic homogeneity. 
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There is also an inherent contradiction in the manner of her use of New 
Zealand as an example of rampant "tolerance and acceptance" alongside Hawaii. 
While the Hawaiians are all equal in their multi-racial mix, the equality in New 
Zealand is exemplified by what is probably one of the primary arbiters of successfiil 
assimilation: integration into the complex system of social advancement (and control) 
that is formal education. It is the visible existence of "hundreds of Maori graduates" 
(my emphasis) that she recognises, and claims, as proof of that nation's harmonious 
race-relations; not simply the visible existence of hundreds of Maoris. In this letter, 
just as in each of the others, there is a consistent retum to the rhetorical parameters of 
the argument against multi-racial immigration despite the fact that, on the face of 
things at least, they all seem to be arguing in its favour. In essence, the explanatory 
resources with which these correspondents are constmcting their discourse—and 
thereby constmcting, in tum, their respective worlds—are dramatically similar to, if 
not the same as, those drawn upon by the many correspondents who set themselves up 
in opposition to a relaxation of Australia's restrictive immigration policies. Given the 
contemporary political novelty of this relaxation, this may not be all that surprising, 
though. 
T H E 1970S 
The sampling technique has identified just two letters from the 1970s which overtly 
contribute to this general characterisation of multi-racial immigration as a catalyst for 
tolerance and understanding. Nevertheless the notion that intemecine conflict might 
not necessarily be the inevitable consequence of socio-cultural heterogeneity—or 
rather, that its inevitability might be overcome through a kind of organic growth of 
tolerance out of human nature and inter-racial proximity—is significantly present: 
Robson: How sad I was to read the letter from L. Clapperton. 
Age It is difficult to understand anyone with a racist viewpoint—probably it is 
an indoctrination from early childhood, and as yet no cure has been found for 
it. It is generally accepted that many racists have outsize inferiority 
19/9/1973 
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complexes and feel 'threatened' by other nationals. Racism does not only 
affect color either: narrow nationalism as subscribed to by many here in our 
country is racist. . . . 
Perhaps better education leading to complete maturity is the answer to this 
malady. 
Mr. Grassby is to be congratulated in endeavouring to bring Australia into 
the 20"" century—for too long the attitude of many has been 18* century 
Healy: It is impossible to discuss social misconceptions and prejudices with 
Aus. someone . . . who has convinced himself that man is genetically a tribal 
animal and that all we can do is to accept it. Let me state simply that I have 
lived and worked in a considerable number of multiracial, multicultural 
societies, and I have always found a small core of individuals who have 
broken free of group pressures and prejudices and who, through rational 
understanding of the forces acting on them, have ceased to be tribesmen. 
Often these people have maintained a reasoned approach in the face of great 
social cmelty. They give one hope... . 
22/3/1978 
Robson posits a taxonomy of racism here that unambiguously constmcts it as 
the absolute antithesis of the kind of balanced, rational, adult sentiment and behaviour 
which she calls "complete maturity". It is the result of indocfrination; it is a disease 
without cure; it causes mental imbalance; it promotes fear; and it is inextricably linked 
to the "narrow nationalism" of social, cultural and political insularity—all of which 
are stereotypical hallmarks of both the immature individual, and the unstable society. 
Clapperton's letter of a few days earlier (discussed above [52-53]), which had referred 
to coloured immigrants as 'darkening' the nation and exhorted all genuine Australians 
to stand up and be counted for the White Australia Policy, is directly set up as a clear 
example of the kind of thing she is writing about. Better education might be the 
solution to this "malady", but she does not go into the specifics of how this better 
education might be delivered. 
Instead, what she does do is congratulate Al Grassby for "endeavouring to 
bring Australia into the 20"" century"—another metaphor of growth and development 
towards something like maturity. Grassby, as Minister for Immigration, had been 
advocating, as well as superintending, a dramatic expansion in the official definition 
of acceptable migrants; indeed, he had been accused by Clapperton of demonstrating 
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an "incredible . . . enthusiasm for colored immigrants". So, the "education" of 
Australia towards "complete maturity" is implicitly linked by Robson's praise of 
Grassby to the contemporary moves towards a multi-racial immigration programme. 
She is clearly indicating that the result of such a programme need not inevitably be the 
descent of Australian society into widespread inter-racial conflict; but rather, that it 
would, at least 'perhaps', provide the conditions for an elevation of the country to its 
ftiU potential as a modem, twentieth century society. Thus, she constmcts a version of 
the Australian experience in which the putative symbiosis between homogeneity and 
stability is discursively replaced by its direct opposite: that between heterogeneity and 
stability. 
Healy's letter works towards much the same end as Robson's, but takes a 
slightly different, though not completely unprecedented, route. The characterisation 
of racism which he inscribes has many of the same features of her quite 
comprehensive taxonomy: his "group pressures and prejudices" resemble her 
"indoctrination" and "narrow nationalism"; as does his altemative scenario of a 
"rational understanding of the forces acting on them", her "education leading to 
complete maturity". Healy, however, bases his "hope" for the fiiture on his direct and 
long-term personal experience of "multiracial, multicultural societies"; the authority 
of which both lends credence to his dismissal of the idea of tribalism being an 
inevitable characteristic of human society, and weight to his corresponding 
implication that there is a potential benefit to be had in embracing multi-racialism and 
multiculturalism as tenets of socio-cultural management. This potential benefit, of 
course, lies in the possibility (and in his hope) that the "small core of individuals who 
[in his experience] . . . have ceased to be tribesmen" might be expanded, by the very 
fact of inter-racial proximity, to include more and more people and eventually 
everybody. 
Both of these letters inscribe a kind of hope and belief, then: a hope and belief 
that multi-racial immigration to Australia will not, as the nay-sayers would have it, 
inevitably precipitate social breakdown on a grand scale. What is interesting about 
how this has been inscribed here is that it has been done with carefiil reference to the 
question of the very nature of human society. Robson described a particularly 
pertinent and contentious aspect of it in great detail in order to make her point. Healy 
provided concrete examples of workable diversity from his own background. The 
proponents of the inevitability of intemecine strife in multi-racial societies, which 1 
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discussed in the last chapter, also make frequent reference to the idea of the very 
nature of human society; but they constmct it in opposite terms, and for opposite ends, 
to those seen here. Nevertheless, the explanatory resources that are being drawn upon 
once again appear to be significantly similar across all of these various discursive 
circumstances. This is something which continues over time too. 
THE 1980s 
The five letters exfracted here from the 1980s are each clearly working towards a 
rhetorical convergence of two central concepts. These are the same concepts which 
are repeatedly constmcted as almost essentially divergent throughout the various 
letters that argue in opposition to multi-racial immigration. They are socio-cultural 
and racial diversity on the one hand; and an identifiable, coherent Ausfralian identity 
on the other. This move involves a series of critical reappraisals and re-definitions of 
the 'essential' Australian experience—past, present and future, in tum. An 
ontological category begins to emerge in this process which I would like to call the 
'New Australia'. It is one in which difference is associated with a burgeoning of 
socio-cultural, as well as political and economic, wealth, strength and potential; and it 
represents a significant shift outwards from the previously narrow and insular 
conceptions of Australian society and culture as both essentially and necessarily 
homogeneous: 
Rogers: . . . [A]lthough a nephew of a dux of Duntroon, I believe that the RSL 
•^ "^  example is no longer to be followed. Its approach to modem Australia is so 
backward that it is quickly nearing a whiripool of self-destruction. 
Maybe mateship was revered and lingered after the battle, but the RSL 
now seeks both the destruction of friendship and trust and the creation of 
division and self-centredness. The animosity it promotes threatens the fabric 
of the nation. . . . 
Hodges: . . . Mrs Creasey suggests that the diversity of ethnic backgrounds of 
C.Mail Australia's population is threatening national cohesion. She suggests that 
9/9/1982 
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this would be a particular problem in the event of war. 
Almost since first settlement, the Australian population has been a very 
diverse one. Since then we have come through several major wars in which 
settlers of many different ethnic backgrounds fought side by side as members 
of a unified, loyal Australian force. . . . 
I expect that the influence of the English language, literature and of our 
British traditions will continue to be of primary importance in a richly 
diverse and outward-looking Australian culture. 
Bonnici: 
Age 
21/3/1984 
. . . Australia encompasses many ethnic groups, which have come here for 
political, economic and cultural reasons. There have been tensions, and 
many of them are still with us. In the past 10 years especially, we have 
started to come to terms with these problems, in the realisation that our 
identity can only be broadened through the diversity of life-styles, languages 
and cultures which being 'Australian' now means. 
Australians must certainly be in control and aware of the ramifications of 
immigration policies. However, we must also realise that the tensions which 
arise are neither new nor irresolvable. . . . 
Asian immigrants represent no more than two per cent of Australia's 
population. This does not represent an 'Asianisation' of Australia, but rather 
the inclusion of another ethnic group with much to offer. 
We should neither shy away from the problems of racial tension, nor 
blindly rush into them. Rather, we should continue to encourage the 
diversity which is a central part of our national heritage, and to combat the 
tensions of a still young nation through education and equity. . . . 
Poon: 
C. Mail 
27/3/1984 
. . . [I]t is imperative that we understand the benefits of a multi-racial 
nation. . . . 
Australia, with its abundance of natural and human resources, can avoid 
the Birminghams of the 1990s if all of us are prepared to utilise these 
resources to our advantage. Too often we use England's racial problems as 
our call for a curb to our migration policies. 
Yet many other nations such as Canada, the USA and Singapore have 
demonstrated that multi-racial problems are just like any other household 
snags. 
Human beings can live together peacefully. The question is—how many 
of us are prepared to give it a go? 
Riedling: 
S.M.H. 
. . . Dr Jane Munro asserts that there has never been any 'conclusive 
evidence' that 'immigration actually provides a benefit to Australia and 
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3/9/1988 Australians'. I find my life enriched beyond measure by immigrants. 
In emphasising the economics of immigration, Dr Muru-o ignores the 
social and moral issues that are central to the debate. 
Putting money before people and their social needs seems to be the 
guiding principal today—something we will no doubt regret in the long-run. 
Rogers' letter appeared alongside that from Brooks (discussed above, [71]), 
who had closely aligned himself with the Retumed and Services League and the 
particular Australia that it stands for; as well as being highly critical of what he saw as 
the deliberate and treacherous intention of a powerfiil but unrepresentative minority of 
elites to change the country's socio-cultural and racial composition for the w o r s t . 
From Rogers' point of view, however, and despite his own expressed familial links 
with the kind of militaristic practice and ideology that it feeds from, the RSL belongs 
to an outdated version of the Australian experience; and it is its members and 
supporters which are the real unrepresentative minority in what he calls "modem 
Australia". Their "approach" is "backward"; their "example is no longer to be 
followed"; and their reverence of "mateship", and the particular style of socio-cultural 
transactions which that term connotes in Australia, has tumed into "both the 
destmction of friendship and tmst and the creation of division and self-cenfredness". 
What Rogers is doing here, then, is effectively constmcting a ' new ' Australia 
by systematically undermining a central, and fervently Anglo-centric, institution of 
the 'old' Australia. He does not really explicitly describe any of the features of either 
version of the nation, but his pointed reference to the RSL is enough in itself to 
generate a clear picture of the Australia he is attacking; and the terms of his attack are 
enough, in tum, to generate an equally clear picture of the Australia he is valorising: 
modem, forward-thinking, outward-looking, friendly, and stable even in diversity. 
There is also an implicit expression of the dangers inherent in too fervent an advocacy 
of homogeneity that is effectively an exact reversal of the conflation of heterogeneity 
and instability expressed by the likes of Brooks. It is their anachronistic conception of 
the requirements of a stable, secure society, and the inter-cultural animosity which 
this promotes, which in our 'modem' times, according to Rogers, "threatens the fabric 
of the nation". 
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Hodges engages with some very similar issues in his letter, not mentioning the 
RSL specifically but nevertheless clearly evoking the kind of 'spirit-of-triumph-in-
adversity' vision of Ausfralian history with which the league is synonymous. He is 
doing so in response to the letter from Creasey in which she had characterised the 
promotion of multi-racial immigration as "govemment subterfiige", and an inherent 
threat to the survival of the country (discussed above, [74]). The early part of his 
letter is a direct and sfraightforward repudiation of this notion, that takes the form of 
an attempted reintegration of a forgotten history of population diversity into the 
Ausfralian national experience. From its earliest days, according to Hodges, White 
Australia has both attracted and accepted "settlers of many different ethnic 
backgrounds". The key point is that, even with all this diversity, the country has 
survived: it has "come through several major wars"; something which, in narrow 
militaristic terms, is often taken as the stemest and most reliable test of a nation's 
viability. So unity in diversity is possible then, even the 'absolute' unity that is 
clearly necessary in what Creasey had euphemistically referred to as, a "time of 
danger and sfress". 
This subtle, but nonetheless effective, rewriting of Ausfralia's social and 
demographic history has its apotheosis at the very end of the letter, though, where the 
simple expedient of describing it as such works to reify what is the implicit payoff 
from all that ethnic variety: a "richly diverse and outward-looking Ausfralian culture". 
Certainly, in Hodges' particular version of Ausfralia past, present and fiiture, "British 
traditions" were, are and "will continue to be of primary importance"; but even this 
equivocation implicitly works to deny the absoluteness of those traditions in 
describing the Australian experience. It is only relevant to call something primary if 
there is a secondary object or concept lying somewhere behind it. Doing so 
necessarily presupposes, and thereby discursively constmcts, that secondary other—in 
this case, non-British traditions—and after all, something is still important even if its 
importance is only secondary. So, what emerges from this letter is an engagement, on 
their own terms, with the expressed concems of Creasey and people like her, but one 
which leads to an implicit redefinition of their version of Australia as only a part 
(even if admittedly a significant part) of the overall picture. The whole Australia, 
"richly diverse and outward-looking", that is constmcted as an altemative represents a 
clear instance of a shift away from an insular to a more inclusive view of the nation 
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and its inhabitants; though one which is still firmly rooted in the old argument over 
the relationship between stability and homogeneity. 
Bonnici's letter represents another clear instance of this progressive 
reappraisal of the cenfrality of diversity to both the contemporary and modem-
historical experience of Ausfralia. Once again it is also a dfrect engagement with the 
terms of those who have voiced their opposition to the promulgation of that 
diversity—^though in this case the named opponent is not another correspondent but, 
rather. Professor Geoffrey Blainey who had publicly expressed his reservations about 
the increasing rate of Asian immigration just a few days previously. In a style 
reminiscent of a political policy statement,^ Bonnici offers an ostensibly balanced 
statement of the historical facts: "Ausfralia encompasses many ethnic groups . . . 
[tjhere have been tensions . . . [but] we have started to come to terms with these 
problems". He then moves through a process of defining new facts: two percent of 
the population being Asian "does not represent an 'Asianisation' of Ausfralia". And 
then he closes with an explicit endorsement of a particular line of action for the fiiture: 
"we should continue to encourage the diversity . . . and combat the tensions . . . 
through education and equity". Like many policy statements, Bonnici's letter is a 
little short on the specific details of either the everyday experience of Ausfralia's 
population diversity, or the means by which its companion tensions might be relieved. 
Instead it sfraddles the political fence with fairly banal statements like "We should 
neither shy away from the problems of racial tension, nor blindly rush into them." 
Such equivocation aside, however, the terms in which socio-cultural diversity 
is described are overwhelmingly positive throughout the letter. There is an 
inevitability inscribed in the description of its positive effect on Ausfralian society: 
"our identity can only be broadened"; as well as its applicability to the description of 
that society: "the diversity of life-styles, languages and cultures which being 
'Ausfralian' now means" (both emphases are mine). There is also a clear reappraisal 
of its place in even the most historicist approach to the description of the development 
of modem Ausfralia: it is inscribed as "a cenfral part of our national heritage". It is 
simply by describing that diversity in such terms, without any real, specific examples 
of its operation, that it is implicitly constmcted as essentially beneficial to Ausfralia. 
But all the while this argument continues to draw upon the same set of explanatory 
resources as its opposite: that is, the natures of, and relationships between, 
homogeneity, heterogeneity and stability. 
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Poon's letter is also a response to (and, of course, part of) the ebbs and flows 
of the 'immigration debate' which Professor Blainey's comments had initiated. And 
once again in it diversity is constmcted as socially beneficial by the simple expedient 
of presupposing it as such and then expressing that presupposition in a 
straightforward, declarative manner: "it is imperative that we understand the benefits 
of a multi-racial nation". Like Bonnici, Poon provides only a scant degree of detail 
about how these benefits might be realised; but also like Bonnici, to do so is probably 
not really the point and in any case would be next to impossible to manage 
convincingly. What Poon does offer, though, is an interesting refinement of the 
argument from socio-cultural to broadly economic terms with his mention of an 
abundance of "human resources" and their potential utilisation for general 
"advantage". By this means, the concept of diversity is reconfigured from the status 
of a potential liability, the negative effects of which need to be ameliorated, to that of 
a potential asset that just needs to be hamessed and put to the generation of 'profit'. 
This economic metaphor is also used by Reidling, though again with a marked 
paucity of specifics, when he proclaims that he finds his life "enriched beyond 
measure by immigrants". Ironically, he writes of this enrichment just before 
launching an attack on what he perceives as an undue emphasis on "the economics of 
immigration" over "the social and moral issues that are cenfral to the debate". But 
this contradiction aside, it is clear that what he is expressing is the potential for socio-
cultural profit: the same kind of thing that each of these five correspondents have been 
expressing in one way or another as they have all worked to redefine the parameters 
of the Australian experience along new and irmovative lines. 
What is particularly interesting is the way in which this conceptualisation of 
socio-cultural benefit is subtly different from the more utilitarian rhetoric of gain 
which I identified in the letters from the 1960s above. There is less of a sense of the 
reduction of diverse human expression to the status of a commodity, the importation 
and exploitation of which can be subjected to a cost benefit analysis and then either 
advocated or opposed on those quite narrow terms. This has developed into a more 
humanistic conceptualisation of gain in which there is a greater sense of the value of 
the intangible, and of diversity being socio-culturally beneficial in its own right, and 
on its own terms. However, this still represents a recognisable reliance on the same, 
or a closely similar, set of explanatory resources in the discursive constmction of 
Australian immigration—resources like the presupposition that immigration will 
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necessarily change Ausfralia, or even that an identifiable Australia exists to be so 
changed; the positing of a manageable or predictable, but potentially uncontrolable, 
process as the manifestation of this change; and the general metaphors of influx, 
infusion and inculcation used to describe the life-decisions, aspirations and actions of 
particular members of human society. But there is also the beginnings of a 
recognisable reconfiguration of the relationships between the various elements that 
make up that set of resources. Heterogeneity is more privileged, and homogeneity 
less so, in the overall determination of the necessary conditions for socio-cultural and 
political stability and progress. 
THE 1990S 
This reappraisal of the value of immigration, and of the diversity it brings, to 
Australian society continues into the 1990s. Of the six letters identified by the 
sampling technique, three are engaging specifically with the notion of benefit, and 
three are arguably more concemed with describing the 'real' nature of a diverse 
Australia today. In terms very similar to the letters of the previous decade, however, 
all six are explicitly constmcting and valorising a causal relationship between socio-
cultural and political diversity, and a stable, secure and unified 'New Ausfralia': 
17/3/1993 
Jabbour: . . . The Bureau of Immigration Research has already proven that 
Age immigration ultimately enhances Australia's economy and increases 
employment. 
The 'Age' article titled Arab Extremists Could Threaten Order is an 
affront to Australians of Arabic heritage and borders on racial vilification. 
Although all three interviewees concur that extremists amount to only a 
handful of people in any community, the title suggests something far 
more sinister and threatening, provoking scapegoating and anti-Arab 
behaviour. . . . 
Moreover, the title grossly misrepresents the tmth. Australians of Arabic 
heritage have contributed enormously to our nation's social harmony and 
order; . . . to every aspect of Australian life—arts, science, business, 
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education and order.. 
Liffman: 
Age 
28/3/1994 
. . . These disturbances are one regrettable consequence of Australia's 
overwhelmingly beneficial and necessary policy of encouraging high levels 
of immigration. 
There is a great deal of evidence, from history and contemporary 
experience, to show that ethnic and regional disputes of this sort lie deep in 
the namre of human and communal needs and behaviour, and are just as 
likely to surface—possibly even more destructively—in those societies 
which attempt to suppress the expression of ethnic identity as in those which, 
like Australia, allow it to be played out as part of the dynamics of an open 
society. 
Rather than repudiate our policy of multiculturalism, Australia should seek 
to fiirther refine it in the hope that we can continue to lead the world in the 
application of sensitive and intelligent policies in the management of ethnic 
diversity. 
Neustupny: 
Aus. 
8/3/1995 
. . . In terms of political stmctures, migrants affect the broader political 
scene only sporadically. So what is the 'baggage' migrants are bringing with 
them under multiculturalism? The answer is that they are bringing personal 
value systems and customs which impact very little on Australian social 
institutions: It is nothing sinister as Dr Bernard suggests. The different 
framework offered by migrant minds can only be a bonus for Australia. It is 
unfortunate that much of this is lost after the first generation despite the 
policy of multiculturalism. 
Jabbour's is the first of what could be termed the three "benefit" letters. He is 
identified by the paper as the chair of the Australian Arabic Council, and is writing in 
response to a deprecatory newspaper article about the potential threat to the "Order" 
of Australian society that its author perceived to be posed by, so-called, "Arab 
Extremists". As a consequence, Jabbour is obviously and understandably concemed 
to defend the reputation of his own particular ethnic constituency: a group he twice 
calls "Australians of Arabic heritage"—a compound description which firmly places 
them in the category of 'real' Australians, who just happen to have an Arabic 
background. The economics of immigration are no longer of the same concem here 
as they were to earlier correspondents, though, and so are summarily dismissed almost 
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as something of a non-issue in the current context of borderline "racial vilification". 
Economics, after all, are an area of enhancement that is "already proven". Unlike the 
still contentious, socio-cultural issue of, "our nation's social harmony and order"— 
which is the area in which Jabbour is working to make a rhetorical impact in this 
letter. He does so simply by stating his point: that Arab-Australians "have contributed 
enormously" to that harmony and order— t^o the overall quality, in other words, of 
Australian life. 
Liffman, writing a year later and in response to the same disturbances amongst 
the Greek and Macedonian communities in Australia which had generated quite a deal 
of negative comment on the effects of multi-racial immigration, makes an equally 
valorising, but less specific, assertion in respect of immigrant communities generally. 
The policy of admitting them, he claims, has simply been "overwhelmingly beneficial 
and necessary". Unlike Jabbour, however, who had identified benefits in a number of 
areas in which Arabic civilisations have historically been held in high esteem— 
specifically, in the arts, in science and in education—Liffitnan characterised his 
version of the benefits accming from immigration in a much more general sense. The 
kind of "open society" which multi-racial immigration has precipitated in Ausfralia, is 
well equipped to cope with any expression of a form of division which lies "deep in 
the nature of human and communal needs and behaviour". Such a society is better 
equipped to do so, in fact, than the kind of suppressive and insular society which the 
opponents of such immigration would have Ausfralia revert to. Furthermore, 
Australia is, by virtue of its successful diversity, in a position to set an example to the 
rest of the world. So clearly, for Liffman at least, the benefits of embracing socio-
cultural heterogeneity lie in the general ability to 'manage' human diversity which it 
fosters, and, by extension, in the intemational prestige that accmes from being seen to 
be able to do so. 
Neustupny, finally, frames his particular valorisation of the diversity home of 
multiculturalism in a circular kind of argument about it not being political enough to 
have much of an impact on "Australian social institutions". Migrants have only a 
sporadic effect on the Australian "political scene"; the '"baggage"' they bring with 
them, being made up of "personal value systems and customs", is firmly in the 
domain of the private rather than the public; and so, as an 'obvious' consequence, 
there can be "nothing sinister" about the effects of either their arrival or their 
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presence. On the confrary, the 'different mental frameworks' they offer necessarily 
represent something in the nature of a "bonus for Australia". 
All this of course, is fairly 'soft' multiculturalism, and does not really do 
anything to challenge either of the two highly problematic ontological categories of 
'Australian' and 'migrant'. Indeed, each of the correspondents who work to constmct 
multi-racial immigration, or multiculturalism, as beneficial to Ausfralia mns the risk 
of simply contributing to the reification of these two categories as necessarily 
separate; though ostensibly he or she may be trying to break down that distinction, or 
render it untenable. The correspondents which work to constmct a new category for 
Australia are, I would argue, potentially more successful at avoiding this dangerous 
rhetorical pitfall: 
Psonis: 
Age 
11/3/1994 
. . . I am quite proud of this nation and its liberal democratic institutions 
but, at the same time, I am also proud of my Greek heritage and culture. 
There are no conflicting loyalties here. Simply stated, my nationality is 
Australian, my ethnicity is Greek. 
It should be realised that being 'Australian' means a variety of different 
things to different people. .. . 
What is needed is tolerance and understanding, not bigotry and 
ignorance.... 
[T]he Melbourne rally against Australia's recognition of the former 
Yogoslav Republic of Macedonia . . . was a protest against a certain foreign 
policy decision of the Australian Govemment by 100,000 Australian citizens 
of Greek descent. These people work hard and pay their taxes, too. They are 
contributing members of Australian society. . . . 
Jabbour: 
15/3/1994 
. . . Ethnic communities have a legitimate role in contributing to 
Australia's foreign affairs policies, and there should be mechanisms to 
facilitate this process in constructive ways. . . . 
Multiculturalism is not about neat blocks of ethnic communities, divided 
by black and white boundaries. 
A more sophisticated understanding of our society would prevent so many 
presumptions about the nature and motives behind those attacks on ethnic 
properties. Let us heed the lessons of history, and keep an open mind. 
Russell: 
Age 
When we look at our world we cannot avoid seeing violence and 
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division. What we have here is just a reflection of what is happening
elsewhere.
We in Australia generally get a reaction from different ethnic groups when
problems arise in their old country. It is only human nature to become
disturbed at these times, especially if family and friends are still living
there....
The most important thing to remember is that for every problem there is a
solution, and every problem needs to be worked out peacefully, with full
consideration for all views.
Ifwe give up on multiculturalism, then we give up on ourselves.
Psonis simply and directly redefines the category of Australian with explicit
reference to her own background, and thereby opens it up to incorporate much more
diversity of socio-cultural content than many Australians would traditionally have
found acceptable in the past (or even, among certain circles, in the present). As she
succinctly puts it: "Simply stated, my nationality is Australian, my ethnicity is
Greek". There is no contradiction broached in that professed duality, it just stands
brazenly there, as it were, admitting of no possibility of contradiction. The logical
extension of this, her personal coda, is that "being 'Australian' means a variety of
different things to different people". And that is the key point. The category of
Australian is not one that can be exclusively configured by anyone interest group
over the claims of any other. Arguments over the effect of migrants and the cultural
diversity they bring with them are implicitly rendered moot by this version of the
national existence. In the end what they really bring is themselves; and when, in due
course, they become Australian then the very category changes to admit them. Taken
to its logical conclusion, this argument constructs immigrants as "contributing
members of Australian society" in more than simply the banal sense of providing a
heritage of cultural diversity. They are contributing members of Australian society
just by being Australian, and their contribution is to be just that: Australian.
This kind of direct reconfiguration of the socio-political 'essence' of Australia
also lies behind the second of the letters from Jabbour (the same Jabbour as before).
It is used here in a similar fashion to claim a degree of political centrality for migrants
that they have hitherto most frequently been symbolically (if not actually) denied. In
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the multicultural society which Australia has become, all of the varIOUS, diverse
migrant communities have a "legitimate role" to play in the determination of the
national interest; and this is by right, not by privilege, because "there should be
mechanisms to facilitate this process in constructive ways". But it is Russell, in the
last of these three letters, who puts the point across in the most comprehensive and
powerful fashion: "If we give up on multiculturalism", she writes, "then we give up
on ourselves". This represents an absolute identification of Australia with the policies
and tenets of multiculturalism as a way of socio-cultural and political life. It is simply
what Australia, as signified by that all-inclusive "we", has become; there IS no
alternative anymore; the national identifier now refers to a brand new category.
All three of these letters were written and published in the relatively
immediate aftermath of the recognition by the Australian Government of the new
Federal Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, and the protests which this move had
sparked amongst the Greek and Macedonian communities in Australia. These
protests had, of course, prompted a number of letters concerned that the cultural habits
of certain immigrants were an inevitable and unacceptable threat unless carefully
monitored and controlled at the level of official government policy. What it clearly
meant for these three correspondents, at least in so far as that can be ascertained from
their letters, was an opportunity to clearly demonstrate the undeniable shift in the
meaning of being Australian. This was a shift towards a more inclusive national
identity, and away from the narrow insularity of an exclusively white, Anglo-Celtic
Australian population.
IN SUMMARY
Throughout the period of this study there have been a wide range of attempts made by
the various correspondents to construct a definitive version of the Australian
experience of immigration that takes into account the ongoing imperative of socio-
cultural and political stability and the relative effects on that goal of a homogeneous,
and a heterogeneous, population respectively. In this chapter I have analysed a
number of letters in which there has been a deliberate, and systematic, discursive
conflation of various manifestations of that (usually un-problematically desirable)
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endpoint of stability on the one hand, with a pervasive heterogeneity of population 
and diversity of cultural habits, needs and expressions on the other. This was 
achieved in marked contrast to the various discursive manoeuvrings described in the 
previous chapter, but nevertheless with a remarkable similarity of argumentative 
terms between the two sets of letters. What results, in effect, is something like a 
dialogue between two related interest groups occupying opposing positions but 
drawing upon essentially the same terms of reference. 
For example, there is a clearly demonstrated recurring sense throughout all of 
the letters collected in both chapters that immigration is something that demands 
careful management if a socio-cultural 'profit' rather than 'loss' is to be made flow 
from it; an idea which, regardless of the postulated nature of that accmed profit, 
inevitably presupposes an entitlement to engage in such demographic 'asset 
management'. There also appears to be a uniform acceptance both that, on the one 
hand, an identifiable and describable Australia exists to be acted upon by the socio-
cultural forces of immigration; and that, on the other hand, it makes sense to talk 
about such forces as having some kind of a identifiable or predictable existence in the 
first place. Certainly there are differences between the two sets of letters, most 
markedly (though not solely) emerging from their apparent rhetorical goals. 
However, the disjunctive effects of those differences are ameliorated by similarities 
such as these. In terms of Wetherell and Potter's approach to discourse analysis, such 
differences are simply an instance of variability in discourse. This variability 
manifests itself in differing choices about which aspects of the range of potential 
effects of multi-racial immigration warrant centrality. It also appears in differing 
appraisals of its desirability, or otherwise. But underlying this variability there 
nevertheless exists a coherence across the entire corpus of letters that comes from 
more than simply the fact that they are all arguing one side or the other of the same 
rhetorical binary. Rather it is evidence of the fact that the different writers are all 
drawing upon the same general interpretative repertoire in order to simultaneously 
constmct and make sense of their individual accounts of Australian immigration. 
' It is clear from the content of both letters that they were responding to issues raised both at, and in 
public debate after, the recent Retumed and Services League National Congress. This implies a 
particular contemporary salience for the league which, in tum, explains its sudden appearance as a 
referent of import in the discourse. 
^ Bonnici is identified by the paper as the chair of the Ethnic Communities Council of Victoria. As a 
consequence of his holding this position it is probably reasonable to read his letter as, at least partly, 
institutional, both in origin and in scope. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS 
What is being achieved in each of these letters is a discursive constmction of the 
putative effects on Australian society of certain aspects of contemporary, as well as 
future, immigration policies. Through this focus on the likely material impressions of 
certain kinds of immigrants a number of differing versions of Australia itself are also 
being similarly constmcted: a nation under siege, a traditional way of life in danger, a 
youthful community on the cusp of maturity, a shining beacon of tolerance and hope 
in a divided world. All of these altemative scenarios are variously offered (and 
discursively reified) as the definitive outcome of the Ausfralian experience of 
multiracial or multicultural immigration. In each case, the particular correspondents, 
their views, and their supporters, are firmly and deliberately placed at the ontological 
cenfre, and certain other, identifiably 'undesirable' elements are equally firmly placed 
at the margins. Overall, though, what is effected is the constmction of two, relatively 
coherent but quite different versions of this Australia. Throughout what I characterise 
as the broadly anti-immigration letters, an exclusive Ausfralia is constmcted that (in 
image, if not in effect) is homogeneously Anglo-Celtic, calm and peaceful, and 
deserving, as well as demanding, of absolute loyalty from all of its 'tme' citizens. 
Similarly, there is an equivalent coherence to the altemative characterisation of 
Australia that is built up by those letters which appear to stand more in favour of 
immigration. This other Australia, by confrast, is newer and more dynamic, inclusive 
and welcoming, and ultimately enriched by its acceptance of cultural and social 
diversity. 
Regardless of the differing attitudes they thereby indicate to the desirability or 
otherwise of multiracial immigration, what all these letters have in common are the 
general set of presuppositions, prior assumptions and commonplaces, as well as the 
clusters of terms, vocabulary and general imagery, of explanation that demonsfrably 
underlie each of them in tum. Together these make up the "explanatory resources" of 
Wetherell and Potter's theory of interpretative repertoires ("Discourse Analysis" 172). 
The interpretative repertoire indicated by those resources remains essentially the same 
across all the various approaches to what is a remarkably coherent set of issues, given 
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the time-scale, which the entire set of these letters has worked up over the years. 
Ruminations about the putative nature of racially or culturally mixed societies, for 
example, appear in one form or another in all of these letters. Whether they involve 
claims that such societies are doomed to self-destiiict or guaranteed to thrive, they all 
speak to the same basic range of presuppositions about the very nature of human 
society. These presuppositions include the notion that newcomers to a society will act 
according to stereotypical indicators of behaviour; indicators like being shiftless and 
lazy and taking advantage, or being hard-working and industrious and eager to 
contribute; not to mention the inherent claim that a unified or coherent (or 
describable) society exists in advance of their arrival. Similarly, regardless of 
whether the thmst of the argument is for or against a loosening of the restrictions on 
immigration, the prior assumption is always that immigration is something that must 
be controlled. 
The apparent duality of outcome that emerges in terms of the rhetorical 
orientation of these letters does not necessarily affect the coherence of the repertoire, 
either as an organisational agent in the production of discourse, or as an analytical tool 
in its explication. Interpretative repertoires are asserted by Potter and Wetherell to be 
about the "content of discourse and how that content is organised" ("Social 
Representations" 147), they are not (in the first instance, that is) necessarily about the 
goals or outcomes of discourse. Certainly, their conception as being visible in 
recurrences of similar terms, tropes, and themes allows for a great deal of variation in 
their actual manifestation. The rhetorical ends to which that content is apparently 
oriented is a point in the process of discursive constmction at which, according to 
Wetherell and Potter's analytical schema, a similar degree of variation is also to be 
expected, or indeed predicted. This is the point at which such variability becomes the 
key to the micro-analysis of discourse: to the explication, in tum, of its constmction 
and its function; as well as of the attitudes that both inform and emerge from it. 
The ongoing vocalisation of concem with the putative effects of immigration 
that is apparent throughout Australian public discourse is clearly a central aspect of 
the development of individual Australian attitudes to both immigration and 
immigrants. This is in accordance with Michael Hogg's assertion, referred to in 
Chapter One (19), that "group influence affects attitudes as intemalised cognitive 
stmctures" ("Infragroup Processes" 83). Also in accordance with this assertion, in 
particular with their characterisation as "intemalised", is the fact that individual 
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attitudes may vary even though their formation is subject to the same (or generally 
similar) group influence: living in the same society, sharing histories (in a broad 
social sense), existing and acting in the same socio-political context. What is 
particularly significant about Wetherell and Potter's approach in general—and their 
notion of the interpretative repertoire in particular—though, is the framework it 
provides for a comprehension of the organisational effect of those kinds of 
explanatory commonplaces on the diverse array of individual discursive projects 
which all of the letters examined here represent. 
Clearly there is variety in the rhetorical ends to which a consideration of the 
effects of liberalising the restrictions on migrants of a certain racial or cultural 
background are being put in these letters. Furthermore, this variety is synchronically 
as well as diachronically present. The coherence which the analytical unit of the 
interpretative repertoire brings to this large set of 'everyday' explanations is what 
enables their diversity of symbolic content and variety of rhetorical fiinction to be 
recognised for what it is: the continued recurrence of what has long been a central 
frope in the ongoing project of the establishment of an Australian identity; that is, an 
overwhelming concem with the potentially deleterious effects of the arrival of certain 
newcomers on the lifestyles and livelihoods of those already here. A concem with 
such effects is thereby shown to be largely independent of apparent attitudes to either 
the nature of those newcomers, or indeed their actual effects; regardless of whether 
those attitudes are ostensibly negative (as in Chapter Two) or positive (as in Chapter 
Three). In so far as attitudes can be said to be influenced by social factors, then, they 
would also appear to have an in-built degree of variability at the level of their 
relationship to observable social behaviour. 
There is one further point about these letters which warrants mention. Their 
representativeness, or otherwise, of the broader field of public opinion has been 
addressed in Chapter One. What has not been directly mentioned so far, however, is 
the issue of authorship, and its possible effects on the joint voice that emerges from 
the letters column every day. A number of the correspondents discussed here have a 
recognisable and institutionalised socio-political presence in Australian society that is 
above and beyond their personal presence. At the time of writing, Perkins (38), for 
example, was a prominent Aboriginal activist and Public Servant; Ruxton (80) was 
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(and remains) closely associated with the aims and aspirations of the Retumed and 
Services League; and Hodgman (73) and Hodges (105) were the Shadow Minister and 
Minister of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs, respectively. In addition to these there 
are undoubtedly a number of less apparent institutional affiliations in operation 
amongst the correspondents examined here, as there inevitably is amongst the letters 
columns of the mefropolitan press almost every day. While the ramifications of the 
former, openly visible kind of institutional affiliations can be encompassed as part of 
the context of the production and consumption of discourse, little can be done to 
account for the latter, more furtive kind. In any case, there is a sense in which the 
appearance of a letter in the press, regardless of its origin or the conditions of its 
production, puts it on an equal footing with all the other letters that appear alongside 
it. This image of the democratising effects of the column—the publishing of every 
letter on the same authoritative level, all equally "uninsulated by privilage" 
(Kellaghan 8)—is certainly something which the papers themselves promote. And 
while, conversely, it is also "an unavoidable fact that certain views are interesting 
because of who expresses them" (Kellaghan 8), there is something in the way in 
which the letters column offers a diversity of views access to an audience that goes 
some way towards compensating for the potentially skewing effects of such hidden 
agendas. 
Despite that reservation, however, the letters collected here can clearly be regarded as 
broadly representative of at least some of the range of opinions and attitudes, as well 
as general interpretative resources, that have long been circulating around the topic of 
immigration in Australia. They are one of the socio-cultural sites of meaning-making 
in which the communal discursive project of constmcting the effects of immigration 
takes place, and in which some of the contributions being made by 'ordinary people' 
to that project are recorded, and may be both found and examined. The analytical 
approach embodied in Wetherell and Potter's idea of the interpretative repertoire is 
ideally suited to the explication of this material, being sensitive to the fremendous 
variety that the letters encompass both at the level of the lexical and the instiUitional, 
as well as the similarities that demonstrably exist between them at the level of the 
symbolic. 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 
COMBINED TA^LE 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
TOTAL 
AGE 
1 
8 
6 
4 
4 
1 
6 
6 
4 
2 
2 
1 
6 
3 
4 
0 
8 
3 
14 
2 
1 
1 
6 
1 
2 
3 
2 
4 
10 
2 
9 
0 
12 
3 
141 
OVERALL TOT 
AUS. 
14 
3 
25 
0 
2 
7 
3 
0 
8 
6 
1 
1 
6 
1 
14 
9 
14 
9 
23 
1 
12 
3 
30 
4 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5 
6 
19 
23 
2 
5 
270 
C M . 
4 
7 
1 
0 
2 
4 
8 
4 
2 
2 
5 
0 
6 
8 
4 
2 
8 
1 
13 
3 
1 
9 
14 
15 
6 
3 
0 
6 
2 
0 
24 
2 
12 
0 
178 
S.M.H. 
1 
0 
9 
0 
0 
4 
10 
4 
2 
0 
6 
9 
9 
3 
7 
4 
2 
3 
15 
1 
3 
1 
11 
1 
5 
2 
1 
2 
7 
5 
29 
2 
6 
6 
170 
"AL: 759 
Table 1: Distribution of LEs by year and newspaper. 
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THE MELBOURNE AGE 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
TOTAL 
MARCH 
0 
0 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3 
4 
4 
1 
2 
1 
3 
2 
2 
0 
4 
3 
11 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
3 
8 
0 
2 
0 
9 
3 
73 
SEPT. 
1 
8 
4 
3 
2 
0 
3 
2 
0 
1 
0 
0 
3 
1 
2 
0 
4 
0 
3 
2 
1 
1 
6 
1 
2 
3 
0 
1 
2 
2 
7 
0 
3 
0 
68 
OVERALL 141 
'•{•^'' T H E ' A l J S t R A i i l / ^ ! f l f | 
- • • . ' • . , i / , ' i V \ : * ' ' ^ ; 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
TOTAL 
OVE 
MARCH 
8 
2 
13 
0 
2 
1 
2 
0 
7 
3 
0 
1 
5 
1 
11 
0 
8 
2 
17 
1 
3 
1 
3 
3 
0 
2 
4 
2 
4 
5 
5 
1 
2 
5 
124 
SEPT. 
6 
1 
12 
0 
0 
6 
1 
0 
1 
3 
1 
0 
1 
0 
3 
9 
6 
7 
6 
0 
9 
2 
27 
1 
3 
1 
0 
2 
1 
1 
14 
22 
0 
0 
146 
RALL 270 
Table 2: Distribution of LEs by year and month and newspaper. 
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THECOURIER MAIL 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
TOTAL 
OVE 
MARCH 
3 
1 
1 
0 
2 
3 
2 
4 
0 
2 
2 
0 
5 
1 
2 
1 
1 
0 
4 
1 
1 
2 
11 
14 
1 
1 
0 
2 
1 
0 
5 
1 
3 
0 
77 
SEPT. 
1 
6 
0 
0 
0 
1 
6 
0 
2 
0 
3 
0 
1 
7 
2 
1 
7 
1 
9 
2 
0 
7 
3 
1 
5 
2 
0 
4 
1 
0 
19 
1 
9 
0 
101 
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THE SYDNEY MORN. HERAllt^ 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
TOTAL 
OVE 
MARCH 
1 
0 
4 
0 
0 
1 
3 
3 
2 
0 
2 
1 
3 
3 
1 
3 
0 
3 
7 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
6 
5 
10 
2 
0 
5 
71 
SEPT. 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 
3 
7 
1 
0 
0 
4 
8 
6 
0 
6 
1 
2 
0 
8 
0 
1 
1 
11 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
0 
19 
0 
6 
1 
99 
RALL 170 
Table 2 contd.: Distribution of LEs by year and month and newspaper. 
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Figure 1: Distribution of LEs by year and newspaper - Tiie 
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Rgure 3: Distribution of LEs by year and newspaper - The Courier 
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1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
TOTAL 
ANTI-IMMIGRATION LEs -
CHAPTER TV\ fO, > 
AGE 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
AUS. 
2 
7 
1 
2 
1 
4 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 j 28 
CM. 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
13 
S.M.H. 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
10 
58 
OVERALL TOTAL 
PRO-IMMIGRATION LEs -
/ ^ CHAPTER THREE . : v 
AGE 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
8 
AUS. 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
7 
CM. 
1 
1 
2 
S.M.H. 
1 
1 
18 
76 
Table 3: Distribution of analysed LEs by year and newspaper. 
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Figure 5: Distribution of Analysed LEs by year 
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Figure 6: Distribution of 'Anti-Immigration' LEs by year 
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APPENDIX B 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
LETTERS FROM CHAPTER TWO 
The Letters analysed in Chapter Two appear in full at this point. The order of 
appearance is the same as in the body of the chapter. Each letter is identified with its 
date and place of publication. The key to the abbreviations is as follows: 
Age 
Aus. 
CMaU 
S.M.H. 
The Age 
The Australian 
The Courier Mail 
The Sydney Morning Herald 
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Keeping our 
culture common 
MR OPPERMAN, Minister 
for Immigration, says every 
country has a right to its own 
immigration policy. 
Australian people, with the 
-exception—of—a—sm a 11—minori tyr 
enjoy a European homogeneity 
which gives the nation stability, 
progress and a common culture. 
This is the product of the 
understanding and standards of 
the people, the very foundations 
on which society is erected. 
The difficulties in communica:i_ 
tion, conflicts of • irreconfiUable-
•cultures with—thc-nSoncomitant 
loss of self-esteem of the 
peoples in multi-racial states, is 
an object l^son for Australia.— 
MRS J. LAMBERT, Croydon, 
Victoria. 
Lamt)ert: 
Aus. 
21/3/1966 
SIR — Mr P..M..-Veer-
huis (letters, September 5) 
spealc:. of _ the __long-term_ 
benefits of Asian migration 
to Australia. 
-'—He—doen-^not—dsiino these— 
benefits, but stales-that_thcy_., 
would far outweieh the Initial 
minor problems of intCRration. 
Your issue of AuRust (> 
provides an answer to (his glib 
assumption. 
There has been plenty of 
time In the U.S. to overcome 
"Initial minor problems of 
IntcRratlon." but \vp sec a 
hendlinc "Bayonets stoij riothiR 
whites" and, perha'ps more 
Important, an article froni 
Hugh • Bincham.' "Breaking 
point of tolerance." 
He concludes by sayini;: 
". . . the problem of races 
focuses on the nngulsh of 
parents. 
" 'I cnnnot hem' to hnvc my 
children cnmiiif; homo .so 
-ronfused,' a youiiR American 
mother of three told mc in Snn 
Krnnrisco. 
" 'I cniitiot bear the IhotiRht 
of my children, or theirs, lieing 
Ihrvi.st inlor. 'the tichllns ' 
front line , of the racial 
struREle." " 
Owinc to the wisdom of our 
foicbcTrs, Australi.') is hardly 
.Tffllrlcd with any of the 
terrible racial proi)Iems th.Tt 
occur In many parts of the. 
woikl . 
lircciUly wc hiwc rend of 
ChliU'sc flecinR, or beine 
cviclc<l from liuloncsin; there 
.Tix: critical racial problejns in 
Africa and the USA, and face 
and caste divisions in India arc 
still acute. 
.Sadly, if one looks al the 
Jewish problem, which has 
persisted for over '.iOdO years 
iiiwl now .nppours to ho serious 
irf llussla, one wonders if even 
selected immiRraliou of very 
intelliRcnt and able people 
with diffen>nl racial back-
Kn>imds is <li-sirnl)lc. 
When actually confmnted 
with a problem of racial 
InteRration. there is little 
evidence that Rcncral Austra-
lian altitudes arc very diffe-
rent front those in other part.v 
o f i h e world; and perhaps wc 
shoidd devote our enerRies to 
preserving Australia, as at 
least one part of the world, 
free from the problems of 
major racial conflict. 
In a fine address al Ihe 
University of Queensland, 
Senator Raul S. Manglapus of 
the Philippines suggested that 
Australia should create a 
multiracial society and .thus 
berome a "bridRc" between 
Asia' and the West. 
This Is a fine. Ideal btit" 
would be a hazardous under-
taking, acid I understand that 
the Philippines ' has strict 
ImmiRration laws. 
• Apparently no person from a 
communist country may .settle 
in the Philippines or visit the 
country except undel- a strict 
. visa system. 
This at once solves the 
-problem of-Ghinifse- ImmiRra--
tion without "discrimination," 
and it is obvious that all 
countries cease to have 
"liberal" -ImmiRration laws 
—when-once^ they are threatened -
with massive immigration from 
a .country or countries with 
social or economic conditions 
"very different from their own." 
However much . we may 
rt»grpf rar ln l lntnll»ranpl»,- thISZ 
unfortunately docs not remove 
the binite tact of Its existence,' 
and it is" to be hoped that 
reformers will not cause future 
Australian mothers' to say: "I . 
cannot beai" the thought of my 
children, or'theirs, being thrust 
into •the-flghting-front line of 
the racial struggle." — 
'PROFES.SOR JOHN FRANCIS. 
Veterinary School, University • 
o( Queensland, ^t Lucia, Queensland. 
Francis: 
Aus. 
20/9/1966 
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-^any-i'W^^*^ 
DHgtants' 
-A E article 
<,Mayne jon/ Br^ t 
' Many Indians arrlvlntc in 
England as- immierants are 
Illiterate, have no trade 
and cannot .speak or under-
stand EnKltsh. They too 
.are .preyed, upon mainly by 
thelt- own kind, who are 
more ainuent. 
^ > Most •'coloured • Immi-
• verants- ,bave no wish to" 
Intesrate, 
H Australia should: take a 
'* lesson, from Great Britain.!'; 
; open the doors for col-
*'yb^M?«if«a iSimi7r?in'u by' ^1 
ain'B " colour 
•iQ:'M. 3t'8-07) luavua tt 
lot unsaid. ^ 
•He states' Uiat one Rood. 
rgajon fm .louie of tl>e prob' ' 
lenu- is the dissatisfaction 
of "llvlnjt vin congested-
houses in the, slummiest 
'leftovers" etc. 
- Moat- of these areas wei-e-
not slums •until We.st In-
dians started buyinit-' 'Qld. 
oropertieH and filltnK. thent 
\wlth their newlv Arrived 
'couivlrymen. bid 4»rqper-
tles. It Is true, but Kood-
substantial houses tiin : K/^-
, erally. mlddle-cla.sa reslden-
1 ttal area-s. " consisting of 
' from elKht to 1« rooms. 
'^^ ||Tri«MKsfe: 
<-Rlreetr-East—Brisbane; 
Not content' to out one, 
I two or even three families-. 
in the house, they' out a 
familv. or several -sinRlc 
men or women. Into each 
room, even, in- some cases, 
-coUectinK- two lota, of-rent 
I for -one room, which is 
occupied bv iwd eroups of 
' peoDle. cine Rroiio on day 
shift 'Work 'And the other 
on "nlKht shift. 
It Ls, of course. nro'>-
that .some white landlords 
are exploltlnR the.se peo-
ple, but ' the majority of 
landlords in such ca.ses are 
coloured. 
Coloured immlRrants to 
Britain have created their 
, own .slums and ghettos. 
Instances of this, can be__ 
seen both In London froiti 
Marble Arch to Praed 
Street, on the west side of 
Kdgeware Road, and In 
Birmingham. 
Gear: 
C.Mail 
2/9/1967 
Holliday: 
Aus. 
6/3/1968 
teedd:o_ 
reconsider I' 
1 HAVE JUST read In a 
London newspaper that Aus-
-tralia is now reconsidering its 
White Australia policy.'. 
I .find . thi9 statfment 
impossible •)»""believe; 
There is abundant evidence 
here.' in Britain that.. the 
attempt to integrate Asian and 
'African people into- a Western 
community can bring only 
. unhappiness, .both to the local 
-population and to. the Imimi-
grants.' .:. 
Racialism Is^a. major factor 
In every - part^ i oL_the _worldi! 
.-Where peop1« ot___totally_ 
-_ditrcrent_Jja.ekgtounda_:^iave_ 
beyii L-mnpellea tu live side by-
• side. . • ' • • , ; • 
It will be some consolaiion-
if at, least • one cotihtfy can 
• benefit from the'Trtlstakeir-bf-
""oihers. iiUd tun' rginaiii u 
from this . hldee«g'"^oct8i 
disease.' — D; G. HOLLIDAY. 
Oxbridge Court. Oxford Road 
-North, London. England. 
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-^J5IR=As. Individual; ^ If Australia believes it will win ' many Asiian friends by. 
such a "liberal" immigration 
policy,- it is sadly mistaken; 
nothing could be further from 
reality. ' '" . == 
Australia at this present 
time should: (1) Coritihue substantial 
. foreign aid to tinderdevelpped. 
countries in dife3xffltis"Wh'ei^r 
the greatest benefit for the 
majority will occur. „.,, • „ 
. (2) Concentrate on educat-
^ ^ . ^ g the general population of., 
integration and r ^ i s country in race relations 
of .other racial ; and relevant issues so as to 
enable Australia to accommo-
date social change without-the-
Australia has. only just begun | upheavals experienced in 
the most complex rehabili-, ; Britain and the USA. :. . 
tation of Aboriginal people i_^  (a) Makg a srnr^rt* and _ 
into~the~~general—comTnunityr-;^ determined bid .to elevate 
Aboriginal people to their 
rightful place- in-this-country,™ 
Australia .should reconstruct 
its-own-social situation before 
it atterhpts ~b6nevolence to-
_wards other countries. 
I do not wish* to deny entry 
_to_Asians_or_Africans_penna-L_ 
"~ aind as "an AMfiginal per-
—: sonr 1: do not bel ieveJ/Vtls-i: 
. tralia is in* any suitable ., 
^ social --position- where it -; 
_„sl\quldjietT^ve,j)rjr^elax its ' 
p r e s e n t . immigration ;^ 
" " • • - • • p o l i c y : • : ' '-' ••'••••'- - — - - - - ^ 
^"^*^ Perhaps--some-^time^inWhe-f 
. ' future the social climate in^i 
this country wdl allow I6f~thes' 
comfortable 
assimilation 
:—8i:Qupings.__.._ ._,_., 
r ^But—there-—is—no—-doubt-n 
1 .* 
-Australia--is-uneducated-as-farLj 
as race relations are concern- ; 
ed. • .. ' ,,.'' 1. 
The influx of Asian or ^ 
-Africans-migrants—would~cer-_J 
tainly be the catalyst for a \ • 
situation of race conflict, K 
j:onsidering_the social_environ-j,-». 
ment existing in this country, f 
Acceptance of Asians irom 
nently; I bnly recommend that-
existing social groups such as 
specifi^ reas will» not solve r^—Abcyriginals-and- aged -petision-
any problem for the lareia ers. be rehabilitated first. — 
conceiTned. The people eligible CHARLES N. PERKINS. Old 
to come would be far more }. South Head'Road, Rose bay,' 
valuable to their own country. »TC«««r 
Perkins: 
Aus. 
19/3/1968 
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• SIR — Charles Perkins j 
merits every sympathy ] 
and support 1. in-.his cam-', 
pajgn to speed the integra-\-
i;tion.dintOjithe .j-Australian,:; 
community of our .Abo- ' 
riginar people. 
' I believe Ko.""ls~'mrstakch7 ' 
"however, in ininKing mat m? 
cau.se would be harmed by the . 
entry of more Asian migrants, •, 
-Harm -;could—result if we 
abandoned all discretionary 
controls over such Immlgra-. 
tlon, and thereby created the 
conditions which have brought 
strife to parts^  of England. 
No one in -Australia, to my 
knowlcdffc, advocates such an 
"open gate8"-poUey_ .. 
—.But^nn—intelligently—rcpu— 
lated " increase in Asian 
Immigration, by bringing 
Australions into contact with 
other racesT would work to 
break down the racial 
prejudice which confronts the 
Aboriginal people. 
An Australian who has' 
come to know Asian migrants 
is much less , likely to • be -
prejudiced against Aboriginal 
people than one who has had 
no contact with any race other 
than ' his own. — K. A. 
FAOLKES, Kareela Road, 
Cremorne. NSW. b-
Faulkes: 
Aus. 
26/3/1968 
'Doesn't go 
far enough* 
HOORAH! At last someone 
has said something on behalf 
of the White Australia Policy." 
ir-ilTMnflnMa'Uia<ifari«imnra - Miit^i 
""WimilL'g Pei4ctws!"'«"' .-in ii»iir*.ifr H 
But ho doesn't go' far 
enough. 'Why do we think that 
Australia, of all the nations in 
the world, could integrate 
successfully? 
Personally, I couldn't carer 
lc5s whether a man is whit«{ 
brown or blue, but in bulk, 
racial m i x i n g - Inevitably 
causes trouble. 
We have a country rela-
tively free from the horror of 
racial war and an Aboriginal 
minority we can educate and 
elevate to full equalitv, - , 
Let's keep It that way P. 
C. READ. Yorklown< Road. 
Ellrabeth East, SA. 
Read: 
Aus. 
26/3/1968 
Our *f laccid 
idealism' 
s o VERY OFTEN white 
people are quick to call a non-
.white a "Government stooge" 
or worse when he voices an 
opinion ahout- racial matters 
that docs not smack of wishy-
washy idealism.' . _' 
Those of your readers' who 
are apt to label the views of 
'realists as the views of-a 
"racialist" .should take note of 
—^M r-Gha rlcs-PerkinsUetter. 
I It is difficult to- think of a 
cogent—way—of more u  baying 
that it • is time whites in ' 
Australia stopped to think 
hard about their flaccid 
idealism. -———' —,..- .^... i 
—.Mr-vPerWni^-who—frankly „ 
admits thai h e . is 'an' 
At>ori8inaI, can visualise the 
racial discord- which could" so 
easily arise iiv Australia — 
which is "unedOeated as far as 
race relations are concerned." 
More people with' practical 
thoughts, like those expressed • 
by Mr Perkins will endble 
Austi-ali^ to achieve a level of . 
sophistication that racially 
troubled nations will.envy. — 
REGINALD ^  C. B L D_N T._ 
"Boiifke" Street, North Wol._ 
lonsone. NRW. . 
Blunt: 
Aus. 
26/3/1968 
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Mr Dunstari 
and immignration 
THE LEADER of the 
Oppoaitien in South AuitnllL 
. Mr. Dunitui, w u reportad 
recently to have nld that our 
• Immigration p e l l e x "^ wai 
baied on two erroneout 
.'oonceptf -— that-it .would 
-. avoid ecouonile 'CompMltlori 
from, dicap latMr and that It' 
._ would avert racial temton." . \ 
'.'I challenge Mr.Duncfan t o . 
-. prove that4he«e ctaietiita are 
^erroneouj. 'Our- immiKi.iUon 
j)oUcy^a»"adopted pan'r to" 
''' protect the^vloc standards of 
- r. pie Auftrallaa people. .< • 
Surely there . can- be .-no 
--.'doubt :^that; ' U .; maidvw 
''. misratte^ of Allan* Into .thla 
: oountry .. toakv . placi^ . 'Ike ; 
Wallace: 
Aus. 
23/9/1968 
t-aiWlth our: amall population.'.^  
«/we could well be overwhelm-';[ 
! ^ , W l t h keen compeUtion .In'$; 
\theVi, labor vm^rket, latWageavV 
3-WQuld faU. ;tr ..-r .^j-^ Sl':,'-.-- '--S 
S i -Sr for radal'tenklon; we J; 
? would be wise to leam from'v 
' thoae eountriei' where racial 
: antagonlim la acute, where 
race riota and violence are all 
too cojnmon. We ahoulrt do 
' everythlns poutble to keep 
.• Auitralia tree from Inioluble 
,-*ocloloKlcal problems. , 
Mr Ounstan speaks tpprev* 
Ingly of inter-marriage b«. ' 
tween black and white. The 
divorce rata if already very 
high. The retatlonihfp be-
tween man <-*nd woman in 
marriage la subjected to many 
streues and atralns over-the 
years, and happlneu Is -
eluilve. 
rmt^i^ Experienced marriage coun., 
m t»$| aellors consider that the 
' relaUonthIp Is difficult enough 
without introducing social and ' 
cultural differences to compile. : 
ate the adjustment process. 
Mr Dunslan stated that the 
AusU-allan atUtude Is "childish 
and stupid." I submit that It Is 
not childish' and- stupid to-
endeavor to protect our living 
standards and to desire to 
maintain social harmony. —• 
VICTOR II. WALLACIC' 
Neerim Read. Hnghndale, 
Vietorla. 
'Has served 
us well* 
IN' HIS PleasRnt Sunday 
Afternoon address at Wpslcy 
Church, MeltKiurne, Mr Dun-
Stan attempted to disparage 
and belittle Australia In his 
misrepresentation and mis-
statements about Australia's 
restricted Immigration policy. 
He prefers •to use a 
' colloquial name tag for the 
policy which could be more . 
offensive In some quarters 
and also be more likely to 
promote hatred and bitterness 
towards Australia. 
The Australian people have 
never allowed fear to dictate 
their' actions and the basic 
principles of the restricted 
Immigration acts have never 
been concealed nor "swept 
under the carpet." Had It been 
so, the consequences to 
Australlo of the 1910 Peace 
Treaty would hnvo been 
vastly different from what 
they ore todiiy. 
Mr Dunstan's llsregard for 
whot h«» been achieved by 
the Atistrallan people In tha 
180 years since 1788 Is 
evidenced by his naive 
statement that "over 18,000 
years, the AborlKlnal people 
developed a culture In their 
Riven environment very much 
more successful than ours." 
His reckless approach to the 
question Is further evidenced 
when he as.scrts thot the 
Australian attitudes towards 
the control of the Intake of 
miRrants Into Australia is "as 
childish and stupid as It is un-
christian." 
Australia has reason to be 
proud of Its restricted 
immigration policy which has • 
-served the community so well, 
freeing It from the turmoil 
and racial strife which even 
the tolerance of the neonle of 
the United'Kingdom.Is finding 
It so hard to take. —' J. E. 
M E N A D U E , Federal president, 
Australian. Natives' Assocl-
alldn, Elisabeth Street, Mel-
bourne. 
Menadue: 
Aus. 
23/9/1968 
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T H E ' Aijstrallan 
•*• C o u n t ; 
"CEurcHes aS 
great Chrlstla i Church 
; organisations 
requested ..the 
^mlgratloix M 
1. admit large 
ward .solvinR current .secta-
rian nnimo.sitle.s and bitter 
11 of divlsior^ s In our midst. 
JH nrrtnr ~TtloniC-wlth--th«-.V)< l^al rtl.i-J. 
u ui'iii'i case of poverty caused by 
excessive booze, drugs and 
R a m b l i n g . — Alan .1. 
Camphell, 24 Dusk Street, 
Kcnntorc. • 
have 
Im- , 
nlster to 
numbers" 
t«es>trom~ 
i Uganda, 
•, It Is quite Incfedlble that 
1 these ChrlsUar Churches 
' sliould use the r declining 
L power and Infli ence to In-
., troducc ttf'Ausi ralla' racial 
>_problems.that^ nust_ine7i-
'. tably cause trouble here for 
I tdtlay's children, and for 
' the stiU unborrf Australian , 
citizens of tomorrow. 
This forecast .of. racial 
strife is based upon todays 
experiences in^ so many ; 
countries. ; . ;,' • 
Hence my ' amazetnenf 
that any respbri ible organ- . 
isatlons could ae so very, j 
unchristian.tis t > encourage 
the Introductlo n . of such , 
sad and bitter < ortflicts be- ' 
tween people, w th cultures -
so different (hat Inter-
-; gratlon4s impos jlble.r . 
i Australia has no moral 
;. obligation to iccept any 
' refugeesJrom Iganda. The_; 
countries that liave full re-
sponsibility fc r offering 
refuge are, tiose from 
-.where they -or t lelr fathers. 
i migrated -over ;he la.st 80 
years. 
• The Asian - "Uganda 
problem is the (nn-^ tpniience 
"of just one, pntse of .the 
popuiki^ -lDoliiiy o -Africa for 
the African&.;,bdng applied 
]_Dowet-islstron&j 
—The. Asians^ » xMc. .»ou»>  it 'Uganda 
-and-of-Eastf-Afrl itf-general-^ 
,. ly..:Lj.arei-.theu,:, wmmerciaL:; 
"ruling- •cla.ss" • iconductlng". 
•most'Of the tra'i Ing activi-
rttescowntngrthe r«d- estateT 
H^ and Jhostr<>f-th St^ non-^ gov-i-
• e r h.m e n t a 1 ^ apital ih-
..vestrtients.;.. / - - . 
' They haVe. bn ui?ht tnese • 
troubles tinon; Ihem-selve-s,, 
: llr»tly,'by.the:enyy:of trfeir'r 
; wealtii ^ lii.' ••« l 'nrimltlvf!! 
society. Sec6Tiaij4Hy being. 
Vthe-g^ *'bbp«ps''—gUQCOislng.4= 
f* HfiU'iaiieTllji^ 'TTiy.ititiiil A l ^ 
•'^ flcah labors* oqwer, ,*rlth 
small meroy'foi the "un-^ 
,-derdosrs.''^ " • = ,-• V - , -
"^ TlathpriihaTrtTpcouniirinir— 
-tiervelopment of non-sbluhle 
.racial joroblems a peac?hil 
• AusVriilia. it ww in ne net- -
• ter for the Chu ch organ-. 
'IsationS t^o-'devotB their at 
Campbell: 
C.Mail 
28/9/1972 
White: 
C.Mail 
30/3/1972 
/ / Black-
Whi 
anting" of 
Australia 
politician 
to denburice 
"blackanting" of 
However, the 
Pkrty mu.st be 
blind e.ve to'the 
elgn immigratloh 
te 
pdW'fefreqHlng to read of one 
having the. courage 
the sur.ruptlclous 
the Wl^ ite AU.<itialla Pol-
icy.^=rr.and:a..Lah^r.jnan.(laring.Lo.critlcise_ 
his dwn party. 
.*Llberal-tiiberal-doiintry 
conveniently putting a 
ilarmlpg. Increase in -lor-
n figures. — which in-
cidentally they do not truly publicise. 
We find our universities bfclng closed to 
second year students ngt because th»y 
failed, but because the ouota ha&. been 
reached. / 
Many Cblbmoo Plan "students 'come 
from countries y^here they have univer-
.sitles of their ovfn. Why are they allowed 
to fill up the quota of student.^  the uni-
versity can handle; and exclude Austra-
lians, , • 
Congratulation,^  to iMTr. Calwell, When a 
man like this speak.s. openly about the 
serious;. problem. Australia, .will be, facing -
in the future .surely people wlio can see 
what hB.s happened in America and Eng-
land-will .support him — PelTonel-Whltc, 
Keith Street, Eagle Junction. 
tention ana,,eni?rgie5 to-
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Color bar ~^  iJiiindreds-of-thousiahds-4inem<>-. 
': ' ployed. Many have never done. 
IN REPLY to Miss E. ilsco- ^ttnt day'a work since they went' 
•therier*nd are llvjng on wel-
fare, rltj will be goodbye Aus-Hban (letters, 11/3)r Should We ^"Welconre-*the-^llpiDos?-l-^ay-
_certainly .not. Although the -4>r^^^ as we know It if tolorecT 
present political parties all Say f immlgrationls not gtopoed. ^ 
the :-White Australia policy is i.,;^' TJr^tACDON«i>i 
^ burled, ^ large numbers of - Aus-
4rallgns-.say It^must be savedT 
i^Tie :• White* "Australia ^policy 
was formulated to ,stcnp ex-• 
ipfloiMngT7^ ci]()le. Iroin 'other 
;coimlrlcs' with 'a ; different -
s^tandard of liviiig^ - ..,« .. ^ 
« The - 65 yeaj? under * tha-
wjiltc . policy. wa« the • best 
i>eilod «in^'AustraiiaV hlsiory? 
;Whjrt • Willithe nril flS ye»iv. 
t^ Au8tx«l|a7^?he. ftapdard :of -
living of the jnMpfo6> 'Ir-irefyq 
nii^h lo^-cr-thaiv^n-AustrAlia,—. 
\ thfclr.way of life > different, 
too:. when eleStltins . ^ e held 
Jarge numbers a^ e killed and 
Injured,^Jwlthillhbusands .of. 
political prisoners put in jail' 
-withouWtrlal ^^ r -Y?!*'"'' * 
Summer. Hill, NSW: 
continuing' relijflou]^  wai^iffitt-
: hAs been • going on . for yearis 
"and-with A - dictator -at ->the>: 
top.' , V ' : ' . . " — ^ • 
,Thls Is not oura way of living 
in 'Australia so why import it 
when it is .^not :riecessary?; 
They hjiv.e one 6t the highest 
birth rates In the woi-ld -and ItV 
would be a disaSter* to bring-
them here because our 'white '^  
popiflisition is far. too small to^  
stand finy Influx of people, like 
"them. 7 v "i>" :"~ 
The-"1000-Filipinos—iJeyland-
-says^t-^oul^—like—to—bring-
here could mean-tip. to 20,000 
immigrants, they have such 
large families. This can only 
lead to hifeher inflation to 
meet jthc^ needs --of ^ «o manjF 
people an^ so; the need' fdar 
more imnilgrants In otber-fac 
toHes. Ifojv can .-Miss' Escoban 
say they ^M ndt be liabilities 
to Australia? : . . „ • 
We hear ,<hls «H the liB»r 
>iaVe w« ^-flrsi fill AofUtlkT 
to find"jout?'.WeTpbiy have to 
'Iqoli at Bnilaii^ kr itt irtia*H>-
mess the BnfUsh^are In, €Dt* 
itiiytblnc for Uw Wagikt, mith 
MacDonald: 
Aus. 
19/3/1974 
Gross: 
C. Mail 
6/9/1979 
to pvi!>mmtAr,^iidmtiii 
r ideas^ tJiaxii^ hatrX 
.< 
be of sOmeH3ielft$;ifeS^ ^ 
'gartflesS' wHjf tJieO B^fe^  
persecution t^espia^b^ 
at,the hghdiitf:>e(ttBfeS 
ihunlsts. 
Why not-change oiui^ lm-i^  
migraUMi'poIlcy in a way 
thatjj^'preference to the' ' 
imwanferirlYHairen ornffltT^ 
._ ;ountrles, preferably thpae -
under 10years? -—i:^ . 
Such migranU. would be.' 
Unlikely to ^transfer the 
Lliate» mnd-<inejudl«s. of 
ytliei wuiit(tes .^ • una in» 
. jon.ai in .some eaises.^ (io 
• i>M>rmtgwurtaii 
The. greatest i^oureevk 
iaantcy-^atr have>' gniiiitr 
^.itl«ensrwljy-»Rsr larAttt^ 
-trallgr^be the4'efaK>^t,in«i, 
- locent-cbiidren- and^lhe^ 
"«'nhf ritert chjlrtrin t>f 
-luslrWa? _^ 
^ .In thla country there^ar* 
toarding " " ^ 
IZbUt closed, due to 
-^*nKbit_-sociai pattenwr" 
Jouse tMA'mavhrMf Tf^pTff^ 
-^Hdfen^ang-eoukl^bii-win-
y a joiul eiflorl between^ 
- Oovemmentr—church and-
c ther yplunt*ryJ>QdiesL The, 
- i x^rd-9 untoii_^muimue«t-; 
- ' MiM «i«A iTnit Mnlnfjinrr, 
^ Ro that >ham nhllrtmi ilu . 
VI Q t be come • too-i'tt--> 
3 3tnttuuaimu,_i__i|ggBf 
•^ n-:3lllltnK:;Jji:^ndertake -
~f Oatertanrim^«-«Ml(l jtr two--
"fpr-;^ * "couple of- -weeka^s 
ifeiUontBtJiS-l 
»w CnMMiV Aui-
B h . • ' • - , '-~.'^" • 
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the final solution,'advocated and : 
achieved in Nazi-Germany, is de-: 
iiirable; 
.. With all due deference, to 
SIR, — You state in your edi- ^p ,^ ,he' term "racist" to the 
Our racists do not 
•seek to be Nazis 
torial(7/9) that "the world, natu 
rally "enough, colors Australia 
racist" 
,lt seems that the term "racist" 
requires definition. It originated 
during the yea«.Qf Adolf fiitler'a 
rise to power. It implies that one 
race regards Itself as being ^ su-
perior to another,. that the' su-
perior" race has the right.*« 
exploit the "Inferior", and that 
Keppich-Amold: 
Age 
12/9/1970 
white-Australia policy appears to ; 
me inaccuratie, ludicrous and ob-' jectionable, , ,'. sv "'jn^ , 
.The majority- of the so-called 
"racists" in Australia do not re-
gard themselves as being superior 
to their, fellow-men of whatever 
color, nbr do th^y wish to,.exploit 
them and, most certainly, thiey do 
not' advocate a "final. solution".. 
Many of them are aware -^ and 
afraid—-jof. the racial strife' in the 
,worid. Others., remember, thf fate 
of descendents of migrants who 
arri\^ ed in. Germany 500 years be-
fore Hitler put his foot on Ger-
;man soil. . • ••.' * 
t The Writing has been on the 
'there. But there are none so blind 
• as those who won't see, (Dr.) PETER KEPPICH-
I ARNOLD. (Ararat). _ 
Fletcher: 
C.Mail 
29/3/1978 
some '2.2.'>0.pO0 peootr 'from 
.Paiastui>-and- We.sl Indics-r 
They \dll becnme A burden;; 
' ' '^ approach . should • The Anftlo-Sa.\on iwople 
being 
ToT^'refugee.s 
allowed, into 
Australia. 
"• A 0^1^  of niris^ iirigpTac :^ 
pliilanthropy. 
• . ^ . • 
Many of these :peopJ<» 
raprinfr_v?tpeak~Jjieii~r-own, 
• i k i H t i i .1 ij^ ii iJiuiJi'i'i.v.' will 
nevor rnastfer our own and 
they jRo straight on tlie 
dole, and never integrate. 
.--- Look-wiiat-hfKMwpiJetted-
in England. That countr.v 
i.s' in a shoe-kinff state with 
The lawB. wfti'k WAM and 
become jjood cilizMis. 
Our j)WM aborigines, arf 
prol3in)Iy the best looked 
.att.^il^ifl,..'vtM._a»i-ld^-3jnd.: 
they will continue so. 
I am not a racist bin we 
-lin l'>&iif;t>' irreapiffurf, ••••-
One of the seven i)iHar.«. 
ot wusdon is: •Eusi is East 
and West is West and .N.er 
Thv'T%-ain ShairMeH."-— 
C. D. Fletcher, licwiu St.. 
Kanion. " 
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OiNCK niy arrival iii Bri^ibane ihrce'yenr* « 
^JTriciuIa ilie (liAaWlroilii effect rtt llie HHipiil 
It Is, I am afraid, Irrsver 
' iilble, and when coupled with 
the eqURlty iitupid lUce.Re-
: laltbn.n Bin, .It became. Im- -
:ix).sKtble for any .wlf-rcsnect- ',• 
inR Englishman to remain In • 
the country of his.blrth..- ' ; "have lo' 
'•—Thrthln-end-bf-the-wedi5«!-^--l<cvedf 
\VB.s the Influx Of the l^i^ it '^ " 
Jamaicans: lhes« were edii-
CftU^ d, EpBtlLnh-sneaklng In. 
vable, black people whom al-
most everyone welcomed. -, 
They Integrated and were 
accepted a.s useful membera-
of any community: They did 
.<» very well for themselves 
that the news .tobn .spread. 
go I have tried lo explain 16 tny; Atwtralliin^ 
r U.K. inmiii^ntibii policy (C.-M. S-3-7X). 
—The-ravalanche—that—fol-
lowed was Indescribable — 
u n w a s h e d . Illlterale. and 
with nothing but the clothes 
they stood In. They were 
Allowed In, and given public 
a.ssl.st8ncc. -
-*-Thi»'openert<4he floodgates 
for the. Indians, Pakistanis. 
Punjabis, etc. They arrived 
by the million, brlnelne dl.s-
ease and poverty with them. 
If and when-they did find 
.employment,! t h ^ \\<ere e.x-
plolted- by their own kind, 
and lived In conditions that 
. be seen to be be-
sved ... • 
If the powers-that-be In 
Australia do not Uke warn-
ing; flrom the dlsa-ntrously 
stupid O.K. Immigration 
pollcyl. they will be bigcer 
fools than I take them for. 
Thank you for having mc, 
Australia. I am an Austra-. 
Mian' now, and wotrtd* not-rc-
tum to. "England- at any 
price.!-.- It. Butler,'..tSS Km-
•^elii Koad. MacirreKor, vis 
8uhinrbanK:" - r 
Butler. 
C.Mail 
12/3/1971 
Migrants'and 
ra):e tension 
I AJM in agreement 
. * With N.- A. Fisher 
AC^^J? 3-2-71)^^____^ 
ThereT Is Just" no social 
problem! that cannot be ei-
ther dlijectly contrlbiited to! 
or furthler aggravated by col-
ored ImhilKratlon to a while 
country ' -
Any IbimfKL 
have raise relation li. 
daily nude for him la no as-
set to afiy country. 
"^"Thave suffered -the-horrors 
of a I forced ' multi-racial 
.society nnd know from all 
too bittjer experience that It 
Is tlie biggest mistake any 
polttlca party can i ever 
make. \ . 
. The Race Relations'Bill 
was Jus, a panic measure by 
a frightened set of political 
fools who saw that their stti-
pld l i i l m i g r a t i o n policy 
would lead to the .same kind 
IBLtrpuble as In America;-
—Broll^ rly-iove by.Jear aha 
imfgrant ihal has to 
la.ws espe-
nia 
.ooetcipri!. They muaaled tm 
.1 masa media on. this subject' 
and -made^ .England Into a, 
! miserable .nkce-tansloned Is-
; land, where, an XnglUhihan 
s now a aecond-claascltlcen 
In What used tor. be his own 
country..,! do have'l^ copy of 
the.nace Relations BUCand: 
section 16-iutes that action jn»y,be taken by the'Race 
-RelaUon»j:_BoarcL.even In 
aises where no complaint 
has been made aitaln.st you. 
Pree-couhtJy? Phooeyl-- D. 
H. Francis, Hetehcr Parart^  
Bardon. 
Francis: 
C. Mail 
5/3/1971 
Nqii-white ^^ ^ 
imhifigraritsM Vi 
SIR,<ii».The • letter advocating 
f i?!?* ft^L non-white tlhllttigrtnts 
JCUIeca|U.!La4arch 1 ^ aff|)iars to 
be on<i^  more attempt, % rmulti-
;racists|t6^promme tMr' vicw-
*^oj?t.*i/:.t:'::v:S-Ki,r'--:'-
.w Caniyour-cdfretpdiitfttts name 
a mulfl-radaK couriti^hlch is 
.not weakened by^the|;^liostiUty 
and suspicioos which itf^vftably 
.exist between Ue'-'"i«)mpoiient 
|,.Sroups7: • >t;---'.,»,.^>^K-^v: • 
;; Can ^ e y danie a:^  i i i i i^^ 
I country ;wher*:nioia-radW iinrti-
: »ration^^of earlier^ ;: yean.Jtl^^not 
'• or. had^jlt^imr^^ • '^'^"•---'= 
I "»"al |^^mnpratioiii«>f*|id. > cim 
< reason*bIy;|ffeit)ach'i*t^^*bii thk^ 
[ score?|i-^^?5:-•.-• ••-*^™^ ^ 
4 i S *S?Sl?f^- ^"^'oL non. 
>, white i^granta could be-a, valid 
^ means ^  rigidly controUuie. their 
itumben theiivthere/conH be* a 
,«ot .thpc^tfiattWs i s W y o ^ 
! coritsppBdenti introd; ^ J »" 
Saunders: 
S.M.H. 
24/3/1972 
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0^estibn ; 
' of Arabs 
___• r •'" 
THE! suggestion tliat. 
^^ Arabs I should be . 
absorbed in to ' our' 
Australian community Is 
most. Impertinent ..jmrnlnt 
from the Australian Jewry 
Executive Council presU 
dent MrxNathon-Jacobson. 
,(C:M. I3.O.M>\ , ^ 7/ / 
Even mo A l|npertln«nt Is 
his' 8tat$menv,Lthat.rAus--
tVolTa" "could help the 
Arab states ' jwlth their' 
refugee problems" by tak-
ing—them—nA—mlRranls<-j 
At ~the Hski~6f' • being 
labelled' "ontll - demltlc,^ ' 
m K y-^-I oak.; * "Who 
caused—the—Afabi-rto.- be-
come -MugtttT^-^ 
"If they sorreKdllv homo-
fenlse,-'whT-ai e-tney-»in— 
wanted by the ZiontsU? ; 
.The lluk.be;ween Arab 
and Jey Is loser than 
eitlter's ..link ' with .Aus-
tralia's rantal background. 
My Bncycloi aedia Brlt-
tanlca states. rArabla Is 
a land of Ser ilie.t and - Is 
supposed,by some scholars, 
to have been, the original 
home of i «• Seniltte 
people."' / r . / 
auMy' our i ideal popu-
'.lallon Inci'eft a Ls Aus-
tralian bom babies; We 
already have racial prob-
•lems .without deUberauly, 
'oreatlna more. i 
.^ If all .Austiallans^ wiere; 
te naive as. (ur Minister, 
'lor ImmigraUo i appears to I 
•be, terrorism* would' soon'; 
.,beoama-part c t our ."Aus->. 
itrallan*' way o life. (Mrs.)' 
/M«.,.V. '..Mail n,^  O'Keef*; 
Malan: 
C.Mail 
18/9/1972 
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J*', j* . .J i , . i . 
ng i" How "captive'* or,^olherwijie J these nations may, be is a moot I point, but a elahce into any hts-
^|.tory book will assure.Mr>Darby 
. ("hat most of tljem have been en-
.—--.,. * ^ deavouring to' slaughtier; each 
' ^ R i ~ I wuild like t'ff pro- other for some reasonoi" other 
' ttttilhrbuglLyour-colunins-atlsinf^-tbe^-bi^ 
^•ul^R«!rf*r5ri^nf fnrei'tm inter-* and.long betore Mr.DarbyVpet K the-tO$tpnng ;Ot IOre«gn in^«J-,t»,ate . *ommunUm. tva« # ^ r 
; radalitension^.«nd blood-feuds 
I per miwiitim-of such anachron-
1 isms aa^iGaptiyi Nations Weeki 
' 4 If ifl£ver be^bmes^possible^fof 
i;hiimian>» beiitgs to* {mighite . en 
'masse to the mooBf/..,theit;ifirst 
[ requisite ;wiU be to divest them-
selves' of any- germs.bt'i>o11utioii 
I that Linijght proliferate- iii» 4ted 
r"daiinage','i,:'.tb<r T enviRSHBBBt^lo 
[which theyvarie go in^ i^ |r~rA:^ Jsimila£ 
'^;»l ' ' - ^ i 
l r i eMs^«¥s4tB^ie^05^^ 
?:bKnlf:^tl%:ffiStt|in:< 
;heirloo^^l^l|:''~'""' 
hate,, jcom uaismii .was cycr 
dreamed^of.';;: vv' :•,^';'^" •••vj;-,^ -,--
... And it;i^ to:berassumed-that4 
they, will-continue to do so, with'-
the^ sligntest. enouragement, ^ Itorj 
cenhmes:,to"comefi:r ,->";;,^ :v-s;:i;;:Vi5 
' ^ ^ Mr^ iDarby has .i^wn'^lnniiell^i 
toj^bexitadedicated and •-^ tirelesls"; 
publB>S(»nted gehtleman'^andrlsl 
•***' bjB^  Mg^lyjj?ggnrgt^edl-f<»^ 
mtmyf.of vMs activities;«-bMt'^ tqH 
allowmg,^Iiis cttthusiasniM^^r^ 
mtrod««d7in;iTegard;|tb^^iPoKtics 
for iuuuigialits. lo this; jcuuutty.. 
r'-Buti-^ ywSftr-^ t^life^^ ^ ..- .- . -^ . -— ^ 
patronifll of^Mr -'Darbyyarid rbisfd«ro«S racial hatred hi? ts" doing 
manaisense^ 'as tpi'CTpouraj^ -peici&i-i 
f ul.. .Isw-abidmg ^  settlers -.- ttf: per- \ 
petuate r debiUtuing.' irni: «nlur l^ 
a serious harmv to old. ai}4^ i^ n;»r.' 
iwed'f Australiam^'alfte:',: -, '- -..-,- * ,..-.; 
^£»ni^%:;^^3WltiaAlitrc^^^ 
ii^^i^^i^ Watkins: 
S.M.R 
21/9/1972 
: nsiiwww^"yaaa, 
Elfert: 
S.M.H. 
21/9/1972 
% Gefrhan>bom nattiralisibd Austra-*^  
lian; 'who«"ivwm'~aiia Iffevbc-
able_anegiai^|jsllo3h|aL5M 
I~have been* sufficiently'shaken' 
by ^recent events in" Sydney tb 
register my alarm in writing. 
I suggest that political factioiis' 
responsible_for_bonih_cxpWsiQn»-
I^arid-'bodily-harmfonadtyistrcets:^ 
and for the kind~of threats that 
precipitate-seoirity pati-ols out-' 
sidfe the Great ^nagogue and' 
divers consular quarters, should 
be identifiedT:immediatelyr=:aod 
thit, all those—involved be in-
stantly deportieid. 
Hopefully * at least, those of 
my. fellow-citizens who-argtreHn-
favciiir of a less selective-immii^ 
gratjon policy will ^review their 
noble attitudes in * the light of 
stark reality,.- ——'-—--—r—^ 
And perhppS'Mr Arthut Cal-
well's prophetic crie!t in tWf. 
Wilderness might be worth'a re-
::play.. •„.- : ; . -a.-
- i SUSAN ELFERt. ^ 
Woollahr^. , : . ' 
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SIR, - - The future for Australi? !s , 
blacki or multi-colored. That is. If 
tKe people of this country don't 
soon reaHse the Imm*dlate.gravlty: 
of th^ situation and '^ top Iinmigra-. 
mm 
mmmi 
efforts to darken' our nation Dl 
his enthusiasm for colored immi-
grants. Pikrllament* should heed 
our concem and consider what 
has happened in BritiHn. . 
"What fools there .ire In high, 
places to. let this happen, to our 
natiopl Thirty^ years, ago^ yoitng 
AiistraUM^' offered th61r liyes to 
keep^-foreJffi'-in^kders' f^ om^ our 
8hore8.':Tddliy:v they are.betrayed 
by, at Gd^ r^emiifemcCaiEKl^ ib; An ejc-
teriti th«< r^ireVk>u»;i.one)^ *?ejicour-' 
'Bging^l>eopie; of--lalL ^ klnds to come 
here» mostly-Ifom'^countrifesivMch 
do. not-Twelcome?j)efnaanent. resl-
dence^by^A"«traiiayr:wfiitlgena Of 
any.other ^or«Igne^s.,^pt?it:^J: 
famines, :Qa'i^ Wety best, m i i p i ^ 
and to «s»lit{rig^ the "^  AbortjnniU'; isilitlnir e' AboHj^ ii 
!Ofi»e;jo;.fiiid=.th^r^g 
'Of-the land •- tbat-^ai^ 
•"--laken- from^themJi'f - - ;^;f^?^'^^'0_ 
••>/.''A<proob8i^^«caliw' lUte^ "^^ ^^  
' latlc^hs BilU^iiUegedly' inten^ed^ to 
:' proteet .Aborfginits against ::tfiil-
>^'crimination, ^  i^nU4J-p0J»wf**'| • very 
senou« thre&t;td'^ he^ lH?eiJb!^ br the 
>:Australian: people;-^::#hitei ^ttndi 
.'. AborlginiU^ ^ vvho ^  may'^ «wr!shv-to^ 
^voice... theit^ojrfnions -atid^choos^ 
-their' neighbors. Such a suppres-
,. siye bflttmust^jioc be.allowedLvf--
v> up and speak up, and be 
,, countedI~WhBnis^f5r7ir-*tWhitr 
r Australia?v'^ndrwh'o fdr a vmultl-
-tolored, multi>raciah'melting pot 
of the Pacific! ^ --. . ' 
• 'Ji 
• « * « • -Oiir', streiets, >tfact6riesi|,sh(H3^^ 
, offices, and tiajliiport: systems are 
already well, dotted-with:col )red 
.•immigrants ;as' it-was In -Britain 
I abotJt 17 -years ago. Ther^, the 
I siff^ inkle turned to a flood, as it 
! 41^ 111 bere if we^  the people, permit 
l^it ' • • . • - . " • 
i In spite of'^what some starry-
eyed do-gooders, and others of / 
i questionable luutives may iny, the 
While Australia concept is not 
dead in the thoughts of most Aus- --
traiians — they want it to stay. . _ 
—Don^ heed the thin argumentf:: 
that it is- offensive-to our oldest • 
A u s t r a l i a n s , the Aboriginal, 
people. ' . ' 
—Thoy. %vho are reacliliig an Im- : 
portant stage of adjustment, can 
only expect to be-submerged by 
an mvasiorj of colored migrant so-
phisticates and.could expect much • 
less sympathy and understanding 
than they are getting now. 
' The Government should tnd the 
present migration programme, to 
ensure that only people of our 
^.f WittT/our jlestendanto; that^us 
Wblverliamplffif^iSr!ttri3fci& I 
' don't think so. J^J'^' H- „ 
. . A n d our. meni(bers of Piu^ia\ 
• ment will have a Jot. to answer '^  
• for.-':-. • . ' .' .'•'• % ''-.' - * 
L. CLAPPERTON (P.O. Box' 14, 
Rushcutters Bay, Sydney, 2011). 
Clapperton: 
Age 
15/9/1973 
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L-'witTrmriiomBTerevtaeHBirjof 
the multi-racial chaos In*" Eng-
} land. ..South Africa, Rhodesia, 
and Intermittently in the United 
instates, why Is Mr MacKellar 
planning to." manufacture tne 
•same situation .ih this country? 
Does- Mr MacKellar believe for 
'one moment;; th3i;--AUstralians 
i will sink, their tothropologlcally 
built-in prejudices any jnore 
I than- the black Africans can jnvprnnme theirs either In Africa ; 
I oi: abroad? r 
Australians must be gtvien the' 
opportunity to decide on tile fu-
ture racial composition of thrflr, 
own .country. :Whereas' succeed-
ing .jMijiUaments and ideologies 
may make andjrepeal laws r-. 
the T-esults of ii^lniilti^faciar 
lto'igration"policy can nevei: be 
repealed.. " '.. . *r" 
— Mrs S. Mi WILLIAMS 
Canterbury, Vic 
Williams: 
Aus. 
8/3/1978 
Creasey: 
Aus. 
13/3/1978 
'!,> vr 
I SHARE the jrage~of . Mrs 
I Williams of Victoria and j . J. 
'Doughty of ;Wes*erh Australia; 
1(8/3) in th«r reaction to. Mr. 
i Ma.cKella,r's reported statement 
I cortccming "sttfpped-up migra-
tion, from Africa of a large 
hurhber of bla«ks who "may wish , 
to settle here." 
So many ''queer" things are' 
Happetiihg ~Br""tT»e» world today, 
that ooe wonders who is giving-
theordersv but. this, ultimate of i 
insanities • I. 'cannot- believe. Mr, 
MacKellar could not, and would i 
not.- of his own free will, rOb me 
and fellow Au.<;tralian8, of living 
for, and dying for if necessairy, 
our , country, . by -Introducing 
"large . numbers" r f a; totally 
foreign clement whose way of 
4ilc from-thc-beginhlng-otLtime 
has been wholly divorced frorjj 
our owriV 
Our aborlgmes would suffer 
likewise. To be the "feame. color 
-does—not—mean Innate broth---
erhood, as ..a- party of: them', 
leamed when . attending a 
Nigerian festival . some; * time 
• back.' They returned' in disgust. 
1 cduid^ ,. Imagine nothlng-more-
! fiendish "than landing us with 
the same irreversible problem as 
Britian — a,, slow -and' disguised 
form. of invasion. It would ibc^ 
the death of our nationhood by" 
the turn of the jceatury. We do, 
..hotibreRd: so prolifically. Resign 
Mr MacKellar, rather than ac-
- ced t^o-aueh-di«bdH<H>ressure. 
. MRS PV CREASEY 
- Cl^titarT,-TQld 
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A multi-cultural 
Society """"^  
SIR, .Dr.Paolo Tot»ro,-chair- ; 
mao-bt, thc^EthnicAflairs .Com--!. 
•miss!onr~smtesr{Heraldr-Scptem"". 
bcr 8) that ". . . you find people -
of many different extractions [ 
here — but in the bottom layers 
of the work force." j 
Naturally!-The majority of^ , 
Ihem came from the bottom of i 
the work force in their own ! 
countries. .And it is safe to. say • 
that, however humble their 
' position here, they never had it 
so good: j 
Dr Totaro. and his commission \ 
know that in this country oppor-
tunities arc open to everyone, 
' according to their~abilily "and 
energy. 
And if we have not vet had 
• a government minister who 
"speaks-with'a'~foreign~accent;-wr' 
have certainly had two honoured 
Lord Mayors who were miRrants. 
- Dr- Totaro-asks:—"Do—you; 
! w a n t . . . a multi-cultural society,' 
[ or not?" If he means a patch-' 
; work of tight national groiips, 
the answer is. "no!" By ail means i 
plet us respect, and-borrow- from,-
the good aspects of other cul-
tures, and teach their languages 
— but we want here one nation-
with, eventually, one people of 
one loyalty. 
He indicates that this "takes 
generations." How many gener-
ations depends, of course, on the 
attitude of the migrants them-' 
selves. It is the-responsibility of 
ethnic ^ community leaders not 
only, to defend therh,..but to en-
courage—them—tO'-em brace- this • 
lucky . country wholeheartedly 
and to" bend ""themselves" toward' 
assimilation. Migrants have duties 
as well as rights. 
. I think Australians generally 
would say we certainly dont 
want "ethnics" in Parliament If 
"in 10 years the children of the 
people who came, hj^ T*^  •O- ye«r,i 
HKO will be knockins , , , oit (he 
tloors of Parliiimcnt" they will 
have no special rights because of 
their' origins but only If ihev 
regard themselves as. - first of 
all, Australians. 
(Mrs) JEAN FALCONBR, 
Mncqiiarie Street, 
Septcmlwr 10 - Sydney;' 
Falconer: 
S.M:H. 
15/9/1978 
Ellis: 
;^ THE'..member ^for 
:;'.'^ Darling":-Downs• 
(Mr. Tom McVeigh),Is 
desernng of support 
for s p e a Ic rh K out 
against—tlie-' Federal, 
' OOTernmenW '^Unml-""' 
C. Mail 
27/3/1978 
^3»tlon pollelea. . .—r^ 
Thu« ar* ibowing d«fl- ' 
; ntte alscrtmlnstlon against 
the entry of white mi-
grants into this country. 
ris terribly under populated " 
•for.its sice. If ,*« are to'' 
maintain coqtrol of it, we 
must have more people and 
the best migrants are the 
ones who speak our lan-
' guanie and are used to our 
customs. . 
' • We should be sympa-
thetic to the problems of 
Brit ish and other whi tes annther nr|;«nlqAUnn that 
Inolud-lnc Rhodeslans •. teems to have a lot to say 
should bft~«noouraged—to—^about-what-we should be 
.come here, not rejected u /ft doing In these areas, 
at present. jj j ^ , ^ ^ ^^ j„,ng n. 
Perhaps'the Immigration' Job according lo its char-. 
Department_h5.»„b?ei».Jn-^_.ter,_ there_woul(J. .be verj; 
' fluenced' by-tlie anti-dis-*"''few" refugees ini ihe 'first' 
irs. Fraser, 
-- Mackellar 
crimination propaganda 
coming from Mr. Ornssby 
and his expensive depart-
ment. ,', 
Mr. Grassby and now tlie 
Immigration Department 
seem to have developed a 
blind spot where whites are 
concerned.-
place. 
It's' only beciiu.se coun-
tries like Cambodia ami 
Vietnam have bi'en o\erriin 
by the Commmiisis thai 
these people are forced lo 
leave their homela'nd In 
fear ot losing their lives. 
It would be much better 
for nil'concerned'if thesB_ 
'tieQ-ple wTr« ttllnwfd^tfrilvH" 
peacefully in their own 
country,-itot Iw n^died-off to-
some tor i^gn land where. 
they can'I eve i spealc the 
latig^ge. 
i-'inully Mes 
-Anthony - and 
seem, lo have t)ie desire to 
briHg to,Austrttlla the very 
.same trouble that Hritatii 
is e.ipericiicing 
It IS only th l^r ImmlBra"^  
tion policy of recent years 
-that is causincso much 
trouble ior the Brltlstv 
Can't we atl last fearn 
from someone I else's mls-
' t-akes? — iV It. pilki, Waira, 
<» - I 
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Bloody re^vjai^ ^  
J 6 H N Bavriad^s multicul-
tural critics should take a 
close look at B ^ n d i this 
" w e e k • "' •" I I •' 
Hundreds of years:,ago a, 
large group of Immigrantsk 
the Tutsi, moved into Bu-l^ f 
rundi They havel miaintained 
their own culturd among the 
majority Hutd diespit^  cokii- ^ 
prising a mere 15| per ^ gent of; 
the population. ':^i r 
This week the rtverer' of; 
Burundi are choked with*the ^  
mutilated bodies^  ofa^Tutsi i 
and Itutti. 24.000 are i^ pcMrted 
dead! Sud^: are the jrewaMs i 
o^f multiculturalism.- ^ V 
;.'• ,'' F. J. OIBNEY; 
\ j ij_> , RasmusseniQld: 
Gibney: 
Aus. 
1/9/1988 
Racial tensions 
SIR: I am an Australian who has lived 
in America for the past 20 years.. This 
has been a period when that dmntry 
has struggled to resolye its racial 
problem. . 
Laws against racial discrimination 
. are in effect throughout the land. The 
media consistently portray racial har-
mony. Despite this, racial tension is 
high. 
America is a country divided along 
strong racial lines^ How can it be in 
Australians best interests to import a 
problem of this nature? 
' A very cautious approach seems 
wisest to me. 
T. ByllcB, 
Gibbes Street, 
Augiist3l Rockdale. 
Campbell: 
Aus. 
3-4/9/1988 
yiSrrmo the British 
and . staytng - in B&B 
commodation venues, 
reminded quite >iiurkedlt 
that ^multicttituralfsm j reaiiy 
doesn't woiic. not merely De|-
cause of trie racial mix lin 
present-dH I^^ Britain. !- I I 
It appeand the. Scots d!s|> j liked the SniJish. the Welsh 
, vehement%^ disliked i die 
EnCgllsh^ and Irish; the Irish 
land the English t^ve beeh 
! blowing each other up foi i 
I century pr two. J 
'So much for multicultunts-|ism. In.AClofte proximity [oit 
' race and culture. 1 (Mrs) V. M. CAMPBELl 
• Ashgrove, <S21d 
Bullen: 
S.M.H. 
3/9/1988 
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T AORKB thti A\ir iAiii. 
Uoulturallun li 'a fniud«. 
rwiu u w ' f l l u u m •iiw 
"QovSrnmCKlV ' ||WS!l6y-~»r 
mulUoulturaltMn<-lo MHW : 
*1U'CK« U wi j utmi Mmiwl' 
on Auitnllana, &liliou|li It 
U not Blwura ths cua, 
~ Moi|i ot Uia rolM aime to 
.Auitrmlla MUr WorM War 
II. and mor« thiut 7S per 
.cenl^oLtbem.lta'va^uiiwv 
tated mon or leu with Aus> 
' trsilmns and adopted' the i 
~Ausirallail,way.o( lUcJIie., 
- T«niatndar.atartad:a-^olUh-
communal lire- Which ts 
characterised bjr. Its^ arch* 
-conservatlsMu. morbid' anii-
' communism (to the degree-
_lbat they »ce in'every sym-
Kaluski: 
Aus. 
4/3/1982 
every refugee from Poland 
a potential communist 
-agenttrand-by Its.lntarconv 
munal strife. 
J s u M Oovemmeiits pbltcyi 
or mulUculturailsm 'Suffer-' 
Ing but aJM thT* r^ttST" 
'Inieresta-of-theTWhole* Pol-
ish comnunlty In Australia^. 
'.That Is -why when one. is 
-WMnr-abouC^tHikteUuMAif-
thenioiky of multicultural-
ism tin some areas; one must' 
"tafcfr.lntn ammftit Uie_ngt^ 
uthat-^veiy—often—mlgcan^j. 
are responsible lof It. -. - - — 
'_J., MAWAW KAUISKI 
^PoimPATutralini Hlhtortca^ 
-^ -.••_.-.-.;^a: Society• 
Lucas: 
Aus. 
27-28/3/1982 
, . ,T-imTiirgi Tig. 
^ g r a m s conoem (Letters. 
lS/3) for the foreign setUen-' 
• la this country and the pre* • 
servation of their culture. 
However, his views ^tpear 
rather more oomplacenC 
when applied to the radal 
situatloa whicb could emergo 
in Australia. • * - • 
It_ls. jarobaUe; eve&likelrf-
that the slt^ istJnn present i a ' 
Melbourne will continue, that 
rImmigrants from: various' 
I conatrfes wOl ctmnninlfato > 
' little with each oUier and win 
' preserve meir langUiftB liut~ 
; a portico of their culture. 
However, Ifiere is the possl-
blUty that the sihiitinn pre-
sent in Britain will emerge: 
that Is. the descendants'of 
Immigrants wiil^boUi'cause 
fand be victimised by Inereas* 
Ins -Bodal unrest, belnc the-
result of past inequality dis-
'idayedtay tha white j^ eojile of 
ru&t ooonGff; • . . ? _ . ,' 
i--Ui case such » BltuMtot" 
1 should, arise fn Australia, I~ 
feel It is important that vtaila. 
we allosr immlgrairta to pre-
iserve UKV.ytiloas languages-
an^ culbires; we sbouUt by 
teachlnc~ these' peopled our: 
.language and to a certain 
'cxtoit'our^cttltuxe^ attempt' 
to-protect theorfron^ther^ 
InJusUee' irtildi'' wau]d~be 
done to them by the nsrrow^ 
minrtwl rsrltfs who-always-
form a slgnlflrant part of 
flTestem populations. -
DATID&XX7CAS 
RaQtoOtTsa: 
.,;... 8rtl<R:TI)ei«JiuuiMiliet«Jlv^v)u.. 
: rhther llvn than In llt«> AIK- ' 
tralia we tnhvrllfd Irom n ir. 
•'fori^ b^ >«n^ ,^ o^ >IWl^ • who iMd ri -
"always-«itT«"wlilv-rach-<rt h|-i\-r 
_Ml who i'crn wllllnir in Join ik» 
om lo |iVojr«t' Ihe deuko-
. cratloayatem.which they Hort-
Inlirrllrd, .-< 
•Apnrl lr!i'ni one iinlortiiii i(<* 
rxceptlOD III lOTS.AUitrallinit 
'Have ahowiv ih^y orllfve it is 
more lni|>orlant lo uphold llio 
rules ol llio driiiorrntic K'Oix* 
Xlmn It Is to win one's own w-^ iy. 
The rtile In' Asia sppears toilx* 
'Ihftt .llie end Juslllle.s niny 
means. Is It sale for Australian 
.-<l>i»ocr<HiK to nlluw penplcllrL-
who . Imvc _^ _ no clcinocra,ll,c 
•tradition'/' ^ !_ 
^ Iii-,.lts rurrenl—ttdverilsiiB . 
caiiipalgn the Federal Corclii-
• ment Inlornis us "n lot ot Jiji.si 
one votes" have given the Avs.— 
trolian people a__ number iof 
benellts. "" \| 
The system.works well i)Vo-
vlded the electorate ls.(;lveii Im 
nllernnllve when VOIIUK. At ihr 
monietfl X see no alternnt.N-e 
'bcUm prrscntrd by llta nmiiv:, 
pnliitml' -panlet resantiim,,. 
inimiBrairnn. 
—J'roiiu iBlklin Jo_» orKmaMi*,^  
Iriends and rrl«uvr»jlj»pi>'»rt (o me "ft lot 01 jusl JinP'vplcs" ' 
.wulild .like.Asian ImmlsrAilon 
lialied and"|>erti»|W"even"ii' 
morMorlum on all immlKratloii 
until the nmidnymenl kituatloii , 
impnirvrx , 
Will r'le AiislraHan plrasir 
.rail on the Oovernmenl to let 
mo Uhc my "just one votev so 
that•.^u^^eedlng generations do 
not curse , my neneratton lor 
not pu.ssInK on to them' 'the 
-liu|>|>yr-h<>«l^hy-«iMt-lre»-Au|v-r 
iralui our protleressors led for' 
ns'» 
NKILPHOITB-
South Perth. WA, 
Proud: 
Aus. 
5/3/1984 
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c: hJRaqial^worrxi 
•7-^HB-repoirt-<2*'2) that more 
t4haoj«0.per;centj>tjnlgrints to? 
^aaafiie;DtjBontli.yereJroin:Aate? 
Tinwiw'•"bBroTrtoniSfnrTi^ag 
rAustriaiaKs'woweir awatnhe: 
rfttture- raelal^ ^ i^amposition—et-
,70urpopulation... ; . . ' i ~ * ~ ~ 
— I^fr "Asian" immigration. con-
Lttnues.at a significant rate4t^is-
pOnlfea.iluesUon of.-Vimc before. 
I .* l l«fH»ll« «»p«>t«n,.«.« fhit p m h . . | 
' '-leins'4Whlch- occur'regularly in-
i. multiracial aodetles overseas.- .' 
1/ :I agree wItMthe re<!entTeso»|| 
' lutlon of the:'Victorian.. RBlm 
I calling' tor a greater propjBrtkM.-'' 
UiLJuiin*au-luimlgl«»t»-tliEr 
i-resoltnlon merely reflects, what-
3rt ng~grMt—imngi SIank wanTji 
I iitc-opinioinxi 
MM 
» mi 
kiiii: 1 he deslrRi to keep Australia 
ax M .relatively homoaencovis 
. Ku 'cipean society is not based 
' on any notion ol racial superl-
orl y, but Is due to the proven 
innalllty ol dltlerent raeud 
' grt lips to coHTxIst In harmony^ 
1 Is' ' because multiracial 
, ,*<oc elles are not, viable that 
' inosi. other countries In the 
': world, IneludInK Asian coun-
; trliii such as JttiHUi and Chlna,^  
liave immlgTutlon policies 
.de.MKned lo ensure racial 
homoKenclty. 
'' ~'J" EIJZAllETM PIIILUPS 
1 Wattle Glen, VIg. 
Phillips: 
Aus. 
14/3/1984 
I MAN r Itjid tnoujiJi. \\i\U llie 
. .f;iliatusf iMivin^j m«rv an'I mfjrp 
(if (ny cfpiitilrv. (lif str:iw iJiiit ' 
lirol\i' the I'iuiK'I's liu'k v*ns s ic -
\i\-^ .t Muslim '111 I \' siivin;^ In-
\%(iti!it kill A rii»n Tor wtitii)<< » 
honk and tlirt':»tvnini; sltircs tii:it 
v;irrK-(l (Ii.ii tumk. 
I ifti ridl rnini! mi;:r;inK rnmini; tf> 
mv ('iiMifrv iiinl pr.KDvi'i:' tluir :i'-
li'^ion, lull *vtu n |lir> sl:ut hrir(i;iiii; 
iiiiiulU'ss Ittrciils iiml »i(iU'M(C In ir. 
Wood: 
C. Mail 
13/3/1989 
t \av v(op. Mr I I.i«kc should Icarn 
the i^ 'ssuri^  from tin- I'liilvd Statc> 
.tnd IIH' I (lilid Ki(tuil<»in. Multitul-
Icriilistn diK'N not work. I rtS \top 
il now, before it is uiicorttroMjh'A-. 
— I> I.WfMid, l lavdvnSr, Nudncr. 
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N O D O U B T M r H a y d e n i t 
motivated by tdeoldpca! conviction 
when lie predicts, with approval; 
I that Australia will become a multi« 
racial society or SO million. 
I He exiwcu a massive Asian and Po> 
j lynesian influx of people, presumably. 
^
erfutaredecades.-
To say he b misguided is an upder-
statement Mr Bruce Rttxton calls the 
I.Minister's comments "outrageous". I 
: agree. ProTesnr Blainey's response was 
' milder, but salutary. 
. ~ It has become dear that our leading 
I policy-maken in Canberra, Mr Hay-
. den especially, witk his talk of a Eura-
! sian society, are Opposed to the holding 
' of a refcreiidum on thejwhole immigra-
' tion question. The feisoh is clei'r they 
know the result. w«mld rfin counter |to 
: what most peopie'regard as the policy-
I makers* nt«>pian ideals. 
To argue against **mnhi<«altnral«~ 
ism", the current term, is to leave one-' 
self open to the diarge of bdng "rac*. 
ist". whidi has become a smear wofd, a 
loaded word, flung around to discredit 
, those who foresee real trouUe ahead if-. 
Australia becomes the kind of polyglot 
sodely Mr Hayden foresees; 
Where or when can ono find,'in any 
placfror in u y time such a harmonious 
society as the Minister envisages? I can 
thihk of many where disharmony pre-
vails, but not where the policy of delib-
eratdy, though mistakenly, cultivating 
"mulu-cultnrism" exists. 
It irno reflection on the worth aiid 
.skills.of.non-European_newoomersjo_ 
oppose the dbproportionate favoring of 
Asian or PolyiMsian peoples as against 
Europeans. Nor is it racist. 
- If pride of race, the'homogcneity of a 
people, the sentimental, historical-and 
-cultural links with-Britain (especially)-
and Europe, and the merits of British 
, institutions are concepts worth preserv-^ . 
ing, we should get our priorities right 
•by first accepting-as-^migrants those 
_wjtjnwhoni we have most in common. 
-"A hew peopletdrrnew'continent"-
is a fantasy. — G.W. Greaves, Pangeza 
St, Stafford Heights. 
Greaves: 
C.Mail 
27/3/1984 
Lawson: 
S.M.H. 
28/3/1984 
A caring man 
SIR: I'd like, rirstly, to congratulate 
Professor Blainev on seeing the necessity 
of expressing the opinion,, shared by 
many Australians, on the rather extreme 
immigration policy currently in existence 
in this country. 
His comments obviously display con-' 
cem, being b6th sensible and Construc-
tive. The professor is obviously thinking 
of the welfare of the nation, unlike 
certain ' politicians in prominent posi-
tions who seem to go on unaware of-
puWcopMonandthe uMmsie'oenaer^ 
.quetKCCs of the decisions. ' j i 
We m«M ask ounelves, are we tttXff • 
williwg to sit back and allow a wonderfnl, 
couotty like AtHtfalia, onelhit oar past 
genciations have worked hard for. sll^ 
throigh oor fingers into those of Asiart 
and Earopcan origin? 
Oiie rniial think again before conL 
demising people like Professor Bliineyi 
damning their «omments as racist Td 
form the a|Nnion that a multi-cultural 
Ausbralia would be nice is to.^totatiy, 
ignoic reality. Examples of what may 
resul ( can be seen throughout the world. 
When. the .economy is struggling and 
uneoiployment becomes rife, strong 
racial tension presides. These are the, 
facts of life. . ' | 
Because Professor Blainey ischairmaA 
of the Auslralia-China Council is all thfe 
, more> reason why his thoughts must hk 
consiidered.carefully. These thoughts are 
not those of a blind racist; they are from 
a very intelligent, caring man who feels a 
strong concern for the destination of 
Austitatia. I 
(Mbs) R. M. U»soi^ -
Essex Street, 
Msnli2l Eppiag. 
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P i S b Bosfsl i"c6snibix)litart-
ism' or ..a miilticultifralismC (Lettfers, 12/9| femindi me of a 
fashi oh • garh lent. thej >tyle o|f 
whicli can ib! [changed iby thp 
whini of the designer, "whippe^ 
up" by ,the ',seamstress and 
rthnwn on" >ythe cohsiumec:! 
He claiips th^t Atistralia is 
free of i ra sikl disti^ rbancefe 
because vje; ire morel tolerant. 
in 0thervwbia4;the differMices 
bietVi'eehiraces' can simpty t* 
Ittvientoine;:b;r;[the \rilghtviU;ti 
;tUdei!,:Vf^ vr. ^{r: .-.-p!!' .--<• 
I Bui "cultii'cT Is notaiifelesb cultu • " Is not, a' li es s alx u 
garment that one can '-put on:^ ;lbf all 
at ,wul, 1^ is jttiie prodikct of li\-^4 
ing 6reatU 
ed,'3;Dy:i^ sud 
character. 
Ikwanaehj. 
i.We, al'e:'* 
lective, | 
jhumjan fli 
[process 
I World 
f I We aire 
beings 
and is determii 
II I 1.- ''^j'HN^H^ti-,• 
system-^J ,. i' ivorkabli 
thosc^ l' cob<:criied :witljf^ 
l^dadly;, rae sai i ic^t^ 
ri^ ligilpus or pV ilbsophioal 
Religious!, t eliefs. ialre 
nlilMusUm -dhildri^tl 
in tpeii •;clasirbdr-' 
hatidn's political , 
tiohs:; l a ^ . ethic s. etajjhave 
e irj footspin j-eligi6u^ beliefs; 1' 
t hlike Fittd Bosi.. I; d<i: rioti 
bbl '^(;b. ; attitudes. alpniPi 
oyqrQbme rrt^ltici Itiirkl'il dif-
iwhy; n6t even "il 
»«'—i ^L^iLir.i ...1:1.... 
en leal 
are e 
twirs 
tW alike. I : ,: I jl 
l- Thi ^dely dif f Mjing c iltiirc s 
prodtjced; py, this djVers tyi, aV e justi, vonderfull a id the desii<»" 
6f,th; Igrmips to tc'ontin le :ard 
.je_L-,L_i ^A,... .i_jLi '•cuiiure;.'. il 
cannot l e 
race. 
deyel)ii .t^eir |o\im 
6nljl:iTdtuki; but It 
done m oiie haiio i\ 
'I Lea|vi|hg jaisidd t i e 
patisJTa^ tp ho 
I J 
sbciaii lumaki: 
c iyeriity ; -
iueiiionof 
-iOliticilj 
mai 
the 
the: pipli(|ical nafcics:g ^  
^:i.^. 
c qo  _ • - c ir - t. 
jf^r?nces.'ajnd I shai^l tn<H fcdh y,, Australian^' feqT 
iniimigratibn pblicles' 
.11 
hHUlvSA 
Luks: 
Aus. 
20-21/9/1986 
ji 
Lodewycks: 
Age 
12/9/1988 
The principal aim of popttlation 
control'nationally is!to forestalls 
the intrusion iBf preventable dtvi-j 
sive - elements;. Divisions * lnevit> 
ably exist in every human society, 
however large or sinalU and are 
due to such distinctions as relate 
to property, privllege,"^ ^ religion, 
language and national or racial 
ori^n. k • :-
In the life of nations divisive, 
elements have in the extreme-led 
to civil war. Otherwise and when-' 
ever required, they are controlled 
more or less effectively by legiSr 
lation, or perhaps more often are 
eventually overshadowed. in Im-
portance by seemingly more ur-
gent issues which arise 
spontaneously. •• rr' , s 
This syndrome has been de-
monstrated by the m^ification of 
popular attitudes to successive im-
migrant groups in Australia. :'V 
It will presumably vneed to be^  
gration policy seems to have over- -decided 'sooner, Or later, in one 
looked the fact that practically way or another, whether Australia 
every established nation in the is to remain an independent, but 
world, including Australia, can predominantly caucasiitii, outpost 
and'dbes control the composition iha'^Sbntti-East Asiantsphere'of: 
of its population. Throughout hte- deveiopfrient, or be^ iiotne Jan'^ ex. 
tory the same option has often tension of Asia, racialiyiifid politi-
also been exercised through cally as well as econontically,;:'-
invasion or conquest by foreign ; v v ' v . : v ' . ; Axel liidewytki; 
powers:. • • • • : • •^<y''^ :^M''<'y:'V'^  -rBoiiHlirSouth:-
/rom.A. Lodcwycfes 
The debate on Australian Imml-
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' SIR - ^our ediloijlal of 
March 7 (condemning Ithe Is-
lamic loonies* demonstration 
in support I of the Ayaj l^lah's 
death senterioe oh 
Rushdie) is praisewoiijthyi in 
•its intentl but lacMng in 
Jogic. r ••• : / ^ I : 
You try to • argu^ that 
'"mulUcultikralism" J^ I a 
meaningfiA and valid objec* 
tive of Australian {society, 
but that it is somehoW incon-
sisentwitnkxSnies. I 
; The problem lies With the 
**multi": Ibiculturalisbi can 
have a> meaning, ptjovioing 
the'partlcfpating cultures 
weU d e f i ^ : simUai^ ly, 
can tri-. quadri- an^ obto-: 
culturalisKis have mlfeaning: 
but if. m< ilticulturaUsm 
any mean ng at all (which is 
doubtful), it' mean!^  that 
anything' goes -> jloobies, 
cannibals. 
are 
so 
vegei drug 
addicts ahd Bible-thliimping 
fundamentalists all tibgether 
in one big nness. | 
It is like trying (inoor-
rectly) to argue in maihe-[matics that; becftusei - sdne^. 
thing is true form- » 2,13. 4 
and 8. it ii^  therefore true; for 
aU values M.n. 1  
The tnjth is * thai! vmul-
ticulturali^m" is rubbish: it 
is a copiout, a faUurd to 
make the hard choice^ about 
what we want our sdciety to 
It is thJ foolish, inlpredse, 
wishy-washy liberal view or 
the. worldf that somepio^ all 
cultures and ideologies can 
be accommodated without 
.society, ever having to 
dioose. elect, (nasty word) j discriminate. 
; This is nohsense,. /as 
English and Irish, Greek andi 
'Turk. Muslim and Christian. 
Tamil and Sinhalese. Arab 
I and Jew have discovered, , 
\ Throughout the English-
i speaking world, for example, jwe blandly ignore the. fact 
I that eqiialfty of women ; in 
! society is flatly contradictory 
;to the preaching and prac-
itice of almost every religion 
I (Islam above all. but Roman 
I Catholicism isn't far |>ehind). 
' Rather than confront' this 
issue, rather than discrimi-
nate* we '^wishy-washily hope 
that somehow things will 
work out: we- bury ouir hei£ds 
in the sand^ mumbling "re-i 
spect for religious belief** 1 
Perhaps this passive 
strategy. has. its'.. place.; in 
cases where the divisions ;.in 
society are alfeady estab-
lished: sometimes it is better 
not to make things too clear. 
.But, the trouble'is that, by 
failing to tackle existing dil-
tural contradictions, we are 
led again to "multicultural-
ism". the idea that anything 
.goes.- •....{.....• 
. This is the real point; of 
the immigration debate and 
a point that' your' editorial 
touches on when you suggest 
that the loonies shouldn't be 
here in the first place. ! 
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Is- it reasonable for a 
nation to create more prob-
lems for Itself by admitting 
large numbers*, of people 
whose ideology and culture is 
widely at variance with.the 
prevailing norms of society? 
If nOl, then what is. a reason-
able, workable .basis for dis-
crimination? 
This- last question is very 
hard, perhaps beyond the 
; wisdom of ahy society. > But 
nations ignore it at their 
I pern: the failure to discrlmi-[nate sows the seeds of future 
! strife * and discord.. and 
I irrevocably, changes the nar-
Iture of society, perhaps, not 
for the bettjer. 
The sad thing i for Au.<y-
tralia is that the issue is dis-
: cussed at so primitive a level 
as to entirely preclude any 
I possibility of a reasonable 
outcome; - on the one hand 
the Government does noth-
ing but. mumble; ."multicul-
turalism", while on the other 
John Howard's laick of Intel- AUS 
lectual equipment is painful 
to behold. ' . . 14/3/1989 
In .between, the Islamic 
loonies and all the other 
native home-grown jerks in 
society go their miserable 
violent ways - after all, 
doesn't anything go? 
* W.F.SMYTH 
School Of Computing 
.• ' Science, 
: Curtln University 
of Technology 
. Perth 
Smyth: 
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i REKKlri lo the letter 
Irom the jvlco-prcsKlcni. of 
;tho Chlnrtic Assoclmloit o( 
South Auiirnlln <.23/0), Tlic 
• RSli Nalltinal Coimress Ims 
not ctiU«l lor ft "White Aus-
irftUu." Siifch ft suggestion l.n 
I ft dlshonfsl mUrcpreseti-
tfttlon o( ihtc views puilor-
'ward by Mr Bruce Ruxton (the Victorian president o( 
the RSL). I • 
: WhttV thp RSb has done Is 
Ito draw aitenilon" lo the 
'facl that Ihe preseiU iioUcy 
LoUiUa^c#erftL.Q9.v?.rnnienV. 
must Inevtlably destroy the 
; structurclaijd_culturo_oL 
'AustrjtlTaif society as wc 
' know It today. 
Whethei), or not. a majot;. 
change.lnllhc_aoclftl,comiiO!-_. 
. sitlon o( Australian society 
is desirable or not is a mal-
tcr ot onliilon and the RSL 
Has rlghtl:^  pointed out that 
.Mr Grassby, In his capacity 
as Commissioner lor Com-
munity Relations, has used 
'his oHlce to suppress tlic 
-f reoHJUblip - debaie_ot._Uli5, 
issue. - f • 
-^-WhTcnsTneedea loaay w 
' free public debate on Aus-
tralia's imWlgration policy, 
rather thkn attempts to 
intimidate or smear with 
the word racist" any per-
' son or o •ganlsation- who 
dares to s iggest. that pre-
sent fede •al Rovernment 
poUcjriuay iiot.be_ln_accord_ 
with' tlie" • \vrslios^of_tlic^ 
"majdrlly Ol .citizens. , 
- x i .ivE .1. B R O O K S : 
] ! ^1 Mtllswood, SA, 
DR KVABiO OoiUnao 
•UUi Ihtt AiUtrallA U a 
"'|uuin mtl ttliiiHrtiy wmi* 
-Irtox wwnifr* irmrdwitralP" 
aii,^ api/a> an<t["ln wareh of 
-Its owrt cuitiinii<ienuuri''.'ib^ 
WM certainly not an elhnU 
cally complex country till 
Parllunent d^ded without -
Lit M In I9W. 
ufluuhraiioud 
' Inputs, 'ipeat 
; «K9 UUt=r 
I. ndlilcra Imvo 
Uof., 
Idaie U'make"' 
ilnco then iho 
Ing M.langu-
resn 
been a u u i w -
i(!nt.ta.prevl«r4 
0U8S Inhabitants and them-
I selves. "^ 1 
'..;:_Australla lathe onWcounr_ 
• try In tho.wo^ld In which an 
t elected gowemment has 
Hide(Uo7alt«r UuueUinIciLy~ 
I of the populatlonrThe sus-"" 
Ltalned'and.plaintive walls . 
klor,a,Jiew. flag, a jitwJDaai.. 
stltuUon andta new langu-
. . desire for~ 
''suMKiinBte''^cuhures"' l>r -
pCostanao mentions.. . — 
, If there l* any "approved 
act of ge i^de" it la 
fagathst the white.'Engllsh-
'against whom It Ir directed. 
l^Multicultun U8m_may_.be,: 
rah-aaplraUoiv of-Mr-Fraser.— 
who Jointly a V Imposing It 
-on—Auatraila ~ i t Is not.~ 
however, tnat of-^  the 
-ntaJinrlt/WAlistlMllaHgt': - '— 
•-.- -_:_DK Il[. 0. A; Dlijtie;:: 
.Vi'i .':' :: .r*. f.. Brisbane^ 
Brooks: 
Au?. 
30/9/1981 
Dique: 
Aus. 
4/3/1982 
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m. SIR — White ciltlclslDC my_ 
letter In 77i«. AiutntUan vt::, 
March.4..Mr A. 3^pnaby_ 
has failed to provide any siip^ 
\portinr references at all foe 
ViiK it«f»tlfflm ^ ^** ' » * ^ ^ 
'(3041/3).' Please.—therefore^ 
publish tha foUowing so as to : 
cogert——a»>y-'--*<*roneou«".' 
lnipre«JSHi=liff=may=^hav6= 
The naaies.of We Tli con-
vlcts transported In the Pint 
; Fleet under Captain Arthur^ 
rh"'*r *' '•—•TllHi'" '•'— 
^ r e predombOintljrEngllshr 
I Scottish.^  Irish and Welsh 
. (lite Lbsdon Chronicle. 
I October IIU, Pommies and 
, PatriotSr- Jhn Buike). This 
; would also apply to their. 
' guards. Mr Orassby argues 
' tbal b(»cause of this mixture 
I of Nordic people intematlon-
ijUsm should be extended so_ 
' ^ tb'brihg in ufinmlgrants 
people from every part of the 
fworld. ll.liiu. aUeailr-bee» 
Dique: 
Aus. 
27-28/3/1987 
tion.'he legislated to permit 
foreign students on the Pil-
v i ^ Overseas Stodent Pro-
gram to remain in Australia 
on completion ot their cour-
ses and occupy the well-paid 
positions their Australian 
degrees .would command; in 
addltioft it was not necessary 
for them to pay for their 
education as.Jormeriy. 9995 
.atudentLJtsre i^nvalvr ~ 
British migrants were reduc-
ed in 1974.1 asked if this sug-
gested discrimination. Mr 
Orassby sixdce for 15 minutes 
'Without answering the ques-
tion. Hie record is on mag-
netic tue. , - ' 
- In-PMniary-this-yeanr Mr-
Grassby's views .were force-
.-.•— fully opposed by IftJ Bruce. 
B"*.-Ruxton. president of the 
Grassby does not speak for 
' l .ISJSff^ »»» majority of Australians 
^ ' ^ ^ y - * » . in Bpltc-or^1tar^4(rethnlc-
sbown in Australian history thnr were In 
I that indenttued labor from 1616 Golambo Plan stitdents.-
; China and Melanesia."So as .all. of whonn had to ^tum 
Iter" provide— less— e^xpensive—~homer and- 8080 
i manpower, resulted, in racial advanced conrs«. O u^J Jfr - inputs speaking 90 different 
•fxlc^l(rae2rral_po«UD.il^pntBby 1^ and practising 80 
I^jookwooo). . ajWnst prenalsng Aimratian different religions. The-
i In 1980^  James Roosevelt studente who lost education debate was Our Society. Get-
Franklin, a Negro Amerlcani : and-Jon QQartanity..(Hanr ~tiQ»tlie Right BadalMix. 
polntfed out that,two types of '»^^Vi'SiriJ^..L « Mr Orassby J>aa tW9 
genoMdo-:—existed.^ ^ Simple^ On: 14/2/1981.-^ tt^ tte Bar-" j,,JJJ^"*3J^t£rtio^"" the 
genqdde In which one rad^ d<» Professtemal Develop- order ot 'United Italy and the • 
-gronirdestruyediuiuUier and yn^O^w^ln the prestace x;oll«of8rA:gatha-orPato?t 
compound genqdde in mtOdx of Professor JJ Zubrzyckl j^^ , 
all races through Integration (Australian Etlmic Affairs ifir Orassby has not ^ ven a 
Coj^l»^and_MJaodtoce ot .^reiadn rt»-qu6Ung aacUous 
translation of a letter from. 
are destroyed leaving mon-
grel people: Compound geno-
cide is in evidence' in the 
Council) and an jaodlence ox. 
300 people, I reaiLott^  the net 
wycassjtja^a. Immigntiqn figilres forthe BdirUTR:; '^"'"-"clenlgrato-—'BfltlsK—=pe61>le: 
at the_same time.- througli source areas. They showed a. : white he was Minister for' 
overtaxation which . has fait of $5.5 per cent to 40.3. Immigration, to which my 
resulted in a rise In the cost-percent for traditional. Brlt-^.. letter in Tlie AuttnOani 
of Uvlng. the- marriage and ish migrants, a fall of 35.0 per- 8/10/1081 refers. He may Uke 
birth-rates of the-Australlan ~ cent to 1X9 per cent for-other—t«ulveTttfaB6wer"no^ 
population have been reduo- Europeans and a rise of 1.5 to-;. - - (D,) J .C . A.DIQUE 
>rt (AnrtraHan Bnreaii- nf- 34.0 per cent for »«'«»« . ' • Windsor. Qld 
StatlstlcS e^eordS); ln-additionril)ere-was-att-Mr Orassby states that^  I. 
have "espoused* the exercise 
of riadal discrimination'^ .; 
: While Minister for ImmignU,'. 
intake of 7504 peopte'for the' 
first time from Cbfbit Argen-
: tliia. j Bolivia.) Uniguay, 
Colombia and- reru while 
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Hodgman: 
Aus. 
5/3/1984 
..>'iH..{miwct upon (*ner«lli thll iMllOlf:: lor ae a mt*.,,.,. . ^._ j . , . 
: Ofttdal Uuresu M BlstUlIca 
ti|urr« now ennhrm tite msior 
-^hawee-ol-^lrHIWiwHw^iwml-
iniiinn policies since (lie 
lUwke 'sociftlUl Oovcmnwni 
The ' number il settler 
I 'WlIEHR-is Australia head-
1 inK7 The nilsHutded IminU 
: Kr-dtion imllcics ol the >lawke. 
I'suctnlisl Oovenifnent will not' 
I merely iiUoct Australia todav -
I they will leave a leicacy which' 
nrilvaU from tM.Untted Kln( 
Il UMH and Ireland has .been' 
itlashed by-33-p(r-cen(; the-
'' number of settler arrivals frdm 
,'-Kurapean countries has-been 
; slashed by 33 per certl and the 
' Hawke soclalUi Government's' 
!" prof mindly :— paranoid •--anti** 
' MrltUhrantl-Ruropeah bias . Is 
'. now exposed (or all to see. 
0 -Tne ranaw -sHd dangerous 
' turtt to the left In Immliratlon 
i—arul -«thnl«u.«((alrs—over^-the. 
Upast-It .^ months «in-cost-the: 
\- • Ha«-ke -socialist • Ooverltment 
I. dearly at.^tlieVOext federal 
''—election. • v : i 
MICHAEL HODGMAN. MP, 
I Bha<tew, Minister tor 
' ^ Imniltratlon and • 
. . . . M^ "EUmlc AKalrs 
••*, • ^ - i l i P ' . •.' Hobart 
lAUiiTirALIA I:, predominant.-, }v Aiiuio-Saxun j^ iid Ccltiv, atltt 
the cllorts ut imliticians and 
-i>Fof«M>slonal ilOrKOOdcrSr-—Ui-
, .suluntly the iioiHiliiition with. 
' uliens of diverse cultures' and 
' loN-allies in a .so^aflcd racial, 
'mix is aU»uid, and. tu.say tlic~ 
' least; presumptuou.s. 
-KTKPIIEN MAKTIN KKLLOW-
i : , MtLawley.WA-
Kellow: 
Aus. 
28/3/1984 
I B g a n wr«h-pt»a\toi^i^Briihiim I had 10 vearslrrrondon. part of it one'sobunu 
rAinjjuat 27).Jtot •vwYon«lMiadMt: 
jl«|tglit3ftaunly4hrM.Y«ars!^i«|r-
^brifig myittr to MHeve thai such jwon 
LuIerfuLpcbpIe jvould Jiot. retrieve -their.-i 
f^ormer status despite adversity.' 
tat: 
r!zi£i>yjovemment aiibtcf»-
Creasey: 
C.Mail 
3/9/I9«2 
LMjGrahaniTwrites that despite their'-
ftfOuWes they are "still unafraid to go to -
.war, certain in the knowledge the popu-
lace closes ranks as quickly-as in 4he-
I blitz." If-only the same thing could be^ 
fsaid i)f J)tir.:Australia with its 129 ^ if-;-' 
Jicxent cultures and religionsi. 1 .1—11.:. 
j Interesting as many of these cultures : 
rare,rhpw could thcy.possibly [react as 
[MC in time ofji^ d[iger,and stress unless ^ 
thoroughly jntegrated overa period of— 
jiccmttnes.^  J-i... . ~ 
^ But that' is not government policy. 
^hey-are-building-ihcir "dwrtfifehoofs, -
fostering' their owQ cultures yrhile our 
naturalisation ceremony is biding"wa- "' 
tared down to accoiiimodifte those who '• 
-<i<>no( wanfa-barof tfiemonar chy.-
-Our flag is'in'Bangcr of alteration 
and pen the English language (which^ 
Js inteinatior.al)( is being deposed from— 
its status to one of many ton^ues.Un-
like America with its multitude of mi-
grants obliged tolcarn English, Austra-
lia has taken a laisscz falrc altitude" in 
blind trust that the vaat experiment will 
succeed. : . - ' ' • ;_ . ' A' -- -
Tragically,it J;Js T.CVZT hccr. put to a " 
.rcferc.ndu.rr...?nki.'r'/; ari".c.n'yll'-'in^in:_ 
, formed ncv.^ i^ f -'.v•h^ a^ -th^ -gq•/c.^ T^^ •^ i^t 
dia5^«rrstcrcH'c.'-lhi$-i;ottntrj--i%nd:=it^ 
. w"ouid seem thtrc is.no •v*-ay.oataseycry l^ 
political J)ariy has bowed fo United -" 
iNations'Tiircejs-.—^ I " :..: 
"Those oTus descended froip pioneers 
?M ^f British 5?ock-fc-?l-btftfgyt!J=HBy=^  
•theyear-2()06,:the-face;cf-Auitralirwilh-' 
be'changerf totally.^ What a 'Vfay.to lose'-
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!Wh6 wHl we back 
in the.Gamcs?^ 
fipm B^ Rofmtton 
I wetcttmci Michael Gawendn'ii 
anick (The Ago*, 9/9) asklnn nlmiii 
who we are <-> A\i»iralian or belong-
, Ink to our country of origin. 
' At a comntunlty, we munt address 
[ the-questiona raised by the policy of: j-muUlcultxiraUim and den\and vision 
; and leadership (iron\ politicians. > 
! ir the Aborigines are the only true 
i Australians* then the rest oC us are all 
I mlgrents and belong to-some'cultur* 
I al groups with Its own history, 
r language, hattohal dress., flag etc. ; 
; yvhlle.sbme ^ u p s have devel- i 
!oDed and promoted their Identity,.; 
,ohen with government grants and j 
I support, many Australians live In a i 
\ .vacuurri. having chosen to leave the ; 
fiasr behind and embrace an Austra- \ Ian identity, which now seems 
: increasingly unattainable. 
The situation is complicated 
further by- the policy, gaining ; 
momentum, of introducing Commu- •] 
'. nity languages in'to the school curric- j 
ulum. 
In the past, French and tatin were 
smdied, more, I understand, as on 
academic exercise rath^'than the 
proniOtion of a particular culture. 
The LOTE policy enables groups 
from non-English speaking countries 
to have theif^  language taught in 
' schoob, for reasons unknown.. 
The-policy would be* fair if every ^  
commtmity language was available* 
equally to meet the needs of all 
migrants (ie, all of i ^ and the indig-'. 
enouspeoplei It doesn't help a. 
student of Dutch origin develop a 
sense of belonging if Korean, 
[Modem Greek and Mandarin are the 
languages' taught at his/her school. 
The :questidh of flag etiquette is 
another issue. While many at the 
Melbourne rally may claim. to. be. 
Greek-Australians, there was* no* 
evidence of an Australian flag. 
£ Mr Keating may.argue that this is! 
i^theyery;reaS6riivhy,wetieed a new; 
l-one^How can W^be sure that a new 
^design would receive more ;support? 
i|^ ;iThe'situation Icoiild reach rldicu-" 
lous^proportidhs'at Vthe>f Olympic: Qanksm^Sydruiy:B0^^t^,-:'.p- .;:l;.^ i 
;^;yAustralian^athletcs, could be 
1^  competing Jri*|tront^ 'p 
f^spectatOrs^ wKb''may^  bb^supporting' 
i^ leannislrom'their cbuhtries of origin., 
s4Thejy[taUan^cornmunityJ:shpwc^^ 
Mipport for thi) Milan soccer team on 
Its recent visit. 
I^rhaps the athletes themselves 
may'change their allegiance and 
compote for a visiting team? NVIII the 
. Australian team consist of those who 
some call the only Australians -~ our 
' indigenous people? • . , 
The many issues raised by the 
policy of multtculluralism must be 
addressed urgently and decisions 
inkunnhoui Us directions mul limits. 
. " Dctty Robertson, 
I-ast Kcw. 
Robertson: 
Age 
8/3/1994 
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(^ an grow m 
THE fear of neo-fascist 
racist' attacks on Asians in 
Australia (Tjhe Weekend Aus-
tralian, 27-28/3) contradicts 
the recent ACTU findings on 
the declining incidence of 
racism in JAustralia. While 
there may be a declme in the 
liumbef off incid^ces of 
rfticism, the emergent trend 
of racial violence IIBFI a cause 
of great concern;;*)//' 
Racial intolex^nce is not 
unique to Australia. It exists 
in any genuinely multiracial 
and multicultural society, 
including my home country 
Malaysia. It is my experience. 
that the majority of Aus-
tralians recognise prejudice 
on the basis of, race and 
colour,.and rightly .abhor it; 
However, the right mixture 
of unemployment, economic 
stagnation' and a relatively 
and • ,heterogep..eoii,s 
•'A U S " ' migrant intake' exists m 
• tralii^.lor r&cml annnosvty 
.fester.',' 
: A recent expenence su j gests to me that the me^:, o 
minority grojups. I find this 
disappointing. V 
Historically, racial violence 
is not alien r tcl Australia ~ 
the Aboriginal^ population 
will attest, to' that.- Perhaps it^  
is uncqmior|table to accept 
racial violence as a present-
day reality in Australia. The 
recent movi^ Romper Stom-
per, treated ks a work of fic-
tion tn Australia, has gar-
nered negative reactions in 
Britain and Europe by those^ 
attempting \ to ^ c o u r a g e 
racial violence. This suggests 
something oi the poten/:y of 
its subject matter. V-' 
Anti-discrimination ]*?gis-
lation is unlikeiy to d&gr 
any extremist fringe. The 
use of "/igilahte groups smh 
as Westem Australia's WOTIH 
Ninja Society, in rnv 
opinion, vr^}l do little more 
than C7;};'v,t9 n fcci{s ?cr "i^c:! 
ir.u 
cut.ion 
T""(~; 1' 
S i/ .V1., 
•un •' }:•?:•'] V 
• violent rscisl 
, treated -with 
A^ ;:Tr; 
7/ho would 
pathetic to the diificul;:;i3 
Subram-aniam: 
Aus. 
31/3/1993 
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Top marks for your front-page 
picture of the three little girls. Low 
marks for the caption which informed 
us that one was Greek and the two 
others Macedonian." - ;^ ,; 
How does the song go? **I am. you 
are, we are Australian . ^ 
Those who promote midticultural*; 
ism should tread.i:irefuUyl^;wb 
become a nation*bf warring tribes. ^^  
. Most of us choose to live and work; 
in this beautiful cbuntry. ,We enjoy its 
i many blessings. Surely we owe it to be • 
i Australian first and foremost, and; 
I together. ; - -,•'"'•••'-•• 7?^-• v^;^ '^ '*-' ••'•.'^^:^ 
B. Hutcheon; 
lMarchl6 ' • : ^EdWifl^ J 
Hutcheon: 
S.M-H. 
18/3/1994 
iWrecking 
•tlie land 
. JUST when I thoucht I ml(ht be 
th« only person with poUUoalty 
Incorrect Idefts, Roger CoK (Let-. 
tcrs. August 2ti) wrote the very 
words I have wanted to say (or 
some time. Multlculturatlsm 
should CO Into the mischlcr bas-
ket-taeroie It wrecka the good and 
unique (aatures of our baikally 
peaceful land.— B. J. Swenmi. 
AMgaiHI 
Swenson: 
C.Mail 
2/9/1994 
Ruxton: 
Aus. 
19/9/1997 
J Multiculturalism's scourge 
EVERY time Al Grassby 
comes out of the woodwork he 
says something sillie * than the 
ilast time. 
This time is no exception 
(Letters, 9/9). He finishes off 
his diatribe by saying: take 
away multiculturalism and 
you.have nothing left. 
That is the type Ojf Grassby 
statement that made him the 
laughing stock of Australia for 
so long. Multiculturalism is the 
scourge of this • country. It 
deprives true Australians of 
their birthright land has 
injected a note of diUsion and 
confusion int^the community. 
Australia is not an Asian. 
European or mixture-of-the-
both country. It has roots 
embedded deep in British cul-
ture and traditions; Our legal, 
educational, defence and pol-
itical systems come from a 
heritage durable for more 
than li^ OO years and has served 
us magnificently. 
Grassby babbles on about a 
fair go for all. Our system 
ensures that all citizens get 
just that. He tries to inject all 
sorts of systems into ours — 
arid his ideas are foreign to all 
right-thinking Atistralians. He 
should crawl back to wherever 
it is he has. thankfully, been 
hibe -^rVating for so long. 
L B.C. RUXTON 
Victorian President, 
RSL 
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I BELtEVE out iriimigi^ t^li)h^ :-^ ^^ ^^  foreign jiQlicy lis senbusiyr. I l av^ fcv l a^ 
s;nd that 'Ui6^:futul^^ivJterj^^^^ to 
rhy grandchiM^h^sthd- th]^iv^vthM5:C0i^^ seems 
expectation 'oifl;^ti 'peia^eriif^^ jfor their 
existence is injeopamyvfe:ii^^;^ iiirie, VTOt: if those immi-
Therel are twdlvdistirict l i ^ s r do- ijot change. their 
ci^  imikgrantsl :TPbfei^;^^^^ way. 
those who ^arc^rassi^^ the 
J thd those who arie iiot; y ' v^  • ;i • v^ej^: life 5tyle • they came 
, "Wheh* in Rohieijid a^ihJe^^^ A ' ' 
llbmahs do''8ti^;;as' [vi^id-;a^'A-ipfe^ that ethnic 
I i)iece of; advlfe^i^icraair; asf^ ^ who:r cling strongly 
iwhtenidwasfii^t litteted^ K >^;tbM in a new j j A peitbh mo\finiSiib?^'^(«r^^^f^iT- b e 0 ^ ^ the catalyst 
|ciountrii;has the^ vtchdicfeVxi^ ^ and dig^ 
adopUrig the colmttr^^ flfclrv ?^55W 1 
^vith what he'^WasUs^tbi^ar-'SS^i^ti^Sfere in-
«iihanging-. himskf'^Mjit^^e^ r*^^ • finally 
tbuntrjJ.; '^ I-. rniUvi'^^f-'^^^^P^'i'^h^ted;^^^ itself 
j Thds^ adopting th^ A:sed3rMi%v.M " ' * i 
choice 
i.ralian 
will- become:^^:Au|^ 
*- the o ts^ will 
JOHN ISHERWOOD 
^Browns: Plains, Qld 
Isherwood: 
Aus. 
1-2/9/1990 
Plea for migrant 
icurbs not anti-Arab 
/rem Professor Charles Price 
I was upset by the sensational 
I headline given niy low-key phorie 
conversation with,Martin Daly on 
ethnic Intermixture ('The Age^ , 
11/3). I did not say '•Arab extrem-
ists could threaten the social or-
der", as If Australia's whole social 
order was at stake, but that small 
anti-democratic minorities 'from 
various countries — Arab and 
other —^ would pose increasing 
problems if allowed to increase by 
; misguided policies of high immi-
gration. (During the years 1986-92 
immigration Incl-eased bur non-
Christian Arab population by 20 
per cent and the Iranian by over 
60 per cent.) 
We have niany Arab and Muslim 
settlers who understand and 
appreciate Australia's democratic 
system and I have no wish to dis-
criminate against them. But I do 
think Australia should adopt the 
controls suggested by thfe FitzGer-
ald Immigration Report in 1988; 
namely, ensure that all intending 
Immifi^ants are made aware of 
Australia's basic democratic prin-
ciples — including equality of the 
sexes and peaceful resolution of 
differences. If they will not com-
init themselves to uphold tls?se 
principles they should be denied 
permanent entry and, if agreeing 
to them just to get in and later.act-
' Ing against them, should be denied 
citizenship and deported. 
Charles Price, 
Deakin, ACT. 
Price: 
Age 
17/3/1993 
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IP" 
= § PhilUps: 
2 ,3 
Bug Age 
2 18/3/1992 
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The furore over the recognition of 
Macedonia (now known under the 
ridiculous acronym' FVROM) illus-
trates that multiculturalism has more to 
do with garnering votes than furthering 
the interests of this countiy and those 
we allow to setde here. 
The recognition of a counuy is an 
act of foreign policy and should be 
•done in our national interest If the 
decision to do so was flawed then it 
should be revised, but not if it b only to 
mollify one community group (read 
political supporters) at the expense of 
another. Qearly, the new foreign policy 
**prtnciple" involved is that there aire 
more people of (}reek origin than ' 
Macedonian, and hence more potential 
lost votes. This is the worst of 
*^ vhiteboard** poll^ making. 
. What is this turmoil about other than 
centuries-old nationalism, hatreds and 
territorial disputes? I do not recall a 
similar level of outrage from the Greek 
communis when the military junta 
took over in 1967. Democratic and 
htunan rights don't excite the passions 
I as does residual nationalism.' 
j Real culture has little to do with 
;q>urious notions of national pride. The 
fact that Australia can accommodate a 
, diversity of ideas and customs is surely a 
result of a thankfully low level of 
nati<Hudist sentiment Ihe muhiculniral 
industiy would do weD to remember,tiiat 
There are widely-held commtmity 
concems that multiculturalism k. divi-
sive. Firie-bombing community 
churches provides prima facie evi-
dence. Yet an^ jtfiing other than uncriti-
cal acceptance of, and slavish 
adherence to, multiculturalism as it is 
currently inomoted by Nick Bolkus et 
al is met with charges 6f racism. 
If muhicolturalism is to be a podtive 
force, dien individual members of tiiese 
communiQr groups shouU examine why 
tiiey came to Australia in die first i^ ace. tf 
it was to buikl a JfejK part of a wkler 
community, thc^.are welcome with 
whatever cuhuranudcground diey have. 
If that means leaving behind their-
nationalist bag^ge, then so be it; tiiere is 
no room for it in AustraBa. Cultural 
identity dxxiki not be confused widi 
natiooafism, for **the nationalist has a 
broad hatred and a narrow love**. 
Rob Francis, 
March II Blakehnrst 
Francis: 
S.M.H. 
18/3/1994 
Burton: 
S.M.H. 
6/3/1995 
Sharia 
Your overseas news report 
(Herald, February 22) on Sharia the 
Somali way gives Islam the bad name 
of barbansm. I wonder ^hat this 
kind of tribal mentality that treats 
women as property has to do with 
genuine Islamic commitment. 
Of course, Islam is not the only 
religion with a pedigree of mental 
terrorism. But Australia's Muslims -
and those the worid over - reaUy do 
have a presentation problem. It's 
more than time the Koran was given 
a good, hard look. In it, Allah is said 
to be Merciful. I hope that He (or 
should it be She?), together with our 
immigration authorities, sees to it 
that none of the mullahs' nonsense 
infects J^his beautiful country. 
« ^ • . A. Burton, 
February 22 Kirribilli. 
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Vitst it was the Kurds and how 
the Serbs. It only gbcs to show 
how fragile bur multicultural 
society really is. The sorts of 
scenes witnessed on our TV' 
screens isi sadly, only grist to the 
mill of parties such as One 
Nation. Recent migrants need to 
decide whether they aire Serbs or 
Austi'diliaiis — thef e slioiild be 
no such thing as Serb-Austral-
ians or Kurdish-Australians or 
eveti English-^Australians. We 
,are all Australians. 
I do not- know whether 
tightening immigration rules 
would help. However, making a 
test on our democratic and civic 
traditions compulsory before 
people can become naturalised 
may help newcomers under-' 
stand the core nature of our 
democracy, which allowis people 
to protest biit not tjireaten 
others' rights and freedops. 
They, haye accepted our: free-
doms. No>v let them respect our 
values;..-'•' !:V' ;:••;:.;.. •.,••/^  •;• v 
*" While one can understand the 
anxiety of people who have 
relatives in Serbia, ohe ^ n n o t 
understand Wily 'these r^ people 
are unable tb^ appreciate, that 
"NATO has exhausted its 
patience with- a ;gO!vernment 
which conddncs the niassacres 
of first the Bosiiian and now the 
. Kosova pieopleiS; 
We also heed to understand it 
is not Milosevic whb is doing the 
killing, but prdihary Serb sol-
diers, who, but for Uie grace of 
chance, might alsb have been a 
recent migrant. / 
'David; Cornelius, 
March l9 Coffs Harbour. 
Cornelius: 
S.M.H. 
30/3/1999 
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LETTERS FROM CHAPTER THREE 
The Letters analysed in Chapter Three appear in full at this point. Once again, the 
order of appearance is the same as in the body of the chapter and each letter is 
identified with its date and place of publication. 
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'Left with 
broad outlook* 
I MUST HAVK BEEN onf o( 
(hose "Ihiii.st into the HRhtlnj 
from liiir of ihp racial 
sdiiBRlc" in the Unilprt Rtatr^  
n-iontioncd in a letter by 
• Professor Fr.incis on .Septcm-
lior 20 — anfl I can't sum 
with Ms views. 
• Velcrinnrinn Francis, with I 
l)ijis towardis quarantines, 
npparcnlly. feels thai hroaS 
rullural development should b« 
as carofiilly excluded (torn 
AiLstralia a.s "hoof and mouth . 
(li.scasc. 
An influx of newcomen' 
eortainl.v would ehanite somt 
aspects of Au.strBlian livinc, 
Inil I think thai the hcnefin 
would far outweieh the 
diiadvantaiRcs, The -United 
.Slates has Rained a-Rrcat deal 
throuRh the imniicralion ot 
dive ise raCcK and cultures. 
Riots in Walts, civil dl«. 
, oltcrliencc. in ChicaRo and 
• marches in Mis.sis.sippi make 
the headlines. 
Norm Sanders, European-' 
• An(;lo.Saxon, attenriine hish 
• scluKil in \xt!) AnKeles with 
; Chiirlev' White, NeRi-o; Eddie 
S o l i ' s , M exicRn-Aineriean; 
Chris Ponlrelll, Italian-Ameh' 
can, and ,Paul WIscgarvw, of 
I German descent, certainly 
, fllrin't m.il:e the pa|)ors, 
I survived that frant-llnt 
slruCRlec- with?i ver.r 'little-• 
• difficvilty, bul I didn't emerge 
unscathed. 
I t was- left with a broadpr 
; oiilloolt and better appreci-
ation and understandins of" 
I other people. 
I think that Au.<li-alia could 
• bonofil -in t l ic-same-wav. 
. NORMAN K . S.AN'bERS, 
.Sandy R.iy'Boad, .Sandy Bay," 
Tasmania. 
Sanders: 
Aus. 
29/9/1966 
Polya: 
Aus. 
29/9/1966' 
IT TS"REMARKABLB that 
Mr Charles Perlcina has 
aliened himgclt.with in'oups in 
this.country who continually 
rationalise their prejudice 
against colored Immigrants. 
Could Mr Perkins . jilstifyi 
the prasent policy, which he. 
supports, with migrant^.arriv-
ing 'in diarge ^numbers'-.from. 
Southern JCuro'pe and 'having 
no idea of ' the Australian 
'mode of living or the 
language, hut yet disallowing 
colored migrants • • from , the 
United K i n g d o m , United 
States-of America, Jamaica, 
.-etc, many of whom haye lived 
all or' a substantial part of 
their lives in a similar environ-
ment to our own? • •*• ^ 
Wider migration agreementa . , 
would havl" the'^advantage of ' P a t r l c k ' 
introducing new" culture, aifd 
skills Into the Australian 
population, and * o t . gently 
.bringing people Into c o n t a ^ 
, through working and (ivfng 
with colored people, so greatly ' , , A ^ n 
aidinif integration of the 2 2 / 3 / 1 9 6 " 
Aboriginalsi and widespread 
understanding' of their prolv' 
lem's; • • ' . • ^ . ; ', •, j * , 
AustraQa has • unlquli. and < . 4 < 
perfect opportunity . coupled igYbY^M Mr •Verkfni So delay" 
with the reaourcesto create , u,ir ideal by advocating a 
.an .:exampl« of-^he^aort -of. wilsei4mli»to»y-pollay,_,v»n-4l-
muIU-ractal. oemmuiiity.wMell-'_h»:..doean't-lntend-thla-to-b«-
JlaAaJSeSetiSfKai'gyt^f?!?^. permanent— -ANTHO^^r~AA 
3.ai^J>ny-«5a4nt«nJ»tlon«J,«*--: PATRICK, Dmnunond Street, 
operation.'. " ' . ' • • v<...v Carlton VlotoHa 
Aus. 
Should barriers 
be preserved? 
pnoFKs.son F n A v c i s 
nrpiics for the exchisirin P( 
Asian.s and .Tews from Austra-
lia .so ns lo save sulnirhan 
mothers from the ordcat ol 
coplnR with "confused" rhilr 
d i en . - , . 
LivinR with people diflerrnt 
front .oncsell calls for charjty,' 
IhoiiRht and couroBe, whlch'»fe 
confiisinc virtues if one's aim 
in life is lo keep tip with Ihe 
Joneses next door. 
Having witnessed tension! 
between Catholics and Prptc*-
taiits. Celts and !>axon.< 'and_ 
ovcii between natives of" 
Lancashire and Yoi'kshirr.* I 
: could contintic the piofcssnr'j 
. aiRument by lecommcndini; 
that Australia's popiilatinn he 
, restricted to. pure-lii«l AnRli-
cans descendinR from Saxons 
! of a specified county. , 
Also, iiotini;' the pioblcm>-, 
court cases and violence arisini! 
out of relations between men 
and women, I would support 
Professor Francis and the ladj 
from Satj. Ifranciscfl. if they 
started to aRilate for a purely 
feminine Australian nation. 
The exclusion of rivals or 
exponenLs of new ideas from 
an underpopulated;- continent, 
may lead to . disaster worsa 
JLhan.confiision, of course. 
On the other hand, hcfore 
Professor Francis is loin to 
shreds by the. anti-anti-
racialists, many migrants ts 
Australia would have benefited 
from a policy excluding them' 
from entry. 
In the-sraall University of. 
Tasmania alone, at least six 
foreign-born scholars have 
been (or are bfing) .itorced to' 
r Icavo' through'.: belng'T'efuscd-
promotion on grounds -which do • 
._not_appear-to-aIfect_Aa;an_5L: 
native members of staff. 
" - Othei—universities,—.profes--
l-sions-and-tfade-unions-aro-ato-
: doing their bft to keep^-
migfants as second-class citi-
TPn« ( o v c e p t w h e n it COmfS tO 
taxation and military service, 
Of course). 
If Austaalia needs forpigjiers 
for certain civil or military' 
kinds ot work, seasonal 
:'contr.icts—woiiId_he fairer""W 
both s ides than the importauon 
of permanent rcsidenj.1 *'"\ 
restricted cultural, proic^simii^l 
,ami-.^-=—ncca^ionalb'- — P'^'' . 
hiimnn riehU.. . -
.The- lacialiam of iiKular-
piviple is a brute fact, 1 
The real qucstH'M i.-i vhel.l"' 
one shonld-'af-rnn't to ..""'i"- ' 
"iirtrrf racial hjriicr* 1" » 
-ihrinkmg' world, or.t'.' I"»*^ 'i;;''". 
bv t o u r It """' ' • 
i-.'.iiifbrubte Wc'Jinj! r«<'' •"•'• 
human jufci-»lK-c"ii •un.io.c ('' 
wuh.t'and (air o7mP»"""";"'. 
:jrtavMUa ^ ' J i M - . . . ^ '' 
rtM.TA. i'Ji»»rr»iV 
mantsi. ItolMri. ~ 
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Making, migrants 
more ^etconUe 
• • • - . ; . ' ; A " i ^ ' - : < ' . - . ' " ' • • • • . . . . , • . . • ' 
SIRr-Austra}Ia Is conctrned over 
; the, diminishing flow of einiKrants • 
to Australia and improvements in 
I thQ flelds;.. of i housing, education ^  
fand «mployment. to eatery:for the • 
! migrants' needs have been'sug-i 
I On the Individual level." more; 
' cbuld' be"^ done to improve under- . 
I standing.:: and harmony -between -
the;mlgr&nt anid the;Atlstralian^ aa:i 
,one;:^tUl;hters both migrants and 4 
;AustnOiaix: iexpressingVtheir inabil"^ ^ 
i^ty^ .tor li«6ept ea6h '^  oaiaJ';^'-^-(-;-:^J^ < 
Thoireaaons given for non-aoeep- • 
rtance^^by .^tUe^Australian are lack: 
K6f|;aiwlmnati<m''^ .by> the.- migrants t |^ h6^^has£,^ longv. siniee: IMtssed his : 
•foTinative'^ ;y«tTS;;ian'd his inability i 
pbi/^^abahdon^lsTr language and > 
" 'Mri^^iite^ftt^erti 
. rep»?ai>lprtblwSithe.dlffereifti 
l*ratirdl^tva^ards|^^NlhU6ni«/elyie.f 
linvolt 
f;toin&^ 
The leaders 
in tolerance 
-^ •^*^ ''s6cial^ Wnjs^  
igee8tlthat.non-ac0eptai!)c« is 
td^«itSl^ orajiceli%thCT£tih^^ 
'^ differfenees In culture. Ignorance 
gives vent,to Hl-feeling and non-
acoeptaivie^ But*when Ignorance Is 
replaced by . respect fpr.. each 
other's cultures, with ,the^ , know-
ledge that perfect assimilation will 
follow with the children of 
migrants, then the sooner will the* 
las^ undercurrent of racial tension 
disappear, v 
An Australia completely Vree of 
racial tension will become the 
, adopted' country of many more. 
mlRrants. 
S. DONdlORNO (Oaklelgh^. 
Bongiomo: 
Age 
20/9/1967 
CONGRATULATIONS -to 
Catherine , Jones oh her 
positive attitude to colored 
ittimigration! ^^-~—^~^ 
""But are we not already 
beaten as world leaders in 
tolerance and* acceptance — 
?3y a State^of the USA? 
• • I mean Hawaii; where there 
is said to be such a mixture of 
races that nobody woul*know 
who to.discriminate against.' 
And what about v New 
Zealand, with huijdreds of 
Maori graduates in all "walks 
z o f i l i f e n .-^. . 
I am told that intermarriage 
I there is so popular that within 
20 years ..vthere will no longer., 
be Vany* ; lily-white New. 
Zealanders being boiii, ;„ . . 
The Maoris hiust have 
suffered bitterly of course,' but 
perhaps more • by >is'torical 
chance than .. anything, .else 
,-they,.jseeixi to be bietter^^off 
I than ihosl pfimittve races 
! brought rapidly into the 20th 
century, .v / ; . . , • 
A friend just fetuirrted from* 
a visit to NZ teUs me of an 
astonishing expedience he had 
in a country pub. 
He . was nudged« good-
humoi-edly out of his place at 
the crowded bar . by three 
large7~fat and tnirsly Maori" 
women. 
Now that's, what I call 
equality, which is better than 
tolerance and acceptance 
combined. — JOY^ WILSON, 
E s p l a n a d e , , ^ . T o r q u a y , 
Queensland. 
Wilson: 
Aus. 
6/9/1968 
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No cure exists 
for racism 
SIR, — How sad I.was to read 
the letter. from • L. Clapperton (15/9). 
I It is difflcult to understand any-
one with a racist viewpoint — 
probably it Is an Indoctrination 
tmm ftarly rhlldhnnd. and as yet 
'no ctire has been found for it. It 
is generally accepted _thai 
'compieJtesj;i 
by.xotherxJMtl'^ »RtctanV« 
. „ , _ , _ , , - . , )ic<w^tryi 
isi TBCUtniAidanser^ignii^of ithis • 
is jwhen^».*«0UBUy yitiuit jtboasc I 
•bbufaltit^iehtevcttOfitv. and ^ Is. t\ 
k.poor-l«»er>p««Jcul«HyT^» «ports. ,1 
^ f P«riiaps better.«d(ictktnn leadlnx.' 
[ to .completeV i^mturityT^U' the i anv; 
"rfwrt»'thlrb«Hite«ly;t?rr7v\." ; 
., Ml*. • GrusBv. is: to be/congratu- < 
latedj^lnr «ndetyotin«;ito. brinjj,; 
•AuaOTlla 1hto4lw-aotl^eentufy ^-
for.tpP'l9m>th«j>ttitude.of many 
h a s ' ^ n .l8th century.''', 
_,Mr._Clanp«rton!s ^eIna«a:about 
the. Abor{gitat'l»»ft TTJBtttR-sr 
rlsk^ In •>, multl«color«a'>'society_ 
' are hard to'underaUnfl whtuMHr-
:fe>lliei tlmi iftg 'Abtiilglnea. who 
are really (he- true,'w^ustralian, 
"enjoy", lust about the, lowest liv-
ing standards and have least civil 
rights of any section of_any com-
munity In ,the World.,; 
JFerhaps aomeohe cah-ofTer i 
cure for racisnl.JfQrjimtll one is 
found wecannot begin to^realiss 
mir dream of making this country 
of ours truly come of aRe.." 
(Mrs.) IRENE , L. ROBSON 
(Pascoe Vale).. ' 
Robson: 
Age 
19/9/1973 
Race row 
•' IT IS \m\30SS'J3'.v to dtouUJ^ 
social misconcEpJons and preju-
dice witlV someohe sucli as Mr 
W H. Wilson k7.'31. who has 
convinced himseflf that man is 
Kcnctically a tribal animal ana 
iriat all we catV do is to accept 
i t - Let me stale simply Inat i 
have Uved or \)lorked in a con-
siderable ^ u m t ^ r of miiltiraciar, 
mulUcuUiiral socielleS. and l 
have alwavs fpund a small core 
of individuals, who have^ broken • 
f-ee of group pressures and pre-
•udices and who. through ra-
tional • ur,defs:and:ng of " ti.e 
•orces actini on them, -have 
csiised to W tribesmen. Oiien 
these people/have'maintained a 
rea3oned approach in the face 
,or great •'^ bcial cru;H.^'. They 
give one hope. 
It is hard to ueheve t.^ .at u is 
, now about 40 years i'.ncc Ash.ey 
i Montagu published his supero 
analysis. Man's Most Dangerous, 
uj,lvth=^—5fli€-FaUa'cy-of-Race.JU 
:ir'sli^r'w^rw6'rth readin^r-IVIay-
I suggest to Mr Wilson and 
I other readers two fine (and un-
common) pieces of sanity m Inis 
'area ot discussion, ootn a'-aw-
ablc in piperbackiMead. Dot)3-
Jiansky et al.. Science and. t^e 
Concept of Race: and Mel'-iile 
Herskovits, CuliuraV Relativism. 
- . Dr .\. .^ I HEyMA 
Department ofHi.stoiT 
Uhive'rsilty of WoUongong, NSW • 
Healy: 
Aus. 
22/3/1978 
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Rogers: 
Aus. 
30/9/1981 
Ti('arliVB''!irWKtflp«tlT»f^ self=^  
-destruction ' • -i ' 
Maybe .' mateship ' was 
I revered and lingered after 
, the battle, but the RSL now 
seeks -both the. destruollon-
nr.:.»<;.c. . . .K« OCT of (rlejidshlp and trust and 
PLEASE imormaha-RSL-^ , r^eailOB 6f division and 
Tliat a lITIra generaCTon Trplf rrnlrrrtnr -^i Tliit fi"'-
Aussle ho^s that the pub- S v It promrtes 
Ushed re5QlUtions_of_ . i t s . ?J^^"L.,c f»,» f»v.rK. nf . h^ 
,^cei)t~ «onvention arc threatens the fabric pf the 
ienored 1 _ nation.. . . 
Yrt. aTiiough~a :^phew The maJorlty...pf Au^ies 
-of ra-dusfof Duntroonr-r'*°"'««.agree that the RSUs 
iwliev? thiftt the- RSL !JjnJusi_aitack_on Mr Orass^ r 
S e i fno loStr i fbV by.was e^ ^^ ^^  
followed. Tits approach to be despl!.ed^ 
'modern - JViislralia" b -so 
backwanlJthat it Is auirklv 
KRED S. ROGERS 
Prahran, Vic 
I EtHnic diversity 
|_i$^r|ot_a_tht(eat_ 
THE IJETTER by.P; -Creasey (C-M.' 
SepternberS) reflects a'sad mlsiin-: 
dersttinding ol. Australia's history 
and ol current migrant settrement 
poHcias! 
'^ovcnunenuslcncovratingAiuiralUlief^ 
ito leam gtherlanguages, it.is also in' 
rl982/83 spending more on English Ian*-. 
I guage instnictuMi for migrants than in 
i any previouryear: j^ i:^ '!'jf:' .^ ',', 
,- The Australian syltenT of;gbvern-J 
Fioent does-neiuse referendums for.de>' 
cidinspolicy and, in fact, a referendum: 
-woura produce only a simplistic yes/no 
answer to a highly complex questioru: 
—IMrSjCreasey suggests that the^iver^ Si^intantly^ii'mtjorAustfaiia>r()6^ 
sily ofiethnic SacKgroundi Of 'AnStra^ litioil parties favor continuation of the 
liai's'pdptilation isHhrtatening national: ^present policy on migrition.;:L;.:c;:ii::i^ 
=tj)hest«H»rSh«uggMttahatihiijvSiild^ I expect that the influence of the-
^be.a_iriftimlar_p |^I^Jrtjhej6y^ent_of- English language, literature and of our 
lr^2iirV:; .•'• -t^^^r...- '•• " Driiishlradilions will continue to be of 
primarjiL]<n|RirtaKee~ln~rrichlytlivcTse' 
and outward-looking Australian cul* 
(ure.'->.Johii ffo^gts, Immigration and-
F.ihnic Affairs Minister, Parliament 
I louse, Canberra. ^ . .- j 
wai'.. - _ _ _ _ _ 
^^:^jmbst-5itice-firat^etticmentf tne 
7Attstraiian:popuiauoicniis. uecii'^irci y_ 
diverselone.! Sincejhen wehave come 
thrbugnseverarinajof^afs in which' 
'settler$|bf many different ethnic back— 
~groundi fought sideby s^ide'as'membersr' 
-ofauntfiedFloyBl:Australianlbrce^::rn: 
- ^'Therljs no truth. in-thesirggesHon^ 
that ihgXtfsf^ aliaiii citjtienship ceremo-
/ii/isbding'wifereaddwir^n thecon-: 
Irafy, fjlic government istcomifiitted td 
^enhancingHhe-»»ai«*of-A'u»tra^n<ili— 
~zenshipi~MoreDver,-a nOmticr-.of stcps-
-have-bqen-takett-to make Australian-
^citizenship a meaningful ,(||Ualincatlon~ 
-fui varipuv'ihipbrtant I iglits, such as 
.electoral enrolment-and-enlisltnenHn-
the armed services. _; 
Mrs Creasey 9l$o suggests that the 
status of the English languagcirbeing-
-diminisned.-This irwrongrWhile- the • 
Hodges: 
C. Mail 
9/9/1982 
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Gdmm on 
;, .h-' , l . tk>ns of fanihlgrailoa policies. R rrt-
ever. wel m ^ also realise tbat tlie 
I 'from A Bonnici. chairman jtenslocBl wbich Jarlse are nelt»cr 
fithc Ethnic\Communities 
'" Council of Victoria \ 
I ' . - " r.!' •. • i . 
Pro essor Blainey's statements on 
Aslj n immigration ^ have Justly out-
rage <i ethnic communiies and tbe. 
Ausralian publilc in general. | 
f Ortainly eveiy country has!an 
obli|;ation'to design Immigration ° 
policies which are; responsive lo \ 
the 3ften confli^litg demands! of I 
the world politibal situation and j 
the views,of the nation. However j 
Pfoi essor Blain eyp should bAveij 
poin Led but that t!he tensions In b^r 
com nunity * today j are idifferient'• 
only in degree JTrom the;tensk>aj 
iit^ hi( h accompanied earlier waves i 
of;{Rigratlon." -;|;, -1- ; 
e Greeks and Italians who' ar-' 
in the 50s irei^ clearly iden-1 
le; as "outslders*r. Now ii Is . 
Asians wb^'kre'bew' anjd 
I Australia- encom[ 
ethn c groups.: which have jdome. 
tieije for. political, j |ecpn6ihte ^od i 
cultural reasonsJThere t^veb^Aj 
tenii bns, ^  and matfSr. of theiri are; 
still. with us.. In )h(j pa^l 10 ^^rs; 
many 
esi)ej:ially. we 
coiii(t to j terms 
lems, Inthei 
ha^e started 110;| 
with thesie p t w ! 
ili&tion that W le s, in' tne > reaiisauon | tnai our 
(dehiity can -. only jibe;:broadened ^ 
thi^ligh ihe d i v e W of ttfCHstytes; i 
l^ hgiiagJK and 
ing "Australian' 
Austral ians^ mi 
<ontrolindi&wl] 
iltiir^ which befj 
hbw tneans. 
i6fthe|ramT 
dew tiot Irresolvablfc^; j",' j 
: The ipresenit Governmeifs [ 
Asian inimlgrBtkm policies a^ an 
attempt to comel to terms withit oth, 
the desk to Vimam for ou!r io-
I volvement in tbi war. and the r sal*: 
ity of Aiistralia's global links \ rlth 
, Asian immigrants rc^reseni no ; 
more than two per cent of Atl!tra^ 
lia's popltflation.|Tbis does oo^ "ep-
resentiah "Alsianlsationr of. 
Australia, but rather the Inclii don; 
of another ethnic group wlth'iin uch: 
td offeri;; .'•••i . . . ' . ! .1 
Wi ^ould neither shy airay 
from thie problems of racial ten ,^ 
slon. nor blindly rush into tibem. 
Rather.jwe should continue.tic en-
eouragej the diversity nrhichj is a 
central part of our national I  leri-
tage, and to combat the tensicii is of 
a stilt young nation through et uca-
tion and equity. ! | 
. The racial tetislons of the sc li 
and wot^place are bettei; attsii :ked 
through,increased tmderstanding 
than Jthtough the belated re^ [ate* 
ment of la narrow and short-sig kted 
Immigration policy. j l ' 
j ANTHONY BONJFia. 
I . ! Carlton S^uth. 
Bonnici: 
Age 
21/3/1984 
ool 
WHILE it is unfair to criticise Pro-
fessor Geoffrey Blainey's call for a 
reduction of Asian migration based 
on the limited excerpts of his s p ^ h 
lit your paper (C-M, March 20). it is 
imperative'that we understand the 
-benefits^of a-mulli-racial nation,^  
At a time when human beings, ir-
respective of ffiafOTlofTrid^creea, fear 
for the niiclear obliteration as a result, 
of politicians' overgrowing greed for 
power and supremacy, multi-racial cili-
zcfis can dcnuMutrate the need for the 
preservation of human life by sharing a 
Harmonious community. 
The -professor's fear of "Birming-
-hams-iiv-Australia-in-lO orl S-years^ 
would only increase community ten-
sion. What then, are our chances for-
thc call for world peace? 
Poon: 
C. Mail 
27/3/19X4 
Australia, with its abundance of nat* 
ural and human resources, can avoid 
the Birminghams of the 1990s if all of 
us are prepared to utilise these rc-
sou CCS to our advantage. Too often wc, 
use England's racial problems as our 
call for a curb to our mlRration policies. 
Yet many other nations slich as Can-' 
ada. the USA and Singapore have dem-
on: trated that multi-racial problems 
arc just like any other household snags. 
Human beings can live together 
peacefully..The question is — how 
many of us arc prepared to give it a 
g o | ~ Steven Poon, Kooanda.St.. Al-
gestcr. 
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Reason to celebrate, 
Arabic heritage 
from Roland Jatiboiir, Australian 
Arabic Council ' < 
The» release of Monash Universi-
ty's 'People and Place' magazine 
last week sparked two provocative 
stories In 'The Age', Study Shows 
New Migrants Take Years to Find 
Work (8/3) and Arab Extremists 
Could Threaten Order: Expert,' (11/3). 
We concur with th^'views of Mr 
Alan Matheson as reported In 'The 
Age* that the timing and contents 
of the articles on which these sto^  
ries were based could be damag-
ing and the launch of the magazine 
containing them a "most naive and 
oppqT]|Dnistic action". Whether In-
Jabbour: 
Age 
17/3/1993 
Lifftnan: 
Age 
28/3/1994 
i Managing ethnic 
diversity. r . 
from Michael Liffman 
Australia's capacity to deal with the 
, disturbing domestic repercussions of 
the Greece-Macedonia isstie.is not 
advanced .by blaming those difll* 
cultles on our policy of multi* 
culturallsm. 
These disturbances are one regret-
table consequence of ^ Australia's 
overwhelmingly beneficial and 
necessary policy of encouraging high 
levels of Immigration. 
There Is a-great deal of evidence, 
from history .and contemporary 
experience, to show that ethnic and 
regional disputes of this sor^  lie deep 
In the nature of human and commu-
nal needs and behavior, nnd jire just 
tentlonal or not, they help refuel, 
antl-lmmlgration sentiments. In 
every economic downturn, the. 
most vulnerable groups are strape-
goated. It appears that even some 
academics fall victim to victimis-
ing! 
The Bureau of Immigration 
Research has already proven that 
immigration iritlmately enhances 
, Australia's economy and Increases 
: employment. 
The 'Age' article titled Arab Ex-
: tremlsts Could Threaten Order is 
an affronP to Australians of, Arabic 
I heritage and borders on racial vlll-
-flcatlon. Although all three Inter-
i'viewees concur that extremists 
J amount to only a handful of people 
ia any community, the title sug-
gests something' far more sinister 
'and threatening, provoking scape-
I goatliig^and anti-Arab behavior. It 
'reinforces a discredited formula; 
I Arab equals Muslim equals funda-
mentaJlst equals ^extremist.' 
Wrong, wrong, wrong. Have we not 
ahready learnt this lesson during 
the Gulf War? 
Moreover, the title grossly mis-
represents the truth. Australians 
I of Arabic heritage have contrlbUt-
led -enormously to our nation's 
I social harmony and order; so 
I much so, that the Australian Ara-
I blc Council Is currently producing 
a film'on the depth and breadth of j Arabic contributions, both historic 
land contemporary, to every as-
I pect of Australian life — arts, scl-
.ence, business; education and or-|der. 
' Times are tough enough as it is. 
Rather than provoke division and 
iscapegoatlng, it is time to build on 
strengths;r* - • 
Roland Jabbour, 
Reservoir. 
at likely to Rurfnce — poaslbly even 
more destnicUvely—In those soclet* 
lea which attempt to suppress the 
expression of ethnic Identity as in 
those which; like Auitralia, idlow it to 
be played out as part of the dymimlct' 
of nn open society. 
Rhther than repudiate our policy 
of muHlcutturalIsm, Au8tralia>«houid. 
seek to fiirther refine It In tlie hope 
thnt we can, contintio to lead the 
world In the nppllcatlon of sensitive, 
nnd Intelligent policies In the 
management of ethnic diversity. ^  -
Michael Ufftnan, 
Middle Park. 
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DR E.S. Bernard (The Aust 
raiia/3, 28/2) claims "ignorant| 
an(J repressive; cultures" arfe 
being perpetuated by the pol-
icy of multiculturalism, as 
migrants .bring their "cultural 
baggage" with them to Aust-
ralia. Dr Bernard's letter 
seems to assume all migrants 
are political refugees, when 
this is clearly not,the case. 
In addition, the letter con-
fuses three concepts: lan-
guagey, political systems and 
culture. Only the last of these 
is the subject of the multicul-
turalism policy. I * 
;, In^terms of lianguage, Eng-
lish is s i^ll clearly the predomi-
naiit;; language and the com-
mon^^lahguage- for official use 
^ w b a t business is it of Dr 
Berhiard*s or .| Professor 
Hughes' which language 4s 
lusedwln private settings? 
Migrs^hts' children are . mor^ 
often than not as fluent in 
English as their Anglo-Celtic 
counterparts. 
In;terms of political struc-
tures, migrants, affect the 
broader political scene only 
sporadically. So What is the 
"baggage" migrants are bring-
ing with them under multicul-
turalism? The answer is that 
they: kre bringing personal 
value systems and customs 
which j .impact, very little on 
Australian social institutions: 
It is Nothing sinister as Dr 
Bernard suggests. The differ-
ent j framework offered by 
migrant minds can only be a 
bonus: for Australia: It is 
unfortunate that much of this 
is lost after the first gener-
ation I despite the policy of 
multiculturalism. 
I PETER NEUSTUPNY 
i Jolimont, Vic 
Neustupny: 
Aus. 
8/3/1995 
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from Stavroula Psnnis ; 
\ strongly disingrcc with Betty Uobcrt-
i son's letter (8/3) regarding the (Wret-
Ltions and limits of muitlcuUunilism 
! in Australia. 
i I am an Australian of Greek origin 
(Iwas born here, my parents migrat-
ed to Australia in .the 1960s).: How-
ever, 1 still feel that qn exclusive.atti-
tude exists among certain Anglo-
A u s t r a li a n s: b e c a use of m y 
background, I am not coiisidercd 
"wholly" Australian. 
son to suggest.that Australian 
athletes nt ihij Sydney Olympic 
Games would be lost to visiting 
teams refloct ing their ethnic back-
grounds and that the teaching 'of 
community languages doles .)not 
encourage a uense^ of belonging to-
Austcallan society.|^ C?; ' . 
What is nccded|isi' tolerance and 
und'erstanding; not bigotry' and 
, ignorance. X.'^ ' •- •'- •'-
: I would also like to point oat to Ms 
Robertson that Australian^ flags as 
same time/1 am .also proud of my 
Creek heritage and culture. There 
jlfe no coiinlcting loyahies here. 
Simply stated, my nationality is 
istrali 
This attitude is^ Oawed. I am quite ^[enjis .Greek flags Were flown at the 
proiid of this nation and its liberal !^!bwJi'Jie_rally jgajnst^A^^ 
5emo^ratle-liistitationsrbutr^t-the--JfCOgnia^ 
.Republic of Macedonia. The Austra-
. Han' and Greek national anthems 
' were also •playecf side by side. • 
It shoiild be noted: that this rally 
AustVallan. my ethnicity is Greek. was a prt)test Against a certain 
; It should 6e realised that being fpreigppo^'nrdecision^oflhe Austra-. 
^'Australian" means a variety of lanGoverniQent by 100.000 Aijstra-
dlfferem things to differem people. J'^n c;/»2e/w of Greek descent. These 
Australian society is no longer people worV hard and p^y their 
predominantly Anglo-Celtic and this taxes, too. •.They are contributiirg 
should be reflected in pur. political members of Australian society, 
apd social institutions. ' * Ms Robertson. I am as much of an 
-. Unfortunately. Ms Robertson Australian as vou. even if my family 
•^  has not been here fof more than two 
gcnerations.'And. a^  ah Australian oT 
Greek Uescent. I take offence to your 
c{uest ion ihg of my loyalty to" this 
country. Multiculturalism ha^ p 
worked reasonably well, why change. 
s ts  
Iseems to be espousing the "assimi-
llate-or»go-back-home" approach. 
Such an ethnocentric and excluslon-
Jst viewpoint defeats the very 
LP.uillfti£J3m.d_e5fLCJDLClLJlJ^ ^ 
culturalism. The days of the racist 
and discrimlnjitor '^ White A i^stralia 
jPolicy should not be revisited. 
i It is quite irrational for Ms Robert-
it now? 
Stavroula Psonis, 
East Brighton. 
Psonis: 
Age 
11/3/1994 
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from Roland Jabbour, chairman^ 
> Australian Arabic Council 
[No one can be blamed for believing, 
that there Is an ethnic. War looniing* 
I in Melbourne. Headlines scream of 
ethnic rows between the' Greek aiid 
I Macedonian communities. But is it 
[as simple as it seems?' ' . 
". To date, there have,, been rtd 
I'arrests, no evidence, and no party 
claiming responsibility for any of 
thesefincidents. This means that we 
cannot jump toxonclusions that the 
perpetrators JEure [Greek of Macedo-
nlan.:i.>:.-:v^4 ,^:^ ^ :^^ '^^ ^a::-.:Z- • •..\:. 
n n m rrpram mn' 
inate*tole^in^dntrtbiiting^6 Austra-: 
lia's r^foretgi^ffSBlrsf;^ policies, and 
ther^^^shbtud^srinechanisms to fia-" 
dlitate;thls ^process; in^con^tructive 
|, This is not the first time that ethnic 
groups have" been polarised by some 
I sensationalist sections of .the media. 
rDuring the Gulf crisis, the spate of 
^attacks^;a^lhSt*Arab, 'Jewish:^and 
I^MusIitnfptdp^rties^was rashly. 
;^t}lbughi uriderstiandably; reported 
,'as e\hnic]vmtUuef^i'^^''C\:ii -....;-, -^  
itM But at die^nd of jhe diEiy, all these 
people; learned, that^th^ i^ere,evi-
dently Cisome^vexterrial •':. parties in-
volvedr individuals who isought every 
opportunity tb prove that, itnnliipra-
tion! was detrimental' torAustralia. A i 
non-Arab provocateur w a s cau^^t 
red-handed in the fire-bombing of a j 
synagogue . in Melbourne. A: non- H 
Arab group'calling themselves "the I 
anarchists" boasted, about burning ! 
the Australian flag at 'an anti-Gulf | 
•Warrally, \- ;• •v••^ -^ •^•'; •;^ •;:•v••/ 
In manysiniilffir^iiiddeii^^ 
tempting to assunie and^ blame: the 
local. Arabic cotrimunity, but the 
facts proved thewperpetrators had 
notHing todo with these ethnic com-
munities. : : ' ; ' 
mates such as nbW^^erhaps we need 
some sobering reminders of the Ies> 
sons leamed in recent experiences 
so thafwe do not fall into the same 
.traps;..-••;:..:'•• ;:^ •^!v•'vv•-v-v^ ;f-.- '-^ -r- •- •: 
Multiculturalism is not about neat 
blocks of ethntc communities, divid-
ed by black and White boundaries. 
• A more sophisticated understand-
ing of our society would prevent ^o 
; many 'presutpptiohs; about *the na-
ture and motives behind thosie at-
tacks on ethnic propettiesfl-^t us 
heed the lessons^of history, aiid keep 
an open mind. ' * 
Roland labbour, 
* . . Thombury. 
Jabbour: 
Age 
15/3/1994 
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from Mary Russell 
Professor Jerzy Zubrzycki, "author"^  
of multiculturalism, says (The Age', 
19/3) that he is no«| worried about 
the direction of multiculturalism. 
especially with violence between the 
Greek and Macedonian communl-
I ' t i e s . - - - • . ' . - , • * , . • • • . . • ' -; . • • • • ' 
It Is true that multiculturalism is 
I facing its biggest testing. But this had 
to happen, as it must in any society, 
Iwhei'e large numbers of people from 
^different cultures live in close 
^proximity.- - l : . , .' 
There is nothing wrong with 
multiculturalism^and at a time, like 
[this especially, when only a few hot-
I heads andi vindictive people are set 
lOn stirring the^  pot, it is not realistic 
I or correct to'wave one's arms around 
rand-speak-about v^y-ithas^failedc 
%; The majority of Australians from» 
[ethnic.backgrounds would disagree 
•with Professor Zubrzycki. The idea of 
a "fragmented society."*is a.worlds 
problem. • 
I When we look at our world, we 
1 cannot: avotd"^ern~g~vio]en^e~and'" 
jdivisioni What we have Here is just a" 
reflection of what is happening else-
'where..^  >c-::)- "• • . . . • . * 
A^fe in Australia generaUy get a-
reaction from idifferent ethnic-
groups virtien problems arise in their 
old country. It is only human nature 
to become disturbed at these times, 
especially if fafiiily and friends are 
still living therfe^eopie firorft any 
culture will notthesitate to 1 protest, 
even viblently^lf|they believe a 
Wronglias beerifdohe^ ^^  40± • • 
. I believe that the present problem, 
that is the nariie."Macedonia" and 
whethei"'tw(f^gif6upS>^h6uld' fight 
about, it.^ is ridiculous.''But then, I'm 
not arGreek-Macedonian or a Yugo-
slavian :Macedonian. and I can walk 
away from th^situation.V i . - i 
i.,.Tn(Bre?isS;rid|goodv reason why j 
anyone should react^violently to this < 
situation. But there^are many hot- ! 
heads" out there; r and these people' 
Icome.in every color, shape and size. 
The most; important thing to 
remember is'(hat for every problem 
there isfafirtjlutibn,' and every 
problem neeasrtb'lbcfwofked out 
peacefully.' with vfiill consideration 
for all views. ; ; , 
__ILwe give up.on*jhulticulturaiisrn,_ 
then we give up on ourselves. " 
*•; L Maiy Russell, 
• . \ Diamond Creelc 
Russell: 
Age 
28/3/1994 
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